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Abstract 
This thesis examines the relationship between the L-series of an elliptic curve 
evaluated at s = 2 and the image of the regulator map when the curve is defined 
over a real quadratic field with narrow class number one, thus providing numerical 
evidence for Beilinson's conjecture. In doing so i t provides a practical formula for 
calculating the L-series for modular elliptic curves over real quadratic fields, and 
in outline for more general totally real fields, and also provides numerical evidence 
for the generalization of the Taniyama-Weil-Shimura conjecture to real quadratic 
fields. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The basis of this thesis is a conjecture first made by Beilinson [2] (though Bloch 
was also working along these lines, see for example [5]) relating the value of the 
L-function of a smooth projective curve V over Q evaluated at zero to the value 
obtained from the determinant of the image of the regulator map r. More precisely 
if / is the leading coefficient of the Taylor expansion of the L-function of V at zero 
then Beilinson conjectured 
(1.1) r {K2{V)) is a lattice in H\V ® C, R(l))+ 
and detr(K2{V)) = ldetH\V®C,Q{l))+ 
(the notation is explained more fully in Chapter 2). 
Computer calculations by Bloch and Grayson [4] on elliptic curves with small 
conductor and appropriate torsion points, led them to modify the conjecture 
slightly. The corrected conjecture is as follows: 
Conjecture 1. Let Ez be the Neron minimal model for an elliptic curve E. Then 
the rank ofK2{Ez) = 1, and the image of a generator ofK2{Ez) under the regulator 
map is a non-zero rational multiple of L(E,2). 
Note that the important difference is that Bloch and Grayson consider the K-
group of the Neron minimal model, in other words they consider the curve over the 
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integers rather than over the rationals. They also define their regulator difi^erently, 
in terms of Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series, but their definition is equivalent to 
Beilinson's apart from a few factors of 2 and T T , and they use the value of the 
L-series at 2, but again this is the same as / above (at least for modular curves) 
apart from factors of 2 and T T . They also explained the rest of the image of K2{E) 
(1 cover these matters more fully in chapter 2). 
Beilinson extended the conjecture to more general algebraic varieties and more 
values of the L-function in a later paper [3]. 
In some cases, partial proofs of the above conjecture are known. For elliptic 
curves over Q with complex multiplication there are two papers which show that 
there are elements of K2{Ez) with the correct image under the regulator map. 
Rohrlich [16] gives a proof (building on the work of Bloch) that 
Theorem. / / E is an elliptic curve over Q with complex multiplication and / , ^ G 
Q.{E) have divisors supported on the points of order dividing n (where Q{E) is the 
function field of E over Q and n is an integer) then 
r { f 0 g ) = af,,L'iE,O) 
where a/,^  G n~^Z and a/,g is not zero for some choice of f,g and n. 
Note that L'{E,0) means £ _^L{E,s), and is another way of writing / above. 
Also Deninger and Wingberg [8] give a proof of a theorem due to Beilinson and 
Bloch which states 
Theorem. If E is an elliptic curve over Q with complex multiplication and con-
ductor N, then there exists G K2(£'z) and <j> G H'^{E (g) C,<Q(1))+ such that 
Note that the latter theorem does not require the curve to have any torsion 
points. 
Also Ross in [19] has shown that 
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Theorem. For all but finitely many elliptic curves E/Q which are isogenous to 
an elliptic curve defined over Q with a rational torsion point of order at least 3, 
K2{E) contains an element of infinite order. 
which confirms that K2(£') is usually large enough to contain the conjectured 
rank 1 image of K2{Ez). He has also proved a similar result for Fermat curves [18 
and as a result constructs an element of K2{E) supported on non-torsion points 
for the elliptic curve y^ + y =: x^, whose image under the regulator Grayson has 
shown to be equal to ^L'{E, 0) to 100 decimal places. 
Further calculations have also been made for elliptic curves over Q with non-
torsion points in unpublished work by Grayson and Schappacher [10], and Nekovaf 
and improved upon by Rolshausen [17] in his thesis. 
There seem to be two ways of generalizing this problem. One is to consider 
higher regulators, related to L{Sym''E, k + 1). Mestre and Schappacher [13] have 
verified this numerically for k = 2. The other is to consider larger fields than Q, 
and this thesis aims to examine the numerical evidence in this case, when the fields 
concerned are real quadratic fields of narrow class number 1. 
To do this I need on the one hand to calculate the L-series, and on the other 
to calculate the regulator. Chapter 4 shows how to calculate the L-series for 
elliptic curve over real quadratic fields of narrow class number 1. This assumes 
the curve is modular but a consequence of my calculations will be to provide 
numerical evidence for this assumption. Chapter 2 defines the regulator by means 
of Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series, which i t also defines, and i t starts by defining 
enough K-theory to describe the various maps and exact sequences around which 
Beilinson's conjectures are based. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with describing the image of the regulator map acting 
on K2{E), and explaining that part of the image which doesn't come from ele-
ments of K2(iSo), and then moves on to analyse the results of my extension of 
the calculations of Bloch and Grayson, of the relationship between elements in the 
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image the regulator map and L{E, 2) for rational elliptic curves. These results are 
presented in Appendix A. 
Chapter 5 examines the results from my calculations of the relationship between 
E-K-L series and L{E, 2) for eUiptic curves over some real quadratic fields, which 
are given in Appendix B, and summarizes the main conclusions of this thesis, 
and where the work might be extended. Finally Appendix C lists the two main 
programs used in my calculations. 
Chapter 2 
K-Theory, Regulators and E - K - L 
series 
The purpose of this chapter is to establish enough background mathematics to 
be able to define the regulator map and thus to state Beilinson's conjecture, and 
also to define and establish facts about Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series, which 
we will link to the image of the regulator map. 
First we go through enough category theory to define the K-theory groups, and 
then go through enough K-theory to estabHsh the exact sequences which BeiHnson's 
conjecture relies on in the case we are considering. 
Then we switch to defining E-K-L series, and then manipulating them to es-
tablish a functional equation, and linked to that an efficient way of evaluating 
the E-K-L series. We conclude this section by bounding above the sum of all 
but finitely many terms, and thus establishing the accuracy obtained by adding 
together sufficiently many of the larger terms, which is what we will calculate in 
practice. 
Finally in this chapter we define the regulator map, and process i t in order 
to link i t to the E-K-L series, and in the process connect the various differing 
definitions of the regulator map in the literature. We conclude the chapter with a 
13 
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precise statement of Beilinson's conjecture in the cases we consider. . 
2.1 K-Theory 
First we briefly run through the Algebraic K-theory necessary to construct two 
exact sequences of abelian groups, which will be used to construct and to calculate 
the regulator. We start with Quillen's Q-construction of the K-groups of a small, 
exact category. This follows Srinivas's book [23] (see also articles by Quillen [15] 
and Grayson [11]). We start with some definitions from category theory. • 
Definition. A small category is a category whose objects and morphisms form 
sets. 
Definition. An additive category is a category satisfying the following: 
Given any two objects a and b, the maps a —»• 6 form an abelian group hom(a, 6), 
which is distributive under composition. That is, if / , / ' : a b and g,g': 6 —> c 
then 
{9 + g')o{f + f ' ) = gof-^gof' + g'of + g'of' 
The category contains a null object 0. That is, for any object a, there exist unique 
maps a 0 and 0 —>• a. 
There is a biproduct for each pair of objects. That is given any two objects a and 
b, there is an object c and maps a ^ c 6 such that piii = la, P2^ 2 = U and 
Pl P2 
kPl + «2P2 = I c -
Definition. An abelian category is an additive category that also satisfies: 
Every map has a kernel and a co-kernel. That is, given a map a b there exists 
a kernel map s -->• a such that fk = 0 and any map h such that f h = 0 factors 
uniquely through k, and a co-kernel map b t such that c/ = 0 and any map 
h such that hf = 0 factors uniquely through c. 
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Every monic map is the kernel of some map, and every epic map is the co-kernel of 
some map. (A map a bis monic if whenever there are maps g,g': b—^ c such 
that gf = g'f then g = g', and is epic i f whenever there are maps g,g': c a 
such that fg = fg' then g = g'). 
Definition. Given a small category C define BC , the classifying space of C as 
follows: 
Construct a simplicial set where the re-simplices are the sequences 
Ao Ai ^ A 2 . . . ^ An 
where A,- G ObC and /,• G MorC, the ith. face of this simplex is the (n - l)-simplex 
h , h f i - l , f i + i o f i /i+2 /n 
Ao-^ Ai —^ ... y ^ Ai+i > An 
and the ith degenerate (n -|- l)-simplex is 
A o A i ^ ... ^ Ai ^ Ai > . . . ^ An 
Then the classifying space is defined by 
BC = ]J (set of n-simpHces with discrete topology) x A„ / ~ 
\n>0 / 
where 
An = \{to,...,Q e pn+l i i > 0 , X ^ f i = l 
»=o 
and the equivalence relation is generated by the equivalences: 
If G is an n-simplex and F its ith. face then V(to, • • •, ^n-i) G A n _ i 
(F, {to, tn-l)) ~ (G, {to, i i - l , 0, t„ tn-l)) 
If G is an n-simplex and D its ith degenerate then \/{to,..., t„) G A „ 
(G, {to, tn)) ~ {D, {to, ti_i,ti + ti+^,ti+2, in)) 
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Definition. An exact category is an additive category that embeds as a ful l 
subcategory of an abelian category (i.e. i f two objects are in the subcategory, all 
the maps between them are as well), such that ifO—^•a—»-c—>6-^0isan exact 
sequence in the abelian category with a and b in the subcategory, then there exists 
an object isomorphic to c in the subcategory. (A sequence • ^  c • is exact at c 
if ker(5') = ker(coker(/)) and a sequence is exact in the subcategory if it is exact 
everywhere in the abelian category). 
Definition. Given a small exact category C , we define a new category QC where 
the objects of QC are the objects of C and a morphism a b in QC is an iso-
morphism class of diagrams a ^ c ^ b such that the following diagrams in C are 
exact for some objects d and e in C. 
0 
0 a «-c 
0 
0 
(Two diagrams a ^ c b and a f ^ b are isomorphic if there exists an 
isomorphism c / such that the diagram 
a «-
f -
id 
commutes). The identity morphism is clearly a «^ a A a. Morphisms a d 
and 6 «- e '-^ c are composed via the following diagram 
d Xbe ->• e -> c 
where d X ; , e is the puUback in the abelian category containing C, that is, if / is the 
biproduct of d and e, then (i e is the kernel of difference of the maps f ^ d^b 
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and / ^ e —* 6, which is defined up to isomorphism. (Note that <f x j e —>• c? is epic, 
as e -» 6 is and c? e —»• e is monic as o? 6 is). This diagram is a priori only 
defined in the abelian category containing C, but as ker(c? Xb e ^ d) = ker(e -» 
b) E C then d Xb e G C (up to isomorphism) because C is exact. Moreover the 
compositions oi d Xb e <^ e '—^ c and o f c ? X j e - » £ / - » a are part of appropriate 
exact sequences in C, so it is vaHd to define 
{b**-e^c)o(a«^d'^b) = a*i-dXbe^c 
The other condition to verify to show that QC is a category is the associativity of 
morphisms, and this is similarly checked. 
We are now in the position to state Quillen's Q-definition of the K-theory of a 
small exact category. 
Definition. If C is a small exact category, let 0 be a zero object of C (so {0} € 
BQC). Define 
(2.1) . K,(C) = 7r,+i(BQC,{0}) 
where TT; is the ith homotopy group. 
In fact, we will want to define the category of a scheme X, so we need to 
associate a category to i t , and in some cases we can do this in two ways. 
Definition. If X is a scheme, let V{X) denote the category of locally free sheaves 
(of Ox-modules) of finite rank on X. Thus for any sheaf T G V{X), X is covered 
by open sets U such that J^\u = {OxluY for some integer r. Define 
M X ) = M n x ) ) 
I f X is a noetherian scheme, let M{X) denote the category of coherent sheaves on 
X. Thus for any sheaf € M{X), X is covered by open affine sets U = Spec A 
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such that J^\u = M , for some finitely -generated yl-module M. {M is the OspecA-
module arising naturally from M, i.e. M(V) = M 0a OspecAiV)). Define 
K : . ( X ) = MM{x)) 
In fact you can show that i f X is a regular scheme, then K, (X) = K'i(X). Also, 
ii X — Spec R for some ring R, then these groups correspond to those obtained 
from the "classical" K-theory of R (see [14] for the definition, and [23] shows they 
are equivalent). 
For example, i f X = Spec F for a field F, then V{X) — M{X) is the category of 
finite dimensional F-vector spaces. Using this fact you can show that Ko{X) = Z, 
which agrees with the result from classical K-theory. Classical K-theory also shows 
that Ki{X) = F* and K 2 ( ^ ) is the abelian group 
by Matsumoto's theorem (see [14]). We denote by { f , g ) the element of K2{X) cor-
responding to the coset in F*®zF* containing f®g. Note that it is a consequence 
of the definition that {•,•} is anti-symmetric, i.e. { f , g ] = -{g,f}- It is also true 
that if F is a number field then K2(F) is a torsion group (this is essentially a result 
of Garland [9] drawing on results of Bass and Tate, but his paper does not state 
this result. See for example [25] to fill the gap). 
We now move on to consider maps between K-groups arising from functors 
between exact categories, with the aim of establishing the required exact sequences. 
Definition. A functor F: C ^ V between exact categories C and V is exact 
g h 
if, whenever 0 — > a — > ' 6 — ^ c - ^ O i s a n exact sequence in C, the sequence 
F(g) F(h) 
0 F{a) > F{b) ^ F{c) ^ 0 is exact in V. 
Note that an exact functor between exact categories F: C V induces a 
functor between categories QF: QC QV, and hence a continuous map between 
simplicial complexes BQF: BQC BQP, and thus a homomorphism between 
Ki{C) and Ki{V). 
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Definition. A Serre subcategory of a small abelian category C is a fu l l , additive 
subcategory V where for any exact sequence 0 a b c ^ 0 in C, b e OhV 
i f and only if a £ Ob P and c 6 OhV. In particular any object isomorphic to an 
object in V is in V, and V must be abelian as C is. 
Definition. Given a small abelian category C with a Serre subcategory T> define 
the quotient category C/T> to be the category whose objects are the objects of C, 
and where if a, 6 G OhC/V then the group of morphisms from a to 6 is 
homc/p(a, b) = limhomc(a', b/b') such that a/a, b' E V 
where the partial ordering on the groups is given by setting home (a', 6/6') < 
home (a", 6/6") i f o" a', "-^ a and 6 - ^ 6 / 6 ' - ^ 6/6", and we obtain the map 
home (a', 6/6') ^ homc(a", 6/6") by sending a' ^ 6/6' to a" ^ a! ^  bjb' ^ 6/6". 
Composing morphisms involves a lot of chasing around diagrams, but essen-
tially relies on the isomorphism (6' U 6")/6' = 6"/(6' X6 6"), where 6' U 6" is the 
smallest object such that b' b and b" ^ 6 factor through (6' U 6") 6, be-
cause given maps a' 6/6' and 6" c/c', we can map these under the partial 
ordering to maps (a" -> 6/6') = (a" (6' U 6")/6' ^ 6/6') and (6" ^ c/c") = 
(6" -» 6"/(6' Xb b") —* c/c"), and define the composition to be the image of the 
map a" c/c" via the isomorphism. Also note that the natural map C C/V is 
exact, and C/V is an abelian category. 
Finally, we can construct an exact sequence of K-groups. 
Theorem 2.1. If D is a Serre subcategory of an abelian category C, then the 
natural exact functors V ^ C and C ^ C/V induce the exact sequence of group 
homomorphisms 
> Ki{V) ^ Ki{C) ^ Ki{C/V) Ki.,iV) ->... 
Proof See [23]. • 
In particular we can use this to deduce the following 
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Theorem 2.2. Let X be a noetherian scheme, and Z a closed subscheme with U 
its open complement. Then we have the following exact sequence 
• • • ^ KKZ) m X ) K',{U) -> K'UZ) ->... 
Proof. Observe that M.{X) is an abelian category, with Serre subcategory Mz{X) 
(the category of coherent sheaves supported on Z) , and that M{U) = M.u{X) = 
M{X)/Mz{X), thus we have an exact sequence 
MMz{X)) K : . ( X ) ^ K\(U) ^ Ki.^{Mz{X)) ->... 
but for any sheaf T G Mz{X) there is a filtration 0 = .Fo C . ^ i C • • • C = 
T such that each TnjTn-\ is in a category isomorphic to MiZ), and these are 
precisely the conditions required to apply the devissage theorem (see [23] again) 
and we deduce BQA^^(A') is homotopic to BQA^(2'), hence the result. • 
Also note that i f Z' is another closed subset of X such that Z <Z Z' and where 
V is the open complement of Z' then we have the following commutative diagram 
% { z ) — . K : . ( X ) — . K:(£/) — . K U ( z ) 
K : . ( Z ' ) — > K : . ( X ) — . % m — > K : _ , ( Z ' ) 
and thus we take the direct limit of such diagrams. In particular let X be the 
scheme associated to the elliptic curve Ek over number field Ar, then we may take 
the direct limit of sequences given by taking Z to be a finite number of closed 
points on Ek to obtain 
n K , ( f c ( P ) ) K , ( £ , ) ^  K , ( A : ( E ) ) U K , _ a ( f c ( P ) ) ^ . . . 
P closed P closed 
But if F is a number field then K2(F) is a torsion group, and by [12] we know 
an explicit expression for the map d: K2{k{E))q U P G B * K^)* so, if we 
P closed 
denote Ki{C) ®z Q by Ki{C)q we conclude 
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Theorem 2.3. For an elliptic curve E over a number field k, the sequence 
(2.2) torsion ^K2{Ek)-^K2{k{E))^ j j k { P ) ' . . . 
P€Ek 
P closed 
is exact where d is given by 
d= dp where dp{{f,g}) ^ {-l)-'-^^^-'-^^^^^{P) 
P closed 
In particular, 
( \ 
d (2.3) K2iEk)Q = ker M K E ) ) ^ n Kpy 
\ P closed I 
Hence every non-torsion element ofK2{Ek) may be identified with a Q-linear com-
bination of elements of,K2{k{E)). 
This Theorem allows us to define the regulator map on the torsion free part of 
K2{Ek) by considering i t a subgroup of K2{k{E)). 
The second exact sequence we require is obtained by letting X be the scheme 
corresponding to a regular model of the elliptic curve E over the ring of inte-
gers Ok of k, denoted Eo, and taking the direct limit over those closed subsets 
corresponding to finitely many reduced curves. Thus we have 
• • • - n nEp) - nEo) - K{E,) u . K-I{E,) - . . . 
p prime in fc p prime in k 
In particular we want the following piece of this sequence 
Theorem 2.4. Let Eo be a minimal regular model for an elliptic curve E over a 
number field k. Then the sequence 
(2.4) K2iEo) ^ K2{E,) ^ n KiEp) 
p prime in k 
is exact at K2{Ek). 
This will allow us to state Beilinson's conjecture, once we have defined the 
regulator. 
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2.2 E - K - L series 
This section will define Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series, and establish some basic 
properties needed elsewhere such cis the functional equation. It is based on material 
in the book by Weil [27]. Throughout this section A will be a lattice over C 
generated by u and v. First we define some quantities that will be used extensively 
in what follows. 
Definition. Define r = 6v/u, where <5 = ± 1 is chosen such that Im(r) > 0. Define 
^ _ Im(r)MU _ S{vu- uv) 
TT 2TTi 
For xo,w e C, define the character x{'^) by 
X{w) = x{^; X,) = e(^-^^ ' ' ) /^ 
Definition. If a G Z>o, define the Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series for Re(5) > 
f + 1 as 
(2.5) • K . M = E 
t.6A \X + W\ 
This may be continued analytically to the whole of the 5-plane as follows. For 
Re(5) > I - f 1, we have 
T{s)Ka{x,xo,s) = r e:{t,x,xo)t'-'c 
Jo 
dt 
where 
Q:{t,x,xo)= E e-'\^+^^\iw){¥T^r 
w€A 
vj-^—x 
Define G o to be the result of extending the sum in the definition of 0* to all u; 6 A . 
So 
<do.{i,x,x^ = 
0*(t, X , xo) + x{~x) i f a = 0 and x G A 
0*(^,x,xo) otherwise 
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Observe that the function x ( x ) 0 o ( i , x, xo) is doubly periodic in x, that is if x = 
au -f- 0v then x ( 2 ; ) 6 a ( i , a:, XQ) has period 1 in a and Assume for the moment 
that a = 0. We may then use a Fourier Transform to write 
X ( X ) 0 O ( ^ , X , X O ) = J2 e2-(-+^'')/(e,//) 
where 
f{e,r))= f f\{au-\-l3v)eo{t,au-h/3v,Xo)e-'^'^'''+''^^dad^ 
Jo Jo 
But if J/ = 6{—€V 4- riu) G A for integer e and r], then 
2'!ri{ae + ^rj) = {xy - yx)/A = ((x -h w)y - y(xTw))/A 
for any to G A, and as dadjS = {dx A dx)/6{vu — uv) we may combine the sum and 
integral to get 
f(^,v) = T7— 7 / e- '""+^(^/ '^-"(^ ' ' - ' ' ) / ' ' ( ixA(/x 
S{vu-uv) Jc 
~ At^ 
so 
0o(t ,x,xo) = x ( - ^ ) ^ E e-(^''-'')(^/^'*e-(^^-^^)/^ 
- y € A 
= x{-x)^Qo{A-H-\xo,x) 
and differentiating both sides a times with respect to x gives 
(2.6) 0a(t, X, xo) = x{-x)iAt)-''-'ea{A~H-\xo, x) 
Now we use this to get the analytic continuation of Ka- For T > 0 let 
/ ( r , a, X, Xo, 5) = e:{t, X, xo)f-'dt 
^ | X wf' JT\X+W\' 
w^—x 
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This is absolutely convergent for all 5 , and defines a holomorphic function on C. 
Thus 
T{s)Ka{x, Xo, s) - I{T, a , x, xo, s) = - A x ( - x ) — + / 0 a ( ^ , X, Xo)t'-' 
s Jo 
= - A x ( - x ) — - f r{At)-''-'ea{A-H-\xo,x)x{-x)t''-'dt 
s Jo 
dt 
' f s nns-a-1 v (—xl r°° xi-x) 'dt 
so 
Theorem 2.5. For K,x and I as above, we have 
(2.7) T{s)Ka{x,xo,s) = / ( r , a , x , x o , 5 ) - Xx{-x) — 
s 
rps~a-\ ( 1 
' ( 0 - 5 + 1 ) ^ - + ! A2-<'-i VA2r 
where 
A = 
1 if a = 0 and x G A 
0 otherwise 
and = s 
1 if a = 0 and XQ G A 
0 otherwise 
and since the right hand side of this equation is defined for all s, as is T{s), this 
defines the analytic continuation of the E-K-L series to the whole of the s-plane. 
Note that since T{s) has no zeroes, the only possible poles of the E-K-L series 
are simple poles at 5 = 0 if a = 0 and x G A, and at 5 = 1 if a = 0 and XQ G A. 
We will mostly be using equation (2.7) when a = l , x = 0, 5 = 2 and T — to 
give a rapidly convergent way of calculating the E-K-L series in this case. Hence 
Corollary 2.6. 
(2.8) Ki{0,xo,2) 
X{w) (\w 
iu€A\{0} 
Xo + 
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Also observe that i f we set T — A~^, then the right hand side of (2.7) is fixed 
by multiplying by A'^^~°'~^x{x) and then exchanging x for XQ and replacing s by 
a + 1 — 5 . Thus we get the following functional equation for the E-K-L series 
Theorem 2.7. 
(2.9) r{s)Kaix, Xo, s) = x(-x)A'^+^-2T(a + 1 - s)Ka{xo,x,a-\-l-s) 
This will also be useful later. 
Since we will want to evaluate Ki{0,XQ,2) for various real eUiptic curves, when 
Xo corresponds to various real points, it is useful to have some idea of which terms 
we need to evaluate and which we can ignore to obtain a sufficiently accurate result. 
Recall 
Ki{0,xo,2)= J2 e ( ^ ° " - ' " ^ ' ' ) / ^ - ^ 
u;eAv{0} 
Observe that for any A and any xo, /<'i(0,xo, 2) is antisymmetric in xo, so 
i i : i (0 , -xo,2) = - / i : i (0 ,xo,2) , and if ?/ G A, K^{fi,xo +y,2) = Ki{Q,xo,2), which 
shows that ii;'i(0, xo, 2) = 0 if XQ G \h, so we know the result exactly in this case. 
More generally, if we assume A corresponds to a real elliptic curve and xo is a 
real point, we know that A = A, x = x mod A, and thus ii 'i(0,xo, 2) is real. By 
equation (2.8) we have 
i^i(0,xo,2) 
and we use this equation to calculate the E-K-L series when we don't know the 
answer exactly. Clearly the modulus of each term depends only on \w\ for the 
first sum and |xo + w\ for the second, and strictly decreases very rapidly as these 
increase. Moreover it is easy to see that if i > 0, Ei(i) < e~^/t, so if we set r = \w 
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in the first case and r = |xo -|- it;| in the second, then in either case the modulus of 
the term in w is bounded by 
\rA r^J 
Since this depends only on r, it seems reasonable to calculate those terms in a 
disc, of radius R say, and then bound the remaining terms by summing over annuli 
of increasing diameter. In this case all we need to do is to come up with a good 
bound on the number of points in an annulus, and to choose how thick to make 
the annuli to facilitate this. 
Let the generators of the lattice A be u and v, where u is the least positive 
real element of A, and Re(v) = 0 or = | u . Consider a fundamental parallelogram 
which maximizes the smaller of the distances between the two pairs of parallel 
sides, d say. If Re(u) = 0 one such parallelogram has vertices 0, w, w -f- u and v, and 
if Re(t;) = \u then such a parallelogram has vertices 0,u, u and v. 
For a circle of radius r ' consider the union of the tesselations of the parallelo-
gram which intersect the interior of the circle. The border of this contains all the 
extra lattice points within a larger concentric circle of radius r" if r" is sufficiently 
close to r', for example if r" = r' -\- d. There are at most S\r'/d\ lattice points 
on the border, because the border has the same length as that of the smallest 
parallelogram with sides parallel to the parallelogram above containing the circle. 
Thus the sum of the terms of the sum outside a circle of radius R are bounded 
in modulus by 
(2.10) 2 1 8 i R + (n + l ) . ) e - ( - - ) V ^ ( ^ ^ J ^ + 
< 16e-«^/^- 1 - e-2«'iM 
where d = min( l , Im(r ) ) if lm{v) = 0, and d = lm{T)/yJl/A -|- Im(r)2 otherwise. 
As the dominant term in this expression is a power of e~^\ we should only need 
to calculate in the order of 1000 terms to get very good accuracy, hence justifying 
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the claim that the series converges very rapidly, and thus we can afford surplus 
accuracy at this stage, since other stages of my calculations take considerably 
longer (in practice this calculation takes a matter of seconds, but other calculations 
take minutes or even hours). 
2.3 Regulators 
This section will define the regulator, and link i t to E-K-L series. On the way, 
i t will also show that the definition given here is equivalent to various other def-
initions given in the literature. We begin by defining a map r„: K2{Ek)Q —> 
H^{E^{C),2'!riR) for each embedding k ^ C. Recall by Theorem 2.3, that we 
may identify K2{Ek)Q with the kernel of the map d tensored with Q. So 
Definition. Let E be an algebraic curve over k, let Ea be the curve over C given 
by the embedding ^ C and let 7 be a loop on E(^{C) based at a point a. Define 
the homomorphism r„ : K2{Ek)(Q —>• H^{E^{C),2'!riR) by defining the image of an 
element J 2 j { f j y 9 j } € ker5 to be 
(2.11) 
and extending linearly. 
Proof (Well Defined). First observe that 
R e f - [ Infj^dlngj^] = / In darg^jV + / aTgfj^d\n\g,„\ 
\ t Jf / J-f Jf 
= / In I d arg g,^ - f [arg /,> In \gj^\] - In \gj^ \ d arg / . 
and 
Re Q ln(5jv(a)) J d\n f j j ^ = In |^j>(a)| [arg -\- arg(pj^(a)) [in 
= arg/ jv ln |^ j> 
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thus 
(2.12) r< , (X :{ /„^,} ) (7) = / z E ( l n i / i . M a r g ^ , > - l n | ^ , v | ( i a rg / , v ) 
so in particular the definition is independent of choice of a, and TQ- is anti-symmetric 
if we exchange the f j with the gj. 
To show that the definition depends only on the homotopy class of 7, i t is 
enough to show that if 7 is a contractible loop then (j2j { f j , g j } ) (7) = 0. But 
by Cauchy's Theorem on (2.11), this will equal the sum of the residues at the zeroes 
and poles of the and gj^ enclosed by 7. However the zeroes and poles of the /,> 
and gjcr are just the images under a of poles and zeroes in k of the f j and gj. Let P 
be a pole or zero of one of the f j or gj. Using local co-ordinates about P^r, let 7P be 
a circle with radius r and centre P^, which is small enough so that no pole or zero 
of the / j> or gj^ other than P^ is inside. Write /jv(re'^ + P^) = (re'^)™' fj{re'^) 
and gja{re^^-\-Per) = (j'^^^) ' 9j{'''^^^)i where f j and gj have neither poles nor zeroes 
at r = 0 (i.e. at P<j). Then, by using Cauchy's formula and Cauchy's theorem, we 
have 
J Infjadlngj^ = J^_^ (mjlnr-\-irujO-^\n f j ) {d{inj9) dlngj) 
= rrijUj (27rilnr — 2%^) -\- 27rinj\n fj{0) 
+ 127r f^^ m,(ln r -|- i6) In gj - I In gj d{imjd) -\- 0 
J 6=0 Jg-Q 
= rrijUj ^27r2lnr - 27r^ ) -|- 27rmj ln / j (0 ) 
-I- 2'Kimj I n g j { r ) — 2'Kimj ln^_,(0) 
and 
hx{gj„{a)) I d\n/,> = {uj Inr -|- In^j ( r ) ) nij \ar -\- irrijO -\- I n f j 
J IP 
= 2-Kimjnj In r -|- 2'Kimj I n g j ( r ) 
2lT 
9=0 
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thus 
r.{E{fj^9^})M = 27^^•ERe Lmjnj+\n ( ^ ^ ] ] 
j j \ \9j{^) V / 
^ ( ( Pi W 
= 2 x z E R e In ( - l ) - ^ - ^ ^ ( P ) 
= 2 7 r n n | 5 p ( E { / . , ^ . } ) J = 0 
i 
since ^ ker 5. Thus if 7 is contractible, r^ (7) = 0- Hence 
the image of r„ is contained in H'^{E„{^),2'KiR). 
We still have to show that r^ . is a homomorphism, and that the image does not 
depend on the choice of the and g^ in an element E j { / i , 5 ^ i } -
It is clear from the definition that r^ is a homomorphism, so to show that the 
image does not depend on the choice of the f j and g^ in an element E j f / j j ^ j } 
we need to show that To- preserves bimultiplicity, and that r„(\f,\ — /})(7) = 0 
V / ^ 0 or 1. 
The former is straightforward, for example 
rA{^^9^){i) = ^ i{^n\f„\datgg„K - \n\gaK\daxgf„) 
= i z(ln|/^|c?arg5'^-ln|5r^|c?arg/^) 
-\- ^  z(ln|/<,|cZarg h„ - In darg/,,) 
= ^.({/,^})(7) + r . ( { / , / t } ) (7 ) 
= rA{f,9} + { f , h } ) { f ) 
Similarly, 
rA{fK9}){7) = r M . 9 } + {K9])i7) 
To complete the proof we must show that r^{{f, 1 - /})(7) = 0 for any / ^ 0 
and ^ 1, and any 7. By replacing 7 by a homotopic path, we may assume that / 
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and 1 — / have no poles or zeroes on 7. Now 
r A i f , 1 - / } ) ( 7 ) = -^ ' Im (j^ln/,dln(l - / , ) - ln( l - / , ( a ) ) t / l n / , ) 
thus if 7' = fail), and a' = fa{ot) it is enough to show that 
Im (^J {lnx)d\n{l - x) - ln(l - a') J d\nx^ = 0 
and by considering homotopies of 7', i t is enough to show this when 7' is a small 
loop about either x = 0 or x = 1. This is easy at x = 1, since both integrals 
are zero in this case, and the x = 0 case follows by anti-symmetry, replacing x by 
1 - X . • 
Most of the above follows the ideas of Beilinson's paper [2]. Note that if cr is 
a real embedding, and thus cr factors a: k R C then we can deduce from 
the definition of r^ that rAJ2j{fj,9j}){7) = '^•5-{T,j{fj,9i}){'l), hence the image of 
r^r is contained in //^^(^'^(C), 27r2R)''", which is the -|-1 eigenspace when complex 
conjugation acts simultaneously on Ea{C) and on 2iriR. H^{Ea{C),2TriR)'^ is a 
one dimensional real vector space, and thus it may be identified with R if we choose 
an element of H^{Eer(C), 27riR)'^ to map to 1 G K. The natural choice for such an 
element is the element of H^{Ea{C), 27riE)"'" which maps the real period of E^iC) 
to zero, and the imaginary period to 27ri. 
An alternative way of mapping this space to R is by means of differential forms. 
By (2.12) we see that ri^{J2j{fj,gj}) can be identified with a closed differential 1-
form, thus we can assign a value to it via the bilinear pairing of closed 1-forms 
(ri.uj) = Tri T) ALO 
Observe that 
i (In \fa I darg gc - In \gc \ darg f^) 
= In I M (ding, - din | ^ , | ) + In \ga\[dlnf, - din\f,\) 
= ln \ga\d\nfa + ln\fa\dlnga - d{\n\fa\\n\ga\) 
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So if a; is a closed holomorphic 1-form (for example dx but not dx), we deduce 
from (2.12) that 
(2.13) {r.{Y:{fj,9:}),^) 
i 
= L Aw = E'^^' \g,^d\nfj^^u; 
which brings us to Rohrhch's [16] definition of the regulator if we take k = Q and 
a: Ctohe the natural embedding. For a rational elliptic curve E, he defines 
the regulator map r : Q{E)* ® Q(E)* ^ R to be 
r{f®g) = ' 
where E{R.)° is the connected component of £'(E) containing zero, and w is a 
holomorphic 1-form. With the above assumption, this r is equivalent to 2r^ G 
H^{EAC),27riR)+ under the identification of H^{Ea{C),2TriR)+ with E as above. 
We return to the general case. The main reason why we introduce the bilinear 
pairing (•, •) is because if we take u = dx, then we can express {ra{Ylj{fj,9j})^ ^x) 
only in terms of the poles and zeroes of the fja and g^^-
Lemma 2.8. If A is the period lattice of E<j{<C) then 
(2.14) 
( ^ . ( E { / i ' ^ i ) ) ' ^ ^ ) = ( ^ ^ ) ' E E ord.( / ,v)or4(^, .) ir:(0 ,z- t . ,2) 
i j z,wec/A 
Proof. First observe that 
{r-a ( E i / i ' 9 j } ) , d x ) = ^ m j ^ In \gj^\ dlnfj^ A dx 
and the integrals on the right hand side are defined not only for J^j{fj,gj} G ker 5 
but for any set of f j (g) gj G k{E)* (g) k{E)*. Thus i t is enough to show that 
wi I In Ig^dlnf^Adx = (irA)^ E ordAf„)oTd,(g^)Ki{0,z - w,2) 
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where f,ge k[Ey. 
Observe that In \ga\ is periodic with respect to the lattice A (where £'a(C) = 
C/A) . Thus we can again use Fourier Transforms to write 
l n k . ( x ) | = Ee(^ ' ' '^) /^G(t/) 
where if y 0 
G{y)=l e - ( « ) / ^ l n k ( x ) | % ^ 
AV f 5^ , , ,,,dxAdx 
A f e - (^^-^^) /^^( ln |5 . (x) | ) 
i - u / Jc/A 5x3 ' - y j /A d x ^ ' '""' 2-KiA 
But in this case, we can write g^ in terms of the sigma function, so 
g^x) = c n ord,(5,)a(x - z) where a{x) = x [J ( l + f ) e-^^'^^^'l^' 
for some constant c. Now 
(ln|^<.(x)|)= OTU9.)Y. ^ 
which gives 
as J^ a is bounded in any choice of C/A. But if Re(5) > | 
4 ^ e - — ^ 3 ( 0 . . - . . ) ^ 
_ Azy-y-^)IA f Mw+v)x-x(^))/A ^ dx A dx 
= _ . - ( ^ ? - 3 / ^ ) M _ E ! 
2s 
y 
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so by analytic continuation, if y ^ 0 
2 y\ zee/A 
Thus we conclude 
ln|^<,(x)| = ln|c| + - E oidz{ga)Ko{0,z- x,l) 
^f ln / . (x ) = 2 ^ ( l n | / , ( x ) | ) ( i x = - o rd , ( / , ) i i : i (0 ,x - 1 ) 
2€C/A 
where we consider 1/ as l i m j , | i ( l / Similarly, 
, i _ 
and as for Re(5) > | 
/ KQ{^^ZX —x^s)K\{^^x — zi^s)dx l\dx 
so by analytic continuation 
TTz / I n l ^ ^ l Z E X A r f x = (TTA)^ ord^(/<,)ord2(5^)ii'i(0,z - U;,2) 
as required. • 
The above proof is essentially the approach in [8] using the properties of E-K-L 
series to make it more expHcit. For an alternate approach see [16 . 
Similarly, as 
we deduce that 
= E o r d 4 / , . ) o r d . ( ^ , . ) i C i ( 0 , . - t i ; , 2 ) 
j j 2,u/€C/A 
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In particular i f <7 is a real embedding A; R ->• C, then E„ will be a real curve, 
thus A = A, also if x is a pole or zero of one of the or gj^ then x = x mod A, 
and these two conditions imply that if z — w is as in (2.14) then 
Ki{0,z-w,2) = Ki{0,z-w,2) 
and so 
i j 
in this case. 
Note that {r(r{J2j { / j i depends on the choice of scahng of lattice, namely 
it is proportional to the real period of the curve (i.e. fEfu)" so define 
Thus i?^ does not depend on the choice of scaling. If we identify i/'^(.B£,(C),27rzR)+ 
with R as we did above, then = 2{'iriyr„. Alternatively, if we consider r<, G 
H''-{E^{C), (7rz)~^R)+ then R^, is the image of r„ under the natural identification of 
H^{E^{C), (7ri)-^R)+ to R. If A; = Q and a is the natural embedding a:Q^C, 
then Rc is the same as the regulator map of Bloch and Grayson [4], which they 
call M. 
We are now able to define the regulator map. As you will by now have gath-
ered, the choice of the constant in front of the regulator map doesn't seem to be 
universally agreed, so I will adopt the constant which most suits the problem in 
hand, which generalizes that of Bloch and Grayson. 
Definition. For an elliptic curve E over a totally real number field k of dimension 
n over Q, define the regulator map R: K2{Ek)Q —>• R" by 
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where CTJ, . . . , cr„ are all the real embeddings of k ^ R <—y C. We also denote by 
R the map K2{Eo) —* K" obtained by composing the map K2(-£'c») —>• K2{Ek) in 
equation (2.4) with R. 
Note that we may also extend the definition of i? to a map K2{k{E)) by 
using either the integral expression (2.13) or the E-K-L series expression (2.14) for 
each {ra{12j{fjjgj}),dx), since these are defined even i f J2j{fj,gj} i K2{Ek). 
Now we can state the version of Beilinson's conjecture that we will verify. 
Conjecture 2. Let E be an elliptic curve over a totally real number field k of 
dimension n over Q. Then R{K2{Eo)) is a rank n lattice in R", whose volume 
det{R{K2{Eo))) is a rational multiple of L{E,2). 
Chapter 3 
The image of the regulator and 
results in the rational case 
So far we have constructed the regulator map, and thus been able to state Beilin-
son's conjecture for the situation we are studying, which relates the image of 
K2{Eo) under the regulator map to the L-series. This chapter considers how this 
image is contained in the image of K2{Ek) under the regulator map, and what can 
be said about the rest of the image. This provides enough background to analyse 
my first set of results which extend the calculations of Bloch and Grayson, and so 
this chapter finishes with an analysis of those results. Most of the first two sections 
of this chapter is the natural generalization to totally real fields of material stated 
in outline in the paper by Bloch and Grayson [4], but may not have been written 
down before. Tony SchoU showed me how to prove Theorem 3.3 when we couldn't 
find a good reference. 
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3.1 E - K - L series and the image of the regulator 
map 
In this section we will show that there is a Q-vector space in which is generated 
by vectors whose components are essentially E-K-L series evaluated at the points 
of a finite group T C E, and which is contained in the image under the regulator 
of K2(£'A;)Q. This will give us a vector space which has a spanning set that is 
easy to calculate and which may contain the image under the regulator of K2(£'o)-
I f i t does then a consequence of Conjecture 2 is that L{E, 2) will be a rational 
combination of the determinants of n-tuples of the vectors corresponding to points 
of T. Thus we may test the conjecture by calculating these quantities. 
Let k he a totally real number field of degree n over Q, let (J i , . . . ,cr„ be the 
embeddings A; C and let E be an elliptic curve over k. Recall we have the 
following extract of an exact sequence 
torsion ^ K2(Efc) ^ K 2 ( A ; ( £ ; ) ) U M ^ ) * ^ • • • 
P closed 
and the regulator map R: ker 5 —>• R", which can be extended to a map R: k{Ey® 
k{EY R", and equally to a map R: K2{Ek) R", since R{f®{l - / ) ) = 0 for 
any / € k{E). Let T be a finite group of torsion points of E defined over k. Let 
0{E \ T)* C k{E) denote the set of functions on E over k which only have poles 
and zeroes at points of T. 
We start by showing that the image of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* C k{E)* ®k{E)* 
under the regulator map is contained in the image of K2{Ek). This is Bloch's lemma 
(see [ 5 ] ) . ' 
Lemma 3.1. If f,g € 0{E \ T)*, and the number of elements in T is A'', then 
there exist hj € 0{E \ T)*, and Cj e k* such that 
N{f,g}-^Y{h^^c,}ekevd 
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Hence the image under the regulator map R of 0{E\T)*®0{E\T)* is contained 
in the image under R of the part of K2{Ek)Q generated by elements of 0{E \ T)*® 
0{E \ T)*. 
Proof, li P i T then dp{N{f,g} + Ej{hj,c,}) = 1 for any Cj € k* and any 
hj € 0{E \ T)*, since none of the functions have any poles or zeroes at P. I f 
P e r then 
N 
So for each point P £ T other than the origin, let be the function with a zero 
of order N at P and a pole of order N at 0. Such a function exists in k{E) because 
P is defined over k and the order of P divides A''. Put 
ep = ( - l ) o r d H / ) o r d . ( . ) / ! ^ ( P ) 
Then dp{N{f,g}+EQeT^{o}{hQ,CQ}) = 1 for P € T \ {0} , so it only remains to 
show that this is true at 0. But then 
do N{f,g}+ J: {hg^CQ} = ]J{-iri<^U)or^(9)l^(^Q^ 
\ Qerv{o} / \Q€T 9 J 
and by the calculations in section 2.3 we know that for any embedding A C, 
q^lxiUlng,-Hg,{a))J^dlnf.\ ( rordg(3) \ / j 
J J ( _ l ) o r d , ( / ) o . d , ( . ) / ( Q ) = -
0(=r y / - \ 
KQeT ^ • ; ^ V 27rz 
where 7 is the boundary of any fundamental domain for Eo-(C) which contains the 
images of the points of T under a in its interior, and a is any point on 7. But 
the right hand side of this equation is zero because 7 is the union of sides of a 
fundamental domain and these cancel. So do (N{f,g} + IZ(3€Tv{o}{^Q) cg}) = 1-
So the first part of the lemma is proved. The rest is immediate consequence of 
the first part when you observe that R{{hj,Cj}) = 0 for any cj G k* and any 
h, e k{E)*. • 
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Thus we have shown that the image under the regulator of 0{E \ T)* (g) 0{E \ 
T)* is contained in that of K2{Ek)q. Now we establish what this image is in terms 
of E-K-L series. 
Definition. For each point P € T, define the vector v p e R", by setting its 7th 
component to be 
^2K,{0,K^,2-E^,{C)) 
^ ' JE,^{R]-dx 
where Ki (o,P^.,2;E^.{C)) is the E-K-L series Ki{0,P^.,2) on the eUiptic curve 
E^.{C), and At^j is the constant A defined for the elliptic curve Eaj{C) in Section 
2.2. 
L e m m a 3.2. For each P € T, there is an element of 0(E N T)* (g) 0{E \ T)* in 
ker5 whose image under i? is a rational multiple of V p . Hence the image of the 
part of K2{Ek)Q generated by elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* is the Q -vector 
space in R" generated by the vectors V p for all P ET. 
Proof. First observe that for any eUiptic curve, Ki{0, x, 2) = -Ki{0, - x , 2), so for 
any P e T, v p = - v _ p . Thus v p = 0 if P = 0. Also ii:i(0,x,2) is fixed under 
the addition to x of elements of the lattice of the elliptic curve, and so V p = 0 i f 
P has order 2. So in these case v p is the image of the identity. 
Otherwise, let hp G 0{E \ T)* be a function with a zero of order = | r | at 
P and a pole of order N at the origin as in the previous lemma. Then 
R(h.p ® hp) = N^{v2P - 2vp + v o ) 
= iV2(v2P - 2vp) 
So if P € T has odd order m > 1, we can choose u such that 2" = 1 mod m, and 
then 
/u - l \ 
R Y T-^~'{h-vp ® h2^p) = (V2up - 2 V p ) 
= N\l - 2")vp 
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so if P G T has odd order, there is an element of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* whose 
image under P is a multiple of vp (note we have already done the case when P 
has order 1). If however P G T has order where m is odd, then 
R j ;2--^-^(/ i_2ip<8) W ) = Ar2(v2u ,p -2 -vp) 
and since 2'"P has odd order, we already know that some multiple of V2^p is the 
image of an element of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* under P, thus the same is true 
of V p . Finally we multiply by and apply Lemma 3.1, to find an element in 
0{E^ T)* (g) 0(E \ T)* and in ker 5, whose image under P is a multiple of v p for 
each P G r . 
The second part follows because by the definition of P and equation (2.14), the 
jth. component of the image under P of an element (X ,^- fi <S) gi) G 0{E \ T)* ® 
0{E \ T)* is given by 
'R{Efi®9i) 
3 
= -r^^T. E ordp<. . ( / . . , )ordQ , ^ . (5 ,v , ) i i r i (0 ,g . , -P . , ,2 ;E . , . (C) ) 
/ ^ 
= E o r d p ( / i ) o r d Q ( ^ i ) v Q - P 
so 
(3.1) P ( E / « ® ^ . ) = E (Y:ordp{fi)ovdp{gi)]vQ.p 
and so R{0{E \ T)* (g) 0{E \ T)*) is contained in the space spanned by the vp 
for P G r , so the required result follows from the previous lemma. • 
Thus the Q -vector space generated by the vp is the image under P of the part 
of K2{Ek)Q generated by symbols T,i{fi-,9i} where G 0{E \ T)*. And if the 
image of K2(Po) in K2{Ek)Q is contained in the part of K2(Pfc)Q generated by such 
symbols, then Beilinson's conjecture says that L{E, 2) is a rational multiple of the 
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determinant of a matrix whose columns are rational combinations of the vectors 
V p for P eT. Thus to confirm the conjecture, we can look for linear relations over 
Q between L{E,2), and a generating set for the determinants of matrices whose 
columns are the vectors v p . 
However, we can get better information on when we are likely to get such a 
linear relation over Q by considering the exact sequence in equation (2 .4 ) , be-
cause this says that the torsion free part of K2{Ek) is a combination of the image 
of K2(JBC>) and elements which are not killed by mapping into the K[{Ep). We 
consider this map in the next section. 
3.2 Split multiplicative reduction and the image 
of the regulator 
Recall that the sequence 
K2iEo) K2{Ek) U Ki(Ep) 
p prime in k 
is exact at K2(-BA:)- Denote by dp the corresponding map K2(£'fc) K[{Ep). We 
established in the last section that the image under the regulator map of the part 
of K2{Ekh generated by elements E > { / j , ^ i } € 0{E\Ty®0{E\Ty is the space 
generated by vectors related to E-K-L series. In this section we will establish more 
information about this part of K2{Ek)iQ, and in particular when we can expect it 
to contain the image of K2(Eo)-
First we need to observe what the groups K[{Ep) actually are. Clearly since we 
are only interested in the K-groups up to torsion, it is only the non-torsion part of 
K[{Ep) which will interest us. It fact we have the following 
Theorem 3.3. The group K[{Ep) is torsion unless E has split multiplicative re-
duction at p in which case K[{Ep) is isomorphic to Z upto torsion. 
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Proof. By Soule [22] , Ki{Ep) = K[(Ep) is torsion i f E has good reduction at p. 
If E has additive reduction at p, we follow [8] which uses the devissage theorem 
of Quillen (see [23] ) to deduce that K[{Ep) = Ki(Ep'"^'^), where Ep^^"^ is the same 
as Ep except all the fibres have multiplicity one. But then Ep^^^ = X is a simply 
connected (or more precisely the corresponding graph is simply connected) union 
of copies of F\ and we use Theorem 2.2 with U = {¥) and Z = X ^ U to get 
the exact sequence 
(torsion) = K 2 ( A ^ ( F ) ) ^ K[{Z) ^ K[{X) K ; ( A ^ ( F ) ) = (torsion) 
(where F = Ok/p) and thus deduce K[{Z) = K[{X) up to torsion, and so by 
induction K[{Ep) is isomorphic to K'^  of a point up to torsion and hence K[{Ep) 
is also torsion. 
If E has non-split multiplicative reduction at p, then Ep is an Af-gon which 
can be considered as the disjoint union of Z which is a simply connected union of 
copies of P^, and U which is the non-singular fibre of Ep (which is a copy of P^) 
minus a closed point over F which consists of the union of two conjugate points 
over the quadratic extension of F . Then by Theorem 2.2 again and by what we 
have shown above, we have the exact sequence 
(torsion) = K[{Z) -> K[{Ep) K[{U) = (torsion) 
and so K[{Ep) is again torsion. 
Finally if E has split multiplicative reduction at p, we see"that Ep is an M-gon 
which can be considered as the disjoint union of Z which is a simply connected 
union of copies of P^, and U = Gm which is P^ minus two points and so we have 
the sequence 
(torsion) = K[{Z) K[{Ep) ^ K ; ( G ^ ) K'o{Z) K'^iX) 
but K[{Gm) = Ki{Grn) = F[ t , t~^]* is isomorphic to Z upto torsion, and therefore 
so also is K[{Ep). • 
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Moreover, i f E has split multiplicative reduction at p we know by [20] precisely 
what the map dp is. Recall (from [21] for example) that at a prime p where Eo 
has split multiplicative reduction, the reduced curve Ep consists of an M-gon of 
copies of F^(Ok/p), where M is the least power of the prime ideal p which contains 
the ideal generated by the discriminant of the curve EQ, i.e. M = ordp(A). We 
associate the sides of this M-gon to Z / M Z , by associating the non-singular fibre, 
i.e. the side which contains the image of the identity ( [ 0 : 1 : 0] in projective 
coordinates) with zero, and numbering the sides consecutively from there. Then 
by [20], 
L e m m a 3.4. Let p be a prime where Eo has split multiplicative reduction, let 
M be the number of fibres on the reduced curve Ep, and if / € 0{E \ T)*, let 
d^{f) be the sum of the orders of the zeroes minus the orders of the poles of / on 
the ^ th fibre, i.e. d^(/) = J:PeTon^oidp{f). Then if E j i / j , ^ . } € K2{Ek) where 
f j , g j e 0{E \ T)*, the map dp is given by 
(3.2) dp{j:{f^,gj}) = ± ^ Y^ ( z ^ M M g ^ ) ^ B3 (J^ 
where ^\p is a fixed generator of K[{Ep)Q, (x) is the fractional part of x, (i.e. 
0 < (x) < 1 and x — (x) € Z) and B3(x) is the third BernouUi polynomial, 
B3(x) = X3 - |x2 + I x . 
Note that an immediate consequence of this is that if M = 1 or 2 or all the 
points of T are on the 0th or (M/2)th fibres, then the image of dp is zero, since 
B3(0) = B3(1/2) = B3(1) = 0. 
Thus we know that the image of the part of K2{Ek) generated by the elements of 
0{E \ T)* (g) 0{E \ T)* under the map dp is non-trivial if E has split multiphcative 
reduction at p and the points of T map onto at least 3 different fibres. So if we 
label the prime ideals with such reduction pj, then we can consider the image of 
this part of K2{Ek)Q under the combined map Lip prime as a Q -vector space, 
with a basis consisting of the ^Ip.. 
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But now observe that because of the similarly between the regulator map as in 
equation (3.1) and the map dp- as in equation (3.2), we deduce that 
Lemma 3.5. If u = YIP^JC-P^P € R" with ap G Q, then there is an element z 
in the part of K2{Ek)^ generated by elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* with 
R{z) = V and 
P on (1 
Proof By Lemma 3.2 there is an element z = cJ2i{fi,9i} ^ ^2{Ek)Q with c G Q 
and fi,gi G 0{E N T)*, such that R{z) = v. Thus 
ap = cYl fe°^*^Q--P(/0ordQ(5,)l 
QeT \ i / 
However the coefficient of the term in '^'^f;j:^z{^M])^^p3 '^^ ^PA^) 
M-i / \ M - l ^ s ^ V 
cE(Ed^-M^)dA9i) =cEU E ordo(/.) E ordg(c,0 
i/=0 \ i I i/=0 i ^ QeT ^ ^ (3€T ^ 
Q on 1 / — ^ Q on 1/ 
= c E E fE<''^^Q--p(/«WQ(^o) = E 
P e r Qex \ i 1 PeT 
P on II P on n 
as required. • 
In particular, if we take one cp = 1 and all the rest zero, then there is an element 
of the part of ¥.2{Ek)Q generated by elements of 0{E \ T")* ® 0{E \ T)*, whose 
image under the combined map Up prime 9p is the vector whose j t h component is 
where P is on the / /p j th fibre on the Mj-gon which is the curve Ep^. And it is 
clear that the image of this part of K2{Ek)Q under the map Up prime spanned 
by these vectors. So 
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Theorem 3.6. The dimension of the image of the part ofK2{Ek)Q generated by 
the elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* under the map Up dp is the rank of 
the matrix whose {i,j)th entry is B{fj,pj/Mj), where P is the ith point of T, and 
P is on the /J,pjth fibre on the Mj-gon of the curve Ep-. 
Proof. This is immediate from the previous discussion because the image is gen-
erated by vectors with components ±l/{3Mj)B{fipj/Mj), and all we do is form 
a matrix with these columns and cancel the common factor ± l / ( 3 M j ) from each 
row (noting the choice of -\-/— is consistent). • 
Clearly each column of this matrix which corresponds to a point of order 1 or 
2 is 0. Also if a point P is mapped onto fibre // on an M-gon, then —P is mapped 
onto fibre M — / / , and as B 3 ( / / / M ) = — B 3 ( ( M — fj,)/M), the column corresponding 
to P is —1 times the column corresponding to - P . So we may reduce to the case 
where we have one column for each pair of points P, —P where P ^ —P. Let m 
be the number of such pairs of points. It so happens that m is also the maximum 
number of different rows obtainable up to sign, and the set of possible rows is 
linearly independent. (It is easy to verify this for all the groups T which occur in 
my results, for example if T = C 7 , then the possible rows for the matrix are up to 
multiplication by a constant (5,5,2), (5, - 2 , - 5 ) and (2, —5,5), which are linearly 
independent. See Table 3.1 for all the relevant Bernoulli numbers). 
So if we consider two reductions the same if they give rise the the same row up 
to sign, then the rank of the matrix is the number of distinct reductions. Let this 
number be m'. Note that for the reductions at prime ideals pi and p2 to be the 
same, it is not necessary that M i = M2, merely that the number of fibres which 
contain points of T for each reduction must be the same, and also we must either 
have / i p , i / M i = fip,2/M2 for each point P eT, ov / ip , i /Mi = -^p ,2 /M2 for each 
point P e r . 
So the image of the part of K2{Ek)Q generated by elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 
0{E \ Ty under Uppnme^p has rank m' equal to the number of different split 
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multiplicative reductions where the elements of T map onto at lecist 3 different 
fibres. 
But the sequence 
U 
K2{Eo)^K2{Ek) II K[{Ep). 
p prime in k 
is exact at K2(jBfc), thus an element of K2{Ek) is the image of an element of K2(-Bc7) 
if it is mapped to 0 by Up prime 9p. And thus, by Lemma 3.5, the image in R" under 
the regulator P of elements of the part of K2{Ek) generated by symbols Y2i{fi,gi} 
where fi,gi G 0{E \ T)* which are the image of elements of K2{Eo), consists of 
those elements 
(3.3) J ^ a p v p G R ' ' such that ( ^ apJBa = 0 for each j 
Per M=o ^  P e r ^ 
P on ;i 
This imposes m' independent linear conditions on the V p , for elements in the image 
of K2{Eo). But since vp = 0 if P has order 1 or 2, and V p = — v _ p otherwise, 
this means that the dimension of the space spanned by the vp is at most m. Thus 
the dimension of the image of K2(£^c>) under the regulator map is at most m — m'. 
So in summary we have 
Theorem 3.7. If m is the number of pairs of points P, —P G T where P ^ 
—P, and m' is the rank of the matrix in Theorem 3.6, then the dimension of 
the image of the regulator of the part of K2(£^c?) corresponding to elements of 
0{E^T)*®0(E\Ty in K2{Ek) is equal to m — m' minus the number of additional 
linear relations which are independent of the equations (3.3) taken together with 
the simple relations on the vp (i.e. vp = 0 if P has order 1 or 2 and vp = —\-p). 
If this dimension is equal to n then this should determine L{E, 2) precisely in 
terms of determinants consisting of E-K-L series. 
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3.3 Analysis of results over the rational numbers 
As a warm up for the case of real quadratic fields, I first tested the above theory 
on rational curves for all the elliptic curves in Cremona's tables [7] with sufl5cient 
torsion, extending the results of Bloch and Grayson [4]. Their results essentially 
cover the elliptic curves with a single real component and conductor less than 200, 
though they don't cover all such curves with 3 or 4 torsion points, and they only 
claim that the linear dependencies are correct to 25 decimal places, whereas my 
results are correct to about 70 decimal places. The ful l tables of such results are 
given in Appendix A, but here I will summarize the main features of the tables. 
Note that each curve is labelled by Cremona's system, that is the label for each 
curve consists of the conductor, a letter indicating its isogeny class, and another 
number to distinguish curves within the isogeny class with the curve 1 being the 
strong Weil curve. For curves with conductor less than 200 this is followed by a 
letter in brackets indicating the label of the curve in Swinnerton-Dyer's tables [24 
in the Antwerp proceedings. For example l l A l ( B ) corresponds to the curve l l B 
in those tables, and is the strong Weil curve. Also I have labelled the rational 
points by the corresponding point on the natural fundamental domain when the 
curve is considered as a quotient C/A with A scaled so that the real period of the 
curve is 1. Thus A is generated by 1 and r , and the rational points are of the form 
^ or £ + \T. 
The tables tabulate the linear dependencies between the product of the conduc-
tor N and L{E, 2), and the Vp = (7rImT)2ii'i(0, P, 2) for the rational points P eT, 
bearing in mind that Vp = —v _ p . I consider NL{E, 2) rather than L{E, 2) because 
I found (as did Bloch and Grayson) that in all cases there is a linear combination 
of the Vp which is equal to times L{E, 2) up to a few small factors. Thus I 
presented the table to take account of this, and show up more clearly when there 
are any extra factors. 
My results appear to agree entirely with those of Bloch and Grayson except 
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that their table assumes that curve 15A4(F) has 4 torsion points when it actually 
has 8. 
The tables also show that in every case, the number of distinct split multiplica-
tive reductions m' plus the dimension of the part of the image of K2{Ez) in the 
space spanned by the V p is equal to the dimension of the space spanned by the V p . 
This shows that there are no elements in K2{EIQ) generated by symbols Ei{/t)fl'J 
where fi,gi G 0{E \ T)* which map to a non-torsion element under U p prime 
but map to zero (up to torsion) under P . In other words P is injective on the 
part of K2{EQ) we considered modulo ker U p prime torsion, or alternatively 
U p prime factors through P (up to torsion) for the part of K 2 ( £ ' Q ) we considered. 
One can also check that the linear dependencies in the tables satisfy appropri-
ate linear conditions imposed at primes with split multiplicative reduction, that 
is they are perpendicular to the appropriate permutation of Bernoulli numbers, 
which are given in Table 3.1. I have in fact checked that all the dependencies are 
perpendicular to the appropriate number of Bernoulli relations, though not that 
these relations are in fact the correct relations. 
X 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3 
1 
27 
1 
4 
3 
64 1 0 
S 
3 
125 2 1 
6 
1 
108 5 4 0 
7 
3 
343 5 5 2 
8 
3 
512 7 8 5 0 
9 
1 
729 
28 35 27 10 
To 
3 
500 6 8 7 4 0 
1 
1728 
55 80 81 64 35 0 
1 
3375 91 143 162 154 125 81 28 
Table 3.1: Bernoulli numbers B3(-)/x 
Also, in almost every case where there are few enough relations imposed by split 
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multiplicative reductions (i.e. m' < \T\ — 1) so that we would expect some relations 
between the Vp and L{E, 2), there is in fact such a relation. The exceptions are the 
curves 27A3(A), 108A1(A), 225B1, 243A2, 243B1, 441B1, 675C1, 900C1, 972A2, 
972B2, 972C1 and 972D1, which each have 7^ 1(0, | , 2) = 0 when the curves are 
normalized so that the real period is 1. In fact after normalization these curves 
are the same and each have r = 1/2 + i/(2\^) (as does 36A1(A), but in that case 
the point of order 6 gives an E-K-L series related to the L-series). In particular, 
if we put a; = I + this means that they all have complex multiplication by 
Z[o;]. A consequence of this is that for this value of r, the E-K-L series is zero at 
the point | is because it lies on a symmetry of the lattice A, in other words, the 
set I + A is fixed when the lattice is rotated by 27r/3 radians. But this rotation 
corresponds to multiplying the E-K-L series by uj. By the same sort of argument 
we can show that the corresponding elements in K2{EQ) and in K2(Q(£')) are zero. 
For example, if / € Q{E) has a pole of order 3 at zero, and a zero of order 3 at 
1/3, and g G Q{E) has a pole of order 2 at zero and zeroes of order 1 at 1/3 and 
2/3, then f { z ) ® g{z) = f{u}z) (g) g{tijz) by symmetry. However, from K-theory you 
can show that for any functions f,g^ Q{E) f{u>z) ®g{uz) = u>f{z) ® g{z), so the 
symbol f { z ) (g) g{z) = 0. Thus the E-K-L series is zero because the part of K2{EQ) 
generated by elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* is zero. 
Thus the tables of results suggest that R is injective on the part of K2{Eq) 
generated by elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* because R is injective on the 
part which is not killed by Up prime and also the image of R has the largest 
possible dimension, given the restrictions explained above. The only way R might 
not be injective in the cases calculated would be if there were some element of 
K2{Ez) whose image in K2{EQ) was not a torsion element, but which was killed 
the regulator map, which would incidentally contradict Beilinson's conjecture. But 
it should be possible to check that no such element exists on the part of K2{EQ) 
considered by calculating its dimension. 
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We have already observed that a Hnear combination of the E-K-L series seems 
to be a rational multiple of the conductor times L{E,2). Now we move on to 
consider these linear combinations more closely. It is easy to check that each entry 
in the table lies on appropriate planes given by Bernoulli numbers. Also, in almost 
all cases, the linear combinations of the E-K-L series have a common factor which 
is the number of torsion points | r | (Bloch and Grayson also observed this). Thus 
we have equations of the form 
c i | r | J2 « P ^ i ( 0 ' 2) + c^NLiE, 2) = 0 
PeT 
where the ap are coprime numbers which satisfy the appropriate equations with 
Bernoulli numbers, and C i , C2 are coprime integers. Note that when there are linear 
dependencies between the E-K-L series, there is some choice over what values the 
coefficients ap take and in the tables I have chosen the values which minimize C2 
and maximize C i . 
The tables show that C2 = 1 in almost all cases. The exceptions are given in 
Table 3.2 following. The tables suggest that the normal value of Ci is c i = 2" if 
Curve 
Torsion group 
C2 
50A1(E) 
Cs 
5 
15A7(D) 
C4 
11 
42A4(D) 
c, 
3 
63A5(F) 
C4 
7 
99B1(H) 
C4 
3 
Curve 
Torsion group 
C2 
l l A l ( B ) 
Cs 
25 
57C1(F) 
Cs 
3 
14A1(C) 
Ce 
3 
14A2(D) 
Ce 
6 
30A4(D) 
Ce 
3 
Curve 
Torsion group 
C2 
30A5(E) 
Ce 
5 
34A1(A) 
Ce 
3 
34A2(B) 
Ce 
3 
90C8(K) 
Ce 
3 
210E4 
Cs 
3 
Curve 
Torsion group 
C2 
54B3(B) 
3 
90C3(G) 
C12 
3 
15A1(C) 
C4 X C2 
3 
42A1(B) 
C4 X C2 
3 
90C6(J) 
Ce X C2 
3 
Table 3.2: Exceptional values of C2 
r | is a power of 2 (and possibly this case should be extended to include all cases 
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where |T| is not a multiple of 3, though the evidence from the tables is less clear), 
and c i = 2^3' otherwise. The exceptions to this are given in Table 3.3. 
Curve 605B1 690K1 690K2 891F1 973B1 550K3 606F1 
Torsion group C 4 Cs C4 X C2 Cs Cs Cs Cs 
Ci 2''3 2^ 3 2^ 3 22325 223^5 2^ 5 2^ 11 
Table 3.3: Exceptional values of Ci 
The cases where C2 is not 1, would be explained if the part of K2{EQ) generated 
by elements of 0{E \ T)* ® 0{E \ T)* was a subgroup of the full group K2{EQ) of 
index C2, and thus our method of calculation would be missing elements of K2{EQ) 
whose image under R would correspond to L{E, 2), and not a multiple of it. So it 
is probable that nothing exciting is going on in these cases. 
If c i is not 1, this suggests that there are elements of the part of K2{EQ) we 
are studying which are not in the image of K2(Ez) but some finite multiple of 
these elements is. Such elements would map under Up prime 9p to the torsion part 
of Upprimeinfc Ki(£'p), which presumably correspond to primes with additive or 
non-split multiplicative reduction. And indeed there seems to be some correlation 
between the factors of 2 and 3 in c i and such reduction. However it is harder to 
explain the bigger factors, particularly since the corresponding curves do not seem 
to have any exceptional types of reduction. Any unexplainable factors would be 
analogous to the group HI in the Birch-Swinnerton Dyer conjecture. It is also 
worth noting that exceptional values of C2 occur for small values of the conductor, 
and exceptional values of Ci occur for larger values of the conductor. 
Before we can repeat these calculations for real quadratic fields, we must work 
out how to calculate the L-series of an elliptic curve over a real quadratic field, 
and this is the subject of the next chapter. 
Chapter 4 
Calculating L-series 
It seems that the easiest way to calculate the L-series of an elliptic curve over a 
real quadratic field effectively is to assume that the curve corresponds to a Hilbert 
modular form, use this to calculate the L-series at a particular value, and then 
check numerically that the assumption is almost certainly valid. 
So the first section will describe what a Hilbert modular form is, define its. 
L-series, and explain how this might correspond to the the L-series of an elliptic 
curve. For simplicity it will assume we are working over a totally real field of 
narrow class number one. 
The next section will establish practical formulae for calculating the L-series 
of an elliptic curve under the assumption that it corresponds to the L-series of a 
Hilbert modular form, and explain how these can be used to verify the assumption 
numerically. As these formulae are infinite sums, it will also give a bound for the 
error caused by ignoring all sufficiently small terms, and thus show which terms 
need to be calculated to achieve a given accuracy. 
The final section will explain how to implement these calculations. 
But first we establish some notation that will be used frequently in this chapter. 
Let A: be a totally reed number field of degree n over Q. There are n distinct 
embeddings A; E which we will denote by i i , . . . , If we are working over a 
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real quadratic field and ii v E k, it will often be convenient to abbreviate by 
or even just i / , and Z2(i^) by 1/2 or F, depending on the circumstances. 
Let f) = {2 G C I Im2 > 0} be the upper half plane. We will often be doing 
arithmetic with a combination of vectors in or ()" and of elements of fc, in which 
case we will identify an element 1/ ^ k with the vector {hii^), • • -, inii^)}- Moreover 
it is convenient to define multiplication and division of such vectors to be the 
vectors obtained by multiplying and dividing componentwise. Thus for example if 
az -\- b 
a, 6, c, c? € k and z £ t)'^ then we take to be the vector whose jth component 
cz + a 
ij{c)zj + ij{dy 
We will also use the standard trace and norm functions interchangeably on 
ideals in k and on vectors in and l)^ . So for example, Tr(az) = Yi]=i 
and N(az) = YYj^i hi^^Zj = N((fl))N(z). It is also convenient to take N(t/y) to 
mean dyi... c?j/„. 
4.1 Hilbert modular forms 
Hilbert modular forms are a natural generalization of modular forms over Q to 
totally real number fields, and many of the properties of modular forms generalize 
directly to Hilbert modular forms. We start by constructing the space over which 
Hilbert modular forms are defined. (Most of this section is stongly based on the 
first chapter of the book by van der Geer [26]). 
Definition. An element x e k is totally positive (written x > 0) if ij{x) > 0 
for all 1 < i < n. 
Let GL2 (A:) denote the group of non-singular 2 by 2 matrices over k with totally 
positive determinant, and GLj(E) denote the 2 by 2 matrices over E with strictly 
positive determinant. Each embedding ij extends in a natural way to an embedding 
a b\ (ij{a) ij{b) 
I—> 
\c d) \ij{c) ij{d)) 
GL^(A;) ^ GL^(E) which we will also call ij, i.e. ij 
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Now GL2{R) acts on t) by fractional linear transformations, that is, if z e t) 
and 
a h 
e GLtiR) then 
a b z = ^ f j t A Hence we can make A G GLj (^) 
yc a, yc d) - + ^ 
act on F)" by letting ij{A) act on the j t h coordinate of ()" for each That is, if 
/a b\ (a 6^  
yc dj 
e Gmk) and z € f)", then z = ^?Jl^ and this is in ^" because CZ + a \c i j 
ad — be ^ 0. Note that scalar matrices in GL2 (IK) fix ^, so scalar matrices in 
GL+(A;) fix Thus the action of PGLj(A;) on f)" is the same as that of GLt{k). 
The reason for such a construction is that discrete subgroups of PGLj (^), 
in particular PSL2(Ca:) and related groups, act on ()" properly discontinuously, 
thus the resulting quotient will be a manifold (and in fact an algebraic variety in 
the cases we will consider), except that a finite number of points corresponding to 
points on the boundary of f j " need to be added on, and there are also a finite number 
of cosets of points on f)" which are fixed by non-trivial elements of the group, and 
these correspond to finitely many branch points on the quotient, so local charts 
in neighbourhoods about such points on the quotient need to be replaced for the 
quotient to be a manifold. We now focus on such groups. 
Definition. Two groups are commensurable if they have a common subgroup, 
which has finite index in each group. 
Fix a group F which is a subgroup of PGLj(^) commensurable with PSL2(Cfc). 
This means that F acts on \f- properly discontinuously. F also acts on P^ (A;) by 
€ F map (e : / ) € ^\k) to (ae + 6/ : ce -|- d f ) . Observe 
la (,\ 
letting an element 
that an element (e : / ) G P (^A;) can be identified with the point on the boundary of 
f)" given by {ii [ j j ^ . . . ,in{j^)i with the exception of (1 : 0) which may be identified 
with the point given by limj,_oo(i2/, • • •, ^ J/), arid the action of F is preserved by this 
identification in the sense that if a series of points in f j " tend to the point on the 
boundary of f)" associated to an element of P^(fc), then the image under F of these 
points tend to the point on the boundary identified with the image under F of the 
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element in F\k). 
Definition. The cusps of F are the orbits of F when acting on F^{k). 
The cusps of F are the points mentioned above on the boundary of 1^ " which 
are missing from the quotient F\^". 
Now note that any element (e : / ) € T'^{k) is the image of (1 : 0) when acted 
on by 
[ f f% 
e SL2{k), where ef* - /e* = 1 and e*J* e ((e,/)" ' isthe 
ideal inverse of the ideal generated by e and / ) . This can be used to deduce which 
elements of F\k) are equivalent under the action of F, by considering the product 
of a matrix of this form with the inverse of a different matrix of this form, and 
considering when the matrices can be choosen so that the product gives a matrix 
in F. For example, if F = PSL2(C;t), then we deduce that the cusps of F are in 
one to one correspondence with the elements of Cl{k), the class group of k. The 
correspondence is given by associating an element (e : / ) 6 F^ik), where e and / 
can be assumed to be algebraic integers, with the ideal class containing (e,/). 
Also, it is often easier to study the action of F on a cusp, represented by (e : / ) 
F say, by looking at the action of 
I 
if 7 maps (1 : 0) to itself, then 7 = 
on (1 : 0). This is because 
a b 
\0 ^/ 
, for some a,b,d e k. The action of 
to define, and which we will refer to later. Define M = \ -
(a b\ 
€ F 
> 
and 
V=l 
la 0^  
\0 ^1 
€ F 
For each F, F is a multiplicative group, and since F is commensurable with 
PSL2(Cfc), y is commensurable with C/^ , the totally positive units of 0^. But 
each element of V must be totally positive, and some finite power of this element 
must be a unit, so it is itself a totally positive unit and V C t/^. Also, M is a free 
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Z -module of rank n, commensurable as an additive group with Ok, and acted on 
by sums of elements of V. Usually, M will be a fractional A;-ideal. 
Definition. A Hilbert modular form of weight k = {ki,...,kn) € on F 
is a holomorphic function / : f)" —> C, such that / | k7 = / V7 G F, where for 
e GLtik), 7 = 
c d\ 
If 7 = 
(a b^ 
a, 
then ( / |k7) (z) = /(z + so we can write / as the Fourier 
expansion about (1:0), 
/(z) = a.e^-TK-) 
where M"" = {\^k \ Tr(A/z) € Z V/x € Af}. Thus M is related to the Fourier 
expansion of / at (1 : 0). 
If k = (^,. •., /), the expression for ( / |k7) (z) simplifies to 
, / 'N(del7y«\ 
But in this case, if 7 = 
(a 0^ 
\0 '^ Z 
then ( / |k7) (z) = / ( f z), so if e € F, /(ez) = /(z), 
and hence a^^ — <iu by equating expansions. (For general k, a^u = ca„ for some 
positive c depending on e but not i / ) . Thus V is the group of elements of k which 
fix / . 
If we assume n 1, a consequence of this action of V is that if G is 
not totally positive and non-zero, then = 0. If this were not true, say ^ 0 
where < 0, then we could choose a unit e E V with ij{e) > 1 and imi^) < 1 
for m ^ j, and then Re (acm^e^'^^'^^^^"''''^^ ^ 00 as m —»• 00 for any z G f)", so the 
sum cannot converge because Ofmj, — 0,1/ does not depend on m since k = (/,.. . ,/). 
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(Note for general k, the change in is dominated by the exponential term as m 
increases, so the same conclusion holds). 
Definition. / is called a cusp form if cq vanishes in the Fourier expansion at 
each cusp. (If n = 1 we need the additional condition that a^, = 0 (or u < 0. The 
equivalent condition for n > 2 is always satisfied by the above argument). 
Thus if / is a cusp form, it may be written as 
/(z) = E a.e^--^(-) 
To simplify what follows, we now make various assumptions. First assume k 
has narrow class number one. If this is not the case, then to get an L-series we have 
to consider cusp forms on a set of different groups F, one for each element of the 
narrow class group. The assumption also means that F will have a simpler form. 
Next, we assume that k = ( / , . . . , /), so that the integrals become simpler. Finally 
we set F = Fo(n) which is defined to be Fo(n) = < 
^la b 
. e ?SL2iOk) 
c d, 
c e n 
where n is an integral ideal of Ok-
For this V,M = Ok and V = U^ = U^. If / is a cusp form then 
/(z) = Y : a.e^ '^ '^ ^^ "'^  
where S is the different. By convention, since any scalar multiple of a cusp form / 
is still a cusp form, it is convenient to normalize / by assuming that if v generates 
then = 1. 
Definition. We define the L-series associated to / to be 
L{f,s)= J2 a.NiuS)-^ 
for those s eC where the series converges, and by analytic continuation as far as 
possible. 
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The definition assumes that a^,, = Oi, Ve G (hence we are using k = ( / , . . . , /) 
here), or else the series wouldn't be well defined. Equivalently, we may write the 
series as 
Lif,s)= W t n ) - ^ 
ideals m 
where b^ = a„ if {v) = m^"^. This expression strongly resembles the L-series of 
an elliptic curve. 
We can get L{f, s) in terms of / as follows. For u G with i/ ^  0, we have 
\L{s) J Jo Jo 
where y G R ^ , and D, the discriminant, equals N(^). So, for those s where the 
L-series converges absolutely, we have 
L{f, s) = D-^ f^) " / /(^•y)N(y)-^N(iy) 
where we have changed the region of integration because the sum implicit in / is 
over all totally positive u G rather than one for each coset of U^, as is the 
case for the sum in L{f,s). Thus L{f,s) is essentially the Mellin transform of / . 
The cusp forms on F are acted on by various Hecke operators, which arise from 
various double cosets of Fo(n) acting on Fo(n)\{)". The L-series of eigenforms of 
such operators have additional properties. 
Definition. Let / be a cusp form on Fo(n), and v E Ok generate a prime ideal. 
If n (i/), define T^ by 
N(i / ) - l 
If n C (i/), define and W^ by 
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where if m is the biggest power of i/ such that n C (i/"*), then c G n, a,d E (i/*") 
and ad — be = v'^. Finally, define A'^  to be a totally positive generator of n, and 
define Wjv by 
noting that WN is the product of all the different W ,^ since this is true of the 
matrices which define these operators upto multiplication by an element of Fo(n). 
Lemma 4.1. T^ commutes with U^, W^ and T^. commutes with UA , and with 
W^ if (//) 7^  (i/). W^ commutes with W^. Thus the T„ and the W^^ have common 
eigenspaces, as do the T^ and the U^. 
Also, f = ( j j -^ Yjy ~ (-^ W ) W • "^^^^ eigenvalues of the 
Wj, and of W;v are ±1 . 
Proof. Just algebra, or see [1] which generalizes directly to the case under consid-
eration. • 
We will soon be considering common eigenforms to all the T^, and WA , and 
some of these will correspond to elliptic curves. Any common eigenspace of the Ty 
which has dimension 1 must also be an eigenspace of the and the WA by the 
above lemma, and hence consists of common eigenforms to all the Tj,, U^ ^ and WA. 
Such spaces may be expHcitly determined by decomposing the space of Hilbert 
modular forms of weight 2 on each group Fo(n) into eigenspaces, and looking for 
any eigenspace which is common to all the T^,\]f, and WA . Note that in any 
common eigenspace of the T^, which has dimension 2 or more, there is nothing 
forcing the eigenvectors of the and the W^ to coincide. We now establish some 
properties of eigenforms. 
If / is a cusp form which is also an eigenform of W ?^, say with eigenvalue w = 
± 1 , then we can express L{f,s) as an integral with better convergence properties. 
(Note in the special case where n = Ok, all cusp forms are eigenforms of the 
operator Wi with eigenvalue 1, since {^'o) E To{Ok))-
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Choose a fundamental domain for R^/U^, and divide it into two subsets, A 
and B. Let C = { y G | ( ^ , . . . , ^ ) G B}. Define 
(4.1) A(/ , s) = D^Ninyf' ( ^ ^ j \ { f , s) 
and note that N(n) = N(A^). Then 
A(/ , s)= f /(^y)N(n)^/2N(y)-^N( Jy) 
JA+B  
But as 
1 / - l ^ 
«'/(z) = / l ^ ^ ( 2 ) = N(A^y/22//|^A^^ 
we have 
/^/ ( .y )N (n ) . /^N (y ) .Ng:) = / ( ^ ) N ( „ ) - / ^ N ( ^ ) ' N ( ^ ) 
= u;/(^y)N(n)('-^)/2N(y)(^--)-lN(,•)^N((^y) 
So 
(4.2) A ( / , 5 ) = ( / /(iy)N(n)^/2N(y)-^N(cfy) 
'^''^ ^^  / /(iy)N(n)('-^)/2]Vf(yy/-.)-ij>^(^y) + i' 
A sensible choice for the regions A and B is one where A = C, so that the two 
integrals are essentially the same. Since we obtain C from B by the map y 
one such choice is to partition A and B by the hypersurface N(y) = N(n)~^/2 
Lemma 4.2. Let / be a cusp form on Fo(n), and let A be the intersection of a 
fundamental domain for R+/f/fc" with the region N(y) > AN(n)~^/2 ^here A G R+. 
Then the integral f(iy)N{ny/'^N(yy~'^N{dy) converges absolutely for all s. 
Proof. Let £ C R!^  be the set E = {y e Wl \ N(y) > AN(n)-^/2| rj.^^^ 
(4.3) 
/ /(«y)N(n)^/2N(y)^-^N(c^y) = / ^ a,e-''''''^''^'>Ninf'N{yy-'N{dy) 
u>0 
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But for 1/ > 0, if F = { y G E:;: I N(y) > (27r)"AN(i/)N(n)-i/2|^ then by sub-
stituting y for 27ri/y we get 
(*) / a,e-2"T^(''y)N(n)^/2jy(y)'-^|N((fy) 
J E 
= a,N(n)^/'N(i/)-^(27r)-"^ / e-^'^^^T<{yy-' lSI{dy) 
JF 
But as 1/ > 0, Tr(y) > nN(y)i/", and so we deduce that F C {y € E:J . | Tr(y) 
> 27rn(AN(i/)N(n)-i/2)i/n}. Let G = 27rn(AN(i/)N(n)-i/2)i/n^ observe that 
if X > 2 > 1 then 0 < e-H'-'^dt < e'^'x'. Thus, if Res > 1 then using the 
substitution Y = Tr(y) 
(*) < a,N(n)^/2N(z/)-^(2T)-"^n'^(^-^) / e-^ ^^ ^^  Tr(y)"(^-^) N{dy) 
J F 
< 
< 
o,N(n)^/2N(i/)-^(27r)—n"(^-^)| /J° -L—e-yY^'^^'^-'UY 
a,N(n)^/2N(^)-.(2;r)-"*-^ 
n(l-s) 
(n -1 ) ! 
JG ( n - 1 ) ! 
' ' ' ' ' ' ( n - 1 ) ! ' 
provided 27r(AN(i/)N(n)-^/2)i/n > ^^^^ ^y^^^^ ^^ .^ ^ ^ ^ <5~Vf^ /t^  with 
sufficiently large norm, that is for all but finitely many cosets of Uk- On the other 
hand, if Re 5 < 1 then, again setting Y = Tr(y) 
(*) < |a.N(n)^/2N(v)-^(27r)—I e'^ ^^ )^ |((27r)"AN(i/)N(n)-^/2)'"' 
< A^«(^ )-^  |a,N(n)^/2N(i/)-^(27r)-"| £ ° 7 ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ 
N(dy) 
< X^<'^-^ |a,N(n)^/'N(i/)-^(27r) 
= A «^(^ ) la. 
( n - 1 ) ! 
e-°C" 
-27rn(N(j/)N(n)-i/2)i/" 
(n -1 ) ! ' 
if 27r(AN(i/)N(n)-^/2)i/n > ^^ich is again true for all u € 6-'^/Uj^ with suffi-
ciently large norm, so again the bound is valid for all but finitely many cosets of 
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Now, as / is a Hilbert modular form, a^, is bounded by a polynomial in N(i/) 
for given /, as is the number of totally positive i/ G 5~^/U^ for each fixed norm 
N(z/), so 
^>0 
converges, so 
J 2 I a.e-2-Tr(.y)j^(j^)./2jvj(y).-lN(^y) 
converges absolutely, and thus we may exchange the YL and / to get the right 
hand side of (4.3), hence the left hand side of this equation converges absolutely, 
as required. • 
Corollary 4.3. If / is a Hilbert modular cusp form on Fo(n) which is an eigenform 
of Wjv, then (4.2) with the above choice of A and C together with (4.1) defines 
A(/ , s) and L{f, s) for all s and 
(4.4) K{f,s) = i'-wk{f,l-s) 
Proof. By the above lemma with A = 1, with the above choice of A and C, the 
first term of the right hand side of (4.2) converges absolutely for each s and so does 
the second term (by replacing s with / — 5). Hence (4.2) defines A( / ,5) for all 5, 
and since (4.1) expresses A(/ , 5) in terms of L{f,s), this shows L{f,s) is defined 
for all s. Also substituting 5 for / - 5 in (4.2) and multiplying by i'^'w fixes this 
equation, so we deduce 
A{f,s) = i'-wA{f,l-s) 
• 
We can also use the Hecke operators to produce a product expansion for the 
L-series of a common eigenform. Let be generated by ^. If / is an eigenform 
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oi Ty, so f rp = fJ.f, then looking at the Fourier expansion of / gives that 
1/ 
aA.N(i^)^-'/2 iiX^ii^O 
jxax = ' 
aA.N(z.)i-'/2 + ISiuy^W/. if A € (i^ O 
hence fia^ = ai,^N(i/)^~'/^, but a^ = 1 by our choice of normalization, so // = 
a.^N(z/)^-'/2. This means that 
(1 - a.eN(z/)- N{uf-'^-'^)L{f, 5) = ^ a.NifiS)-^ 
Similarly, if / is an eigenform of U. , so / ^ = pif, then looking at the Fourier 
expansion of / gives that ficx = aA:/N(j/)^~'/^, so again f j . = aj,^N(i/)^"'/2, and 
thus we have 
Theorem 4.4. / / / is a common eigenform for all the and all the Uu, and if 
1 if v 
then 
0 i f v e n 
(4.5) L{f,s)= n {l - a^M^r + cM^f-'^-'^y 
{i/) prime 
(f>0) 
Note that a consequence of this theorem is that a common eigenspace of all the 
and all the must have dimension 1, since the eigenvalues of these operators 
determine the fourier series expansion upto multiplication by a constant. 
Also if / = 2, (4.5) is precisely the form of the L-series L{E,s) of an elliptic 
curve E over Ok, with conductor n, and with the number of points on the reduced 
curve E^ over Okl{v) = ^ -aiu) equal to 1 -|- N(:/) — a.^. This leads us to the 
following conjecture. 
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Conjecture 3. Let E be a global minimal elliptic curve over Ok, with conductor n. 
Then the coefficients of the L-series L{E, s) are the coefficients of the Fourier series 
expansion of a Hilbert modular form f on Fo(n) of weight 2, which is a common 
eigenform of the Hecke operators T^, and Wx, as above. (Thus L{E,s) = 
L{f,s)). 
This is a generalization of the Taniyama-Weil-Shimura conjecture to totally 
real number fields. The conjecture has recently been proved in many cases over Q 
by Andrew Wiles, Richard Taylor, and Fred Diamond (see [28]). 
4.2 Calculating L-Series 
We now assume Conjecture 3 to provide an efficient method to calculate the 
L-series of an elliptic curve with coefficients in Ok- In fact it will emerge that 
this assumption is almost certainly valid, since the methods used provide an easy 
way to verify numerically that what we are assuming is a modular form almost 
certainly is a modular form with the correct conductor. 
Recall the equation (4.2) 
A{f,s) = (^Jj(iy)TSiny''-Niyy-'lSSidy) 
-^i'^w 1^ /(ey)N(n)('-^)/2j^(y)('-^)-^N((/y)) 
where A and B were a partition for a fundamental domain for R^/Uk and C was 
the image of B under the map y Here / = 2, and we need to choose 
A and B so that we can integrate each term of (4.2) over the resulting regions. 
This is where our previous choice of A and B runs into trouble. If we set E = 
{y G R+ N(y) > N(n)~^/^|, we have to integrate expressions like 
(t) / e-2"'^'(''y)N(n)^/2N(y)^-^N((fy) 
where u G 6~^/Uk and is totally positive. The problem is that I have found no 
way to integrate this expression completely, except when n = 2 and 5 > 0 is 
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an integer. Since the case we will be considering requires this expression to be 
evaluated for s = 2 and for 5 = 0 this is insufl&cient. (You can integrate once to 
get an expression in terms of Bessel K functions or Ei functions, and then (at least 
for n = 2) integrate numerically, but this is prohibitively slow for even a small 
number of decimal places). 
The obstruction comes from the curved hyperplane boundary N(y) = N(n)" /^^ , 
which introduces terms which do not appear to be integrable into the expression 
obtained after integrating with respect to one coordinate. So the way around this 
problem is to choose A and B so we have a "nice" boundary between them. It 
would also be convenient to have A = C, particularly since this means the two 
integrals have a similar rate of convergence. My solution is to bound these regions 
by hyperplanes perpendicular to one of the axes, that is, by regions with one of 
the yi constant. 
The main advantages of this approach are that the map y 1-^ ^ maps hyper-
planes with one coordinate fixed, to hyperplanes with one coordinate fixed, so we 
should be able to find regions with A = C, and that integration is vastly simplified, 
since each region will be a union of hypercuboids, and so we can integrate with 
respect to each yi separately, which reduces the problem to evaluating the product 
of various incomplete Gamma functions. 
The slight disadvantage is that the rate of convergence will be slightly worse 
since this essentially depends on the coefficient of the exponential in ( f ) at the 
point of the region where this is largest. As the exponential may be bounded 
above by —27rN(i/y)^/" with equality at one point, it means that our previous 
choice of region would be optimal if we could integrate over i t . 
If we restrict to the case where k is a, real quadratic field (with narrow class 
number one) then we can make this explicit. Since the units of such a field form a 
rank 1 Z-module under multiplication with torsion {±1} , there is a unit, u say, with 
ii{u) taking the least possible value greater than 1. Then u and —1 generate the 
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group of units, and generates , the group of totally positive units. Identify 
u 6 R with ii{u), and write Nj for ij{N). Then we can choose our fundamental 
region of Rl/U^ to be {y G | u'^A^r^^^ < Vi < uN^'^^^]. Thus we can take 
A = C = {y € R | I u-'N-'^^ <yi< uN-^'^ and N;^'^ < 2/2}. 
Then as Uj^^ C {y e R^ | N(y) > «-iN(n)-^/2|^ by Lemma 4.2 we can rear-
range integrals and sums to get 
J A 
i/>0 •'^2 
N(n)*/2 
g-2,r^22/2j /S-
1/2 
r i s , ^ = 1 r 5, 
ruN, ' „-2iri/is/i„5-l 
/2 
- r 5, 
2x1/1 ti ' ' 
where r(s,a;) = e ^y* ^dj/. Replacing 5 with 2 — 5 gives the other integral in 
(4.2) so finally we have 
Theorem 4.5. Let f be a Hilbert modular cusp form on To{n) over a real quadratic 
field k with narrow class number one, let u be the least positive real embedding of 
a unit of k which is greater than one, and let N ^ k be a totally positive generator 
ofn. Then 
(4.6) 
27ri/iu' 
-|-u;(27r) 45-4 
^N(n) 
r 2 - 5 , 
27rz/2' 
r 2 - 5 , 
27ri/i 
r 2 - 5 , 
where T{s,x) = e-yy'-^dy. 
This expression is valid for all 5, but for our calculations we will want 5 = 2, so 
we can simplify this further using r(2,a;) = (x + l)e"^ and 1(0, x) = Ei(x) where 
by definition E i ( i ) = / ~ e'^^. So 
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Corollary 4.6. Under the same conditions as the previous theorem 
1 / / 
(4.7) L{f,2) = — Y: «^ 
27r 1 
27r 
Ei l^aiJ^ - Ei 
This process can be generalized to real cubic fields (of narrow class number 
1) or beyond, but constructing a fundamental domain becomes more and more 
complicated, and there is a choice to be made of which domain gives the best 
convergence. The best approach seems to be to consider the lattice formed by the 
logarithms of the coordinates of the units, ignoring one coordinate to give a lattice 
in W^~^. Any fundamental domain in this bounded by hyperplanes perpendicular 
to an axis will correspond to a fundamental domain in R" bounded by hyperplanes 
perpendicular to an axis. I have have used this to construct such a fundamental 
domain for the real cubic field case as follows. 
Let — l , u and v generate the unit group of Ok where k \s a real cubic field 
with narrow class number one. So and generate . Let Uj = In | u j | and 
Vj = ln\vj\, where j 6 {1 ,2} . Assume (by change of basis of the unit group) that 
(Ui,U2) is an element of minimal length in the lattice generated by {Ui, U2) and 
(^ 1,1/2) in R^ that Ui > 0 and U1V2 -ViU2>0 (by replacing u by ^ and v by ^ 
if necessary) and that 0 <Vi < Ui (by multiplying v by a power of u). Note that 
means that V2 > 0, since either U2 is positive, and then 14 > 0 is a consequence of 
U1V2 — Vif/2 > 0, or else U2 is negative, and so 14 > 0 as otherwise ( f / i , C/2) is not 
minimal. 
Then the region Ris a fundamental domain for modulo the lattice generated 
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by 2(<7i, C/2) and 2(^1, Va) where ii U2 < 0 
R = {{x,y) I ( - [ / i <x<U,) and (-^2 < y < V^)} 
U {(a;,z/) I (-U, <x<2V,- U,) and (F2 < J/ < 14 - f/2)} 
U { ( x , J/) I ( -2Fi + f / i < X < i / i ) and (-F2 + U2<y< -V2)] 
and if C/2 > 0 
^ = {{x,y) I ( - i / i < X < i7i) and {-V2 <y< V^)} 
- {{x,y) I ( - f / i < X < 2V, - U,) and (F2 > y > ^2 - U2)] 
- { ( x , y ) | ( - 2 y i - f - t / i < x < f / i ) and (-V2 + f/2 > 2/>-V2)} 
If we consider the equivalent region in R^ we obtain 
Theorem 4.7. Let f be a Hilbert modular cusp form over ro(n) corresponding to 
an elliptic curve over a real cubic field k with narrow class number one, let N E k 
be a totally positive generator ofn and let u and v be generators with —1 of the 
unit group of Ok such that 
(i) u has > 1 and minimizes (ln|ui |)^ - f (ln|u2|)^ over the unit group 
(u) V is such ^/laHn In 1^2! > In In |u2| and 1 < < \ui\ 
Then 
(«) W,3) = 5 4 j 3 E - N ( ™ ) (..(1 92 — -92 —, 
52 (— -52(^2) 
V"2/ 
+ 5'l("l) 92(^2) -92 
'U2 
+ 9 i { - 2 , 
-92\ 2^ f—) - h2 (— \V2l \U2J 
U2\ 
92 — 
h2 — -h2{v2) 
\U2 
+ hi{ux) h2{v2) - h2 'U2 
KV2j KV2j 
where 9j{x) = r ( 5 , \x\27n^j/VNj) and hj{x) = T{2 - s, \x\2Truj/y/N. 
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In fact, this expression wil l work for any choice of u and v which generate 
the unit group with —1, possibly after swapping u and v so that ln(ui|ln|u2| > 
In |ui j In |u2|, and not just the ones constructed above. This may be seen by showing 
that the regions R obtained by fixing one of u and v and varying the other are the 
same upto translations of parts of the region by lattice elements. Hence every such 
region is a fundamental domain, provided we interpret suitably negative parts of 
the region caused when the boundary self-intersects (the region is a fundamental 
domain in the sense that in each equivalence class of points (under the action of 
the lattice) which has no points on the boundary, there is precisely one more point 
in the positive parts of the region than in the negative parts). The formula above 
still works even if it corresponds to a region with negative parts. 
The choice of u and v given above need not be optimal in terms of convergence, 
and exchanging the first and second coordinates may also improve the convergence. 
However the above construction gives an explicit way of constructing a "not too 
bad" region. 
The issue of which fundamental domain to choose is only a matter of rate of 
convergence, any choice of fundamental domain will (conjecturally) converge to 
the same value. This is because, if e is a totally positive unit then / ( z ) = /(ez), 
so / is periodic modulo totally positive units. The individual exponential terms 
however will not in general have this behaviour, so if you evaluate the L-series 
for two different fundamental domains and the results are the same to within an 
expected error due to approximations in calculation, this provides strong evidence 
that / does indeed have the conjectural periodic behaviour. Moreover this will 
also confirm that / has expected conductor, since the conductor is involved in the 
calculation. 
There is a slight modification to the above method, which may improve the rate 
of convergence, particularly for those fields which have minimal units with large co-
efficients. Rather than using one integration region for each fundamental domain. 
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we can use an integer number of them. This is equivalent to replacing the coeflB-
cients of the units above, by their integer roots. In other words, instead of integrat-
ing over a fundamental domain for R!J./f/^ we will be integrating over a fundamen-
tal domain for Wl/(U^y^"^ for some positive integer m, and this will work since 
m'^ of the smaller domains together will make a fundamental domain for R^/U^. 
(By {Uty^"^ we mean the set {Uj^Y^"' = {(fa(z; ) i / ' " , . . . , ^„(^;)^/'") for v e U^}, 
where we take the real positive mth root). 
For example, in equations (4.6) and (4.7), we can replace it = ii{u) with ^^ /w, 
where u G (9^ is a minimal unit in the sense described above and m is a positive in-
teger, and the sum is over totally positive i/ G 6~^{Uj[Yl'^. Then the generalization 
of Corollary 4.6 is 
Theorem 4.8. Under the conditions of Theorem 4.5 
} _ \ -2^url -I e 
V N(n) ; ~ \VN2, 
where a, e S-^UtY^"^ ^ 6 ^ is defined to be equal to for any fi E 6 ^ which, 
when considered as an element of S~^{U^Y^"^> same {U'^Y^^ coset as v. 
Note that we already know that for v € is constant on cosets of U^i 
thus the final condition of the theorem merely extends the definition of to 
V e 6~'^{UkY^'^ t»y insisting i t is constant on cosets of (U^Y^"^- Also we may 
generaHze Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 in exactly the same way. Equation (4.9) is the 
one I use in my program to calculate L ( f , 2). 
The best choice of m wil l depend on the relative efficiency of evaluating each 
term of the sum and of calculating the coefficients a .^ Roughly speaking, to obtain 
a given accuracy as m increases, the number of terms you need to evaluate in the 
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sum wil l increase, but the number of different you need to evaluate will decrease. 
We wil l return to the question of choosing m later when we have established error 
bounds for truncating the series. 
By evaluating L { f , 2) for two different values of m, we can also verify numer-
ically that / has the predicted periodicity, and this is also more practical (from 
the point of view of programming and of convergence) than varying the choice 
of fundamental domain. In fact, this is one of the methods I used to check for 
programming and calculation errors when I was writing my program. 
We finish this section by considering how many terms in equation (4.9) we need 
to calculate to obtain a given accuracy. 
Proposition 4.9. Let v e (U^Y^"" be totally positive. I f T = 27r ( / / i / 
+1^2/then the term in v in equation (4.9) is bounded in modulus by 
(4.10) ( ( l + ^ ) + Jg7j("v^+^))»" 
Proof. Each term of (4.9) consists of a^/D^ multiplied by the sum of two more 
complicated terms. Since (1 -\- x)e~^ is a decreasing function in x, we deduce for 
the first term 
0 < ^ i 1 + 
< k 7 7 3 T ( l + r ) + e 
-T 
^N(z/)2^'^"^'^ ^N(n)i /2N(z .) 
and for the second term, since Ei(x) < ^e~^ (for x > 0) is a decreasing function, 
we have 
(27rYw 
0 < 
N(n) 
K i t e Ei( 2 ^ ^ 0 _ E i / ^ ^ " - ^ ^ ' 
{2irY^ T 
- N(n)i/2N(z/) 
Thus as N(z/) >1/D, the result follows by the following lemma, which gives a 
bound for Oj, which though not optimal, is the most useful in this situation. • 
L e m m a 4.10. \a^\ < DN(z/) 
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Proof. We use the product expansion of the L-series of an eUiptic curve as in 
equation (4.5) and following. Using a well known bound on the number of points 
on an elliptic curve over a finite field, we have that i f i / € is totally positive 
and generates a prime ideal then, 
la.^l < 2N(z/)i/2 
This gives the required result in this case if N{u) > 4. (Recall ^  generates as 
a fractional ideal and N(^) = L)~^, also that a^ ^ = for any totally positive unit 
V and any totally positive fj, € Now if fj, and u are coprime (totally positive) 
algebraic integers, we have a^^^ = a^ a^^ ^ so by induction we need only look at a^t^ 
where i/ generates a prime ideal in Ok- But then 
a^t^ — a^^a^t-i^ -\- 'N[i/)a^t-2^ = 0 
(except i f there is bad reduction at i/, but then a^t^ = 0 or ± 1 so we may ignore 
this case). Then solving the recurrence relation, using the facts that a^^ and N(z/) 
are integers, and that = 1 gives 
a^t^l < < 
2N(i')(*+i)/2 if(a,4)2 ^ 4N(j/) 
( i + l)N(z/)*/2 ii{a,^Y = 4N{u) 
The second case can only occur when N(i/) is a square, hence N(i/) > 4 and we 
have the required result for t > 2. In the first case N(i/) > 2, so this gives the 
required result for t >3, and for t = 2 unless N(z/) < 3. We have already covered 
the case where t = 1 for N(i/) > 4, so all that remains when t = 1 or 2 and 
N(i / ) < 3. But, a^ ,^  is an integer, and the integer part of 2\/2 is 2, and of 2-^ /3 is 
3, so the lemma is true for ^ = 1. Finally, a^2^ = (a^^)^ - N(z^), so if N(z/) = 2, 
—2 < a^2^ < 2 and if N ( 2 / ) = 3, —3 < a^2^ < 6, which covers the remaining 
cases. • 
Next we need to estimate how many totally positive v G 6~'^{U^Y^"^ there are 
such that T = 2-K (vi/ ' ^ y / N [ - \ - V2l\fN2) lies within narrow Hmits, and use this 
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to deduce a bound in modulus for all the terms of (4.9) where u is such that T is 
bigger than a given bound, M say. Here it is easier to consider each coset of 
S-^U^y^"" in turn. We can write the cosets of 6-'^ as (( ^ 2 , ^ ^ m/^)-2g^ ^ - i 
q = 0,...,m-l. 
Proposition 4.11. Let {g, h} heaZ -basis for so that g is totally positive and 
gih2-g2hi > 0. Let x = 2Tr [gJi ^Y+^'VN'I-\-g2/{ ^ ) - ' ' v ^ ) , and let r > 0 
be an integer. Then the number of totally positive € (( v ^ ) ^ ' , ( \/u)~'^^)6~^ 
with M-{-rx<T<M-\-{r-\- l)x, where T = 2% {vi/ ^ v ^ + 1^2/V^t), is at 
most 
(4.11) ^ ^ W " - ( M . ( . ^ 1 ) . ) ^ 1 
Proof. Observe that v e {{ ^ f " , ( ^ ) - ^ ' ) 8-^ i f and only if z/i = (!^)-2<'(ayi -1-
hhi) and 1/2 = ( ^Y'^{ag2+bh2) for some a, 6 G Z. Let y = 27r ( / i i / ( ^ ^ i + ^ g ^ / ] ^ ^ 
^2/( v ^ ) ~ ^ ' \ / ^ ) - Then for this 1/, T = ax + by and so we wish to bound the 
number of a and b such that M rx < ax -\- by < M -h (r -{- l)x and such that 1/ 
is totally positive, i.e. ag-i -\-bhi > 0 and 05^ 2 + bh2 > 0. 
But by our choice of bounds, for each value of b, there is precisely one a such 
that M -\-rx < ax-\-by < M -\-{r-\- l)x. So all we need to do is to eliminate a from 
the above inequalities, and the required result is the number of b which satisfy the 
resulting inequalities. 
As g ^ 0, a > —bhi/gi and a > —bh2/g2- Thus 
-bx—-\-by < M { r + l)x and - bx—-\-by < M { r + l)x 
g2 91 
Rearranging this gives 
^ 2 ( ^ ) ^ + 2 , ^ ^ l ( ^ ) - 2 9 V i V 2 
but as { r^, h] \s aZ -basis for 8~'^ and gih2 - 5-2/81 > 0, then 51/12 - 52/81 = 
and so 
- ( M -f (r + l)x)52( ^Y+'^'y/NlVD < 27rb < ( M (r + l ) x ) 5 i ( ' ^ ) - 2 ' 0 \ 4 v ^ 
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However ^ N ( n ) ^ / 2 ^ = 2irVD [g^i^-^^y/N;g2i^Y'^^''^) and so the 
number of totally positive u in this coset such that M - f r x < r < M - | - ( r - | - l ) x 
is at most 
as required. • 
Note that the bound above depends only on the value of x, which depends on 
9 but not h. Thus for the moment we will treat the bounds as functions of x. We 
combine the last two propositions to give 
Corollary 4.12. If x is as defined in the previous proposition, then the sum of the 
terms in (4.9) corresponding to totally positive v € (( \/uY^, ( y/u)~^'')6'^ where 
T = 2x ( i / i / ^ y/N^ 4- V2l\fN^ > M is bounded in modulus by 
(4.12) 
e-^ (( X \ I Kxx"^ \ x^e-^ \ 
where = ^^D ^ N ( n ) i / 2 K2 = l + {2'Kf{^+{ ^ ) - ^ ) / P N ( n ) i / 2 . 
Proof. We see from Proposition 4.11 that we may bound the number of totally 
positive V e {[ '^Y"> i ^i^)'^") ^'^ where M + rx < T < M -1- (r -f l )x by 
Kix{27r)~'^ {M + (r -f- l )x ) + 1, and by Proposition 4.9 we know that for those 
v such that T is in this range, the term in i/ of (4.9) is bounded by (K2 -f- {M 4-
(r -I- l)x))e~(^''"'"^\ so the sum of the terms in (4.9) with totally positive u in this 
coset of with T > M is bounded in modulus by 
e-'-" iK2 + M-h{r-\- l )x ) ( ( M + (r + l)x)K,x - M ) = 
(K2 + M-\-- 1 + MKix + , ' +K1--
( 2 7 r ) 2 ( l - e - ^ ) VV 1 - e - y V I - J {I - e 
as required. • 
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This corollary gives a bound which depends only on x, so the obvious question 
is for what value of x is this bound optimal, and since we cannot specify x exactly, 
what is the most appropriate choice of range so that we can guarantee to find a 
permissible x in this range, and so that the bound is close to optimal for all x in 
this range. Now M, Ki and K2 do not depend on 5 or x, so very basic analysis 
says that the bound is optimal when x is small but x not too small. Our choice of 
range is actually determined by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.13. There is a totally positive g € which satisfies the conditions in 
Proposition 4-11 for some h, such that if as before we set x = 2Tr (^gi/{ y/uY'^'^'^y/Nl 
+52/( ^Y^^y/W^, then 4Tr/{VD ^N(n)^/2) <X<2T. 
Proof. To show we can find such a g we use various properties of continued frac-
tions. The following, lemma establishes the required properties. 
Lemma 4.14. Let z -- '^^^ \i d = \ mod 4 and z = \fd otherwise. Define 
2^ 0 = = 1 and go = 0, and by induction define Zr = l / ( 2 r - i - [•^'•-ij)- Then 
there are coprime integers Pr and qr so that Pr-zqr = -(Pr-i — zqr-i)/zr- Moreover 
if we set y^ ~ pr - zqr, and = (-l)'"N(?/r), then 0 < < - / D , 
y/D + y/D - 4CrCr-l 2Cr. 
Zr = ~ 
2Cr y / D - y / D - 4CrCr-l 
and {—lYyr i 0 and y^ increases as r —* 00. Also {yr,yr+i} is a Z -basis for Ok-
Proof -{po- zqo)/zi = -{1){ZQ - [^qJ) = ^oj - z , so pi = [zoj and qi = 1. Note 
PiQo — QiPo = — 1- Now by induction, 
-{Pr-l - Zqr-i)/Zr = {pr-i - 2 ? r - l ) ( b r - l J " Zr-l) 
= {pr-i - Zqr-i)[Zr.i\ - f {pr-2 - Zqr-2) 
SO Pr = [Zr-\\Pr-\ + Pr-2, Qr = [ ^ r - l j ^ r - l + 9r-2 and thuS Pr9r-1 " qrPr-l = 
-(pr-i9r-2-9)—iPr-2) = (-1)*^ SO pr and qr are coprime integers, is positive since 
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Zr is positive and so by induction (—1)'"?/^  is positive, and since Cr = (—l)''2/r(Pr — 
'zqrY where {pr —'zqr) is positive. 
The next part is mostly algebraic manipulation. Assume d ^ I mod 4 (the 
other case is similar). Then 
_ - ( P r - l - Vdqr-^){pr + Wgr ) _ 1 / /Ty , . ^ ^\ 
= i-iyCr ~ 2C^  ^  ^{<}rqr-ld - PrPr-l)) 
and 4(qrqT-id — prPr-if = D - 4crCr-i, so the only thing to verify is the sign of 
the final term. But if Zr — (y/D — yJD — 4crCr_i) /2cr, then as Zr > 1 
y/D ^ V D - y / D - 2CrCr.^ 2c,-i 2c_ i 
- — > > 1 and 1 < — F = . < —==-
2cr 2cr ^/;D + - 2c,c_i ^^D 
so 2cr > yfD and 2cr_i > \/~D. But this is impossible because D > 4crCr_i. Hence 
we have the required expressions for Zr, and Cr < \fD because 2-\/D/2cr > Zr > 1-
Thus Zr takes only finitely many values as cv and c^-i do, so Zr > 5 > 1 for some 
5 and so by induction 0 < (—l)''j/r < —>^  0 as r —> oo, and j/r decreases as r 
increases because > 1- It is clear that j/7 increases as r increases, since pr and 
qr do and —z is positive. 
Finally as j/^+i = Urjj/r + J/r-i, it is clear that j/r and j/r+i generate the same 
subgroup as j / r - i and j/r, and hence by induction as ?/o = 1 and t/i = [zj — z, that 
is as 1 and z, but these generate C>jt as a Z -basis. • 
We apply this immediately as follows: 
Lemma 4.15. Suppose w\> W2> ^ and WxW2 < 1/Z?. Then there is a totally 
positive y E Ok with 
ywi ^-yw2<\ 
and y' G Ofc such that {?/,?/'} is a Z -basis for 0^. 
Proof. Consider the yr obtained in the previous lemma, j/o = yo = 1 and (-l) '"j/r 
decreases and y^ increases as r increases, so there is a greatest even r such that 
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yrWi > y;w2. If yrWi -F y;w2 < 1 taking y = yr and y' = j/^+i gives the result, so 
assume not. Then 
1 < yrW-i, + y;w2 < yrWi + 
DyrWi 
so solving the quadratic equation in yrW\ gives 
VD + y/D -4Cr VD - y/D -ACr 
^^"^^ ^ 
but the latter is impossible because of our choice of j /r, since i t would imply that 
yrWi < \. Now yr+2 = yr/Xr+lXr+2 SO 
VD-\-VD-4Cr(VD-VD- 4Cr+2Cr+l \ VD - - 4Cr+2 
^'^''"''^ 2VD \yfD^^D-4cr^,Crl- 2VD 
as Cr+i > 1. But then by choice of yr 
. Cr+2 \/D->ry/D- 4Cr+2 
yr+2Wl < yr+2W2 < j: < —7= 
Dyr+2Wi 2VD 
and so combining these two expressions for yr+2Wi in a quadratic equation gives 
C7.+2 
yr+2Wl + yr+2W2 < Z/r+2«'l + j: < 1 
Dyr+2Wi 
so we can take y = yr-i-2.and y' = yr+3- • 
The required result is now almost a direct consequence of this lemma. Choose 
an integer s so that u^'+y{^{ ^Y'^^'VN^) > " - ' ' ~ V ( / D ( ^-^"y/N;). Set 
U2s+l ^ y - 2 5 - l 
w-i = —^= — :— and W2 = 
and observe that W1W2 = 1/{D yyuN{nY^^) < so there is a totally positive 
y eOk such that u^'+^y/{y/D{ V ^ ) i + 2 ? V A ^ ) + u-^'-''y/{y/D{ ^Y^'VN^) < 1> 
and ay' e Ok such that {y,y'} is aZ -basis for Ok-
But there is an element t € S~'^ such that ii{t) = U^^'^^/VD and i2{t) = 
u~'^^~^/y/D. Clearly t is totally positive and generates as a Ojt-module. There-
fore if 5 = ty, then g e is totally positive, and x = 2Tr (gi/{ ^Y'^^'^V^i 
> AT, 
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+92/{ \/u)~'^'^V7h) < 27r. Also by the AM-GM inequality, since g is totally posi-
tive, we have 
X = 27r [g,l{ r;y^Y^''y/Ni+92/{ ' ^ y ' ^ ^ f K ) 
~ N(ff) 47r 
' \ | ^ N ( n ) i / 2 - ^ ^ N ( n ) i / 2 
Finally i f A = ±ty' choosing the sign so that gih2 - 5 2 > 0, then {g, h} is a Z 
-basis for S~^. • 
Finally, we are in a position to bound all terms with T > M. 
Theorem 4.16. The sum of all terms in equation (4.9) with totally positive v G 
S-^iUtY'"^ such that T = 2TT {V^/ T^x/iVi - f V2ly/Nl) > M is bounded in modulus 
by 
(4.13) 
e - ^ m ^ V ^ N ( n ) ^ / ^ / / (27r)^( ^ + ( ^ ) - ^ ) \ \ 
2^(^ _ ^ _ 2 . ) ( ^ H - ( M + 8) (^M-f8 + ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ j j 
Proof. By Corollary 4.12 we know that, for x as in the corollary, the sum of the 
terms for 1/ G (( s/uf", ( ^ y ^ " ) 6-^ with T > M is bounded in modulus by (4.12), 
that is by 
where Ki = VD '^N{nY^^ and 7^ 2 = 1 + (27r)2( ( 7^-^)/Z>N(n)i/2. ^ow 
observe (for example by comparing derivatives) that 
f l - ( l + ^ ) e - \ _ f l - ( l + 2 . ) e - - n 2 
for 0 < X < 27r with equality at x = 27r. Thus 
(4.12) < / ( ^ 3 + M + 7 ) ( l ^ ^ / . , x ^ 7 ^ . . ) ^ J N 
^ ^ (27r)2 \^  1 - 6-2^^ y 
/ 47r2(jr2 + M + 7)(1 MiiTiX + 7/i:ix) , ^ \ 
- (27r)2 (^47r(l - (1 + 7r)e-2-)x - (1 - (1 + 27r)e-2-)x2 ' V 
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for 0 < X < 27r. But by comparing this with the value at x = 27r, this is at most 
e-^ f{K2 + M-\-7)il + 2iTKr{M + 7)) ^ ^^^\ 
1,(1 - (1 -f- 27r )e -2 - ) ( l 4- 2TKI{M + 7)) j ^ ^ - ^'^ 
which is certainly true if ATT/KI < X <2'K. But by Theorem 4.13 precisely such 
an X exists, and hence, combining all the cosets of and simplifying we deduce 
that the sum of those terms with T > M is bounded in modulus by 
/2 
as required. • 
In practice, we will want to know how big to choose M so that this is less 
than a given value, L say. But i f MQ is a good approximation to M then a good 
approximation to Af ^  -|- AM -\- B is 
+ AMo B ) e!^M-Mo)(2Mo-\-A)l(Ml+AMo+B) 
( A'^-AR \ 
> (M'+ AM + B) + (M - M„)^  ( l + > + AM + B 
provided l-\-(A'^-4B)/2{Mo-\-AMo + B) > 0. In our case this is certainly satisfied 
i f Mo > 0. So to determine M set 
(4.14) 
/ m ^ 5 v 5 N ( n ) ^ \ ( 2 7 r ) 2 ( ^ - K ^ - i ) 
2n{l-e-^^)L ) K3-2Mo + l6 + ^ ^ ^ ^ 
/ ^ , - l + (Mo + 8)^Mo + 8-f ^ ^ ^ ^ j M - M o + ^ — ^ 
This will give a close approximation to M if M is close to MQ, that is i f lnA'4 
is small compared with MQ. But this will be the case if L is reasonably small. 
Note that the value of M that (4.14) gives turns out in practice to be signifi-
cantly bigger than i t need be. This is probably because some of the approximations 
used to give a reasonably simple result are fairly loose for some terms. Note also 
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that the bound assumes that the individual terms are calculated to sufficient ac-
curacy to make the error from this source negligible. 
It is also useful to know the number of terms that this bound leaves us to 
calculate. But by (4.11) the number of terms required in each coset is 
\M/x\ 1 
Y: {rx'2nVD 7^N(n)^/^ + l)= X'VD v^N(n)^/^-
'M' 'M 'M' 
X \ X / X 
2 47r 
Thus the total number of terms to be calculated is at most 
(4.15) \y/Dm ^N(n)^/2(M=' + 4M + 2) 
This equation, (4.13), and (4.14) all suggest that the optimal choice of m is 
approximately that which minimizes m "y/u, that is m In u. However, the coeffi-
cients that need to be calculated will be those where M > T = 2Tr{ui/ ^y/Nl-\-
1^2/y/N^), that is for those i/ where N(z/) < ^lS{nY^\M/47:Y. This bound 
for is roughly proportional to !y/uln(m y/uY and the number of a„ will 
be a monotonicly increasing function of this, and v^ ln (m v^)^ is minimal for 
m > Inu, so the optimal value of m will be slightly bigger than Inu, though pre-
cisely how much bigger will depend on what proportion of the time is taken by 
calculating the a .^ 
4.3 Implementation 
This section will tidy up a few bits and pieces I haven't mentioned yet, and give 
some idea of how I programmed some of the above where I think it needs comment. 
One of the things I haven't mentioned yet is how to determine the sign w of the 
operator Wjv in (4.2) and following equations. In fact guessing is a reasonable 
option, since there are only two choices, and the right one is the one which gives 
results consistent with the other calculations, or the one which gives the same 
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answer to appropriate precision when m is changed. But i f we restrict attention to 
semi-stable elliptic curves, we can calculate w directly, assuming the curve comes 
from a Hilbert modular form (as we are already doing). 
Lemma 4.17. Let / be a Hilbert modular cusp form over ro(n) corresponding 
to an elliptic curve over a real quadratic field k with semi-stable reduction. Then 
the eigenvalue w of the operator Wa t equals n(—o^^), where each v in the product 
generates a different prime ideal dividing n. 
Proof. Recall that W a t = where the product is over a set of i/ which gen-
erate all the distinct prime ideals {u) dividing (n). But if (n) is the product of 
distinct prime ideaJs (i.e. the conductor of the corresponding curve is squarefree, 
so the curve is semi-stable), then you can show that for any cusp form / on ro(n), 
f ^ ^ - \ - i s a cusp form on To{n/{i/)) (compare with [1]). So if / is a 
non-trivial common eigenfunction of the Wj. and the U^, then ( f - I- / ) is a 
scalar multiple of / , and so either / is a cusp form on ro(n/(i/)) or f ^ ^ = - / . 
The former case is impossible since the matrix in the definition of W„ may be 
written as CC{Q°), where a € To(n/{u)), hence / , ^ = / = ± / , but then by 
comparing the fourier series of / and / / ^ o v ^® deduce that 
(o 1 j 
±a\ = < 
0 otherwise 
and hence by induction that / = 0. 
But the latter implies that Wi, = —u^ where / ^ = u^f and / ^ = w^f. 
However u^, — Oj,^, and i f = H '^v^ so ti; = X{{—ai,^ where the product is over a set 
of V which generate the distinct prime ideals dividing n, as required. • 
I haven't yet found a way of calculating w when the curve is not semi-stable, so 
any of my results which are in this case have been calculated by using the 'guess 
and check' method. 
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My programs use routines provided by the PARI package [6]. I decided that 
the easiest and most efficient way to implement the calculation of the L-series was 
first to calculate and store the values of a^^ for sufficiently many generators i/ of 
powers of prime ideals. This was done by calculating a^,^ for each prime ideal (i/), 
by counting points on the reduced elliptic curve, often by fairly crude methods, 
and then using the recurrence relation given by the product formula in Theorem 
4.4 to calculate a^^ for sufficiently many of those v which generate powers of this 
prime ideal. Thus, again by Theorem 4.4, since a^^ depends only on the ideal (i/), 
every a^^ could be calculated by taking a product of stored values. 
Next I calculated the terms of the L-series in order of increasing N(i/) (that 
is N(i/) = l /D ,N(z/) = 2/Z>,...) ignoring those which were too small. I did this 
because i t allowed me to calculate together all the required terms with the same 
value of a^ ^ by choosing a generator i/ for each fractional ideal in with the 
appropriate norm, and then evaluating all sufficiently large terms corresponding 
to u multiplied by roots of units. Thus I only needed to evalute each value of 
a^ ^ once. It was also easy to find each fractional ideal in with a given norm, 
because each such fractional ideal is just ( times an ideal of Ok- Thus I considered 
in turn all possible ideals of Ok with norm 1,2,3, etc. by considering all possible 
products of prime ideals with this norm, and then calculating the corresponding 
terms. 
I could have calculated w (at least in the semi-stable case) in terms of the a^ ^ for 
those u where bad reduction occurs. However in this case a^ ,^  = ± 1 where the sign 
depends on whether the reduction at (i/) is split or non-split multipHcative, and 
(for primes not above 2) this reduction may also be determined by seeing whether 
—ce is a quadratic residue or not with respect to this prime ideal (ce is the usual 
function of elliptic curve coefficients, see Silverman [21] for example). Thus w may 
be evaluated by evaluating the symbol (—C6/(bad primes not above 2)) which is 
the natural generalization of the Legendre and Jacobi symbols to real quadratic 
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fields of narrow class number 1. 
Chapter 5 
Analysis of Results and 
Generalizations 
This chapter assesses the results from my calculations of the linear dependencies 
between the L-series of a real quadratic elliptic curve at 5 = 2, and determinants 
of pairs of elements in the image of the regulator map, but first i t explains how 
I obtained the lists of elliptic curves in the first part of Appendix B and how the 
information in the second set of tables is laid out. Finally there is a section for 
conclusions and suggestions on how this work might be extended. 
5.1 Explanation of tables for curves over real 
quadratic fields 
We now know how to calculate the L-series for an elliptic curve over a real quadratic 
field k (or at least conjecturally, and provided k has narrow class number 1). But 
first we need some curves. These will have to have a torsion group with order at 
least 5, because we are expecting the image of K2{Eo) to have rank 2, and thus 
we need at least two independent vectors from the vp to stand a chance of having 
this image in the part of the image of the regulator map we are studying. And we 
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need at least 5 torsion points because vp = 0 if P has order 2, and vp = —v_p 
for any P GT. 
Fortunately, there are l-parameter families of elliptic curves with each such 
torsion group, provided the group is not too big, so i t is easy to find examples. 
So for example we have 
L e m m a 5.1. Every elliptic curve defined over Ok with 5-torsion, may be written 
in the form 
(5.1) + {r + s)xy + {rs^)y = + {rs)x^ 
where (at least for quadratic fields) r,s E Ok, and this curve is in global minimal 
form if r and 5 are coprime. 
Proof. Suppose we have an elliptic curve defined over Ok with a point of order 5 
(over k). Change co-ordinates so that this point is at the origin and has tangent 
y = 0. Thus the curve has equation 
y^ -\- aixy + a^y = -|- a2X^ 
where ai , 02, aa G k. For any equation of this form we have —(0,0) = (0, —03) and 
—2(0,0) = (—02,0). The line joining these two points is 02?/ -f flax -|- 0203 = 0. 
This intersects the curve when 
0 = a2^x^ + a-ix^ — az{x -\- 02)^ -h 0203(^12^ + 03)(x -|- 02) 
= x(x - I- 02) (a2^x -f 03(0102 - 03)) 
but because (0,0) has order 5, the line is tangent to the curve at x = —02, and so 
- 0 2 ^ - I- 010203 - 03^ = 0 
and thus if we set r = a-i jaz and s = 03/02 we get the above equation. If we 
express the usual elliptic curve qualities C4 and A as homogeneous polynomials in 
r and 5, we see by polynomial manipulation that as fractional ideals 
125( r , 5 ) ' ' c (A,C4^) ( r , 5 ) " 
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But the original curve was defined over Ok and so we have A , 04^ e Ok as these have 
not changed, so 125 (r, 5)^^ C Ok, and as (125) is not contained in the twelfth power 
of any prime ideal when k is quadratic (or rational), we deduce that r,sE Ok-
Moreover if r and s are coprime, then (125) € (A, 04^) and thus the curve is in 
global minimal form because (125) is not contained in the twelfth power of any 
prime ideal and so the curve is minimal for each prime ideal. • 
There are similar results giving equations for curves with larger torsion groups, 
but we don't always have the stronger condition that the resulting curve is minimal. 
This does not however provide many problems since it wil l only fail to be minimal 
for very small prime ideals and because we assume narrow class number one, it is 
still easy to find a global minimal equation. 
Observe that i f we replace y with u~^y and x in equation (5.1), with u~^x, we 
get the equation 
+ u{r + s)xy + u^{rs^)y = x^ + u^{rs)x^ 
so we are in effect replacing (r, 5) by (ur, us). This transformation does change the 
real periods of the two embeddings of the elliptic curve into C (each real period 
is divided by the appropriate embedding of u in R) but it does not affect the 
normalized lattices for each embedding -> C. Hence the curves corresponding 
to (r, 5) and {ur,us) are really the same, and so the curve is parameterized by 
the 1-dimensional projective coordinates [r : s]. But note that if u is a unit, the 
coordinates (r, s) and {ur, us) give us alternate global minimal forms for the curve, 
and i t may not be apparent from the equations of these two global minimal forms 
that they are in fact the same. 
The 5-torsion points of the curve (5.1) are (0,0), (—rs,r^s), (—rs,0), and 
(0, —rs^), and if we change co-ordinates in turn so that each each point is mapped 
to (0,0) with tangent y = 0 we get the curves corresponding to the projective co-
ordinates [r : 5], [s : —r], [—5 : r] and [—r : —s] respectively, so [r : 5] = [—r : —s 
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and [s : —r] = [—s : r] all give the same curve. Thus only one such curve is listed 
in my tables. 
I t is also fairly easy to see from the form of the torsion points that, assuming 
there are no extra torsion points, the primes where there is non-trivial split mul-
tiplicative reduction are precisely those which divide r and s. Moreover (0,0) lies 
on the fibres corresponding to ± B 3 ( | ) for each prime dividing r, and on the fibres 
corresponding to ± B 3 ( | ) for each prime dividing s. Thus m' is 0 if both r and s 
are units, 1 if only one is a unit, and 2 otherwise. 
The tables of 5-torsion points which start Appendix B were obtained by listing 
all the curves with 5-torsion with sufficiently small r and 5 and sorting those 
with small enough conductor into isogeny classes (and adding any obvious missing 
isogenous curves), discarding the multiple copies of each curve as described above, 
for each of the fields Q(V5), Q(\/2), and Q(\ / l3) . It is followed by tables of 6-
torsion curves and 7-torsion curves for the same fields, the curves being obtained 
by using the same sort of methods as above. Note that these tables are by no 
means guaranteed to be complete. I do not claim to have found every isogeny and 
every conductor in the range considered. 
The entries in each such table indicates the conductor of the curve, a label in 
the style of Cremona with a letter indicating the isogeny class of the curve and a 
number to distinguish curves (however unlike Cremona's tables the first curve in 
each isogeny class need not be a strong Weil curve, since it is not clear that such a 
concept exists for curves over real quadratic fields, and even if it does, we are only 
considering curves with a given torsion subgroup and this may not include any 
strong Weil curve in an isogeny class). Note that I haven't calculated the L-series 
corresponding to every curve listed in these tables. This is partly due to lack of 
time, and partly because my program started running out of memory space for 
curves with larger conductors, for the precision of the L-series I was working at. 
After this first set of tables, there are further tables which first list linear depen-
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dencies amongst the vectors vp which consist of components (7rlm(r))^i if i (0, Pc,^) 
for each real embedding cr: A; —^  C, where is on the normalized lattice A ,^. Note 
that the columns of this table are indexed by the actual points P unlike the rational 
tables. This is because i t will often be the case that P embeds at different points 
on the normalized lattices, which of course need not be the same anyway. The 
second set of columns show linear dependencies between determinants of matrices 
consisting of pairs of these vectors vp. The columns are labelled with entries of 
the form 'det^' by which I mean the determinant of the matrix whose columns 
correspond to the first and second points listed in the first part of the table. For 
example. 
Curve m' P 2P 3P 4P det23 det24 det34 L 
6A1 0 2 -4 -2 1 -5 9 
2 1 2 4 
indicates that for the curve 6A1 (over Q(\/5)), i f P is the point of order 10 
such that 2P=(0,0), then 
and 2vp - f l V 2 P -1- 2V3P -I- 4V4P = 0 -2Vp - f 4V2P + 2V3P - lV4p = 0 
and also 
- 5 det (V2P I V4p) + 9L{E, 2) = 0 
These linear dependencies are of course only established numerically, so it is not 
proven that such dependencies exist, merely that the linear combinations listed 
give a very small result. However in all the cases I checked the dependencies are 
correct to at least 50 decimal places, and the error is of the sort of magnitude 
explainable by approximations made in calculation. 
Note that there is only one entry in the results tables for each pair of conjugate 
curves, since these are the same except that the real embeddings of k have been 
exchanged, and hence the linear dependencies will be the same, apart from a minus 
sign in the determinants. Such pairs of curves will occur when the conductor is 
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not rational, and we get one curve corresponding to the conductor, and one to its 
conjugate. I f the conductor of a curve is rational, or generates an ideal that is 
fixed by conjugation, then the conjugate of the curve can either be an isogeny of 
the original curve, or the same curve after multiplying by units. For example over 
Q(-s/5) in the 6-torsion table, x-f 7A1 is the conjugate of -X-I-8A1, and 4x-|-8A2 is 
the conjugate of 4x+8A3. 
Finally a word of caution. Whereas most of my rational results where done 
by passing files directly from one computer program to another and have been 
fairly carefully checked where this was not true, in the quadratic case more of the 
calculations have been done by programs with manually entered data, and the 
tables have been manually typed. Thus although I don't know of any errors, I 
would be the first to admit that the probability that there is some minor slip, in 
particular an errant minus sign, is probably quite high. 
5.2 Analysis of results for real quadratic fields 
The first thing to observe is that we do in fact have some results, i.e. there are 
linear dependencies (up to expected calculation error) between the determinants 
of pairs of elements of the image of the regulator map and the L-series at s = 2 for 
various elliptic curves. Thus something along the lines of Beilinson's conjecture 
must be true, and unless we are the victim of an extraordinary coincidence, all the 
elliptic curves where we get such linear dependencies are modular, because of the 
way we calculate the L-series. 
The clearest aspect of the results is that the dimensions of the various parts that 
make up the image of the regulator map are what we would expect from what has 
been said so far. Thus when there is some linear dependency between the L-series 
and the determinants from elements making up the image of the regulator map, 
we find that the dimension over Q of the image of the regulator map (from the 
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part of K2{Ek) we consider) minus m', the number of distinct split multiplicative 
reductions of E is exactly 2, and if there isn't any linear dependency, the dimension 
minus m' is 1 or zero. Moreover, whenever we would expect from the value of m' 
that there might be some linear dependency between the determinants and the L-
series there is such a relation, except when the curve is rational and all the points 
over k are in fact over Q. In this latter case, the two real embeddings are identical 
so all the Vp are real multiples of (1,1)^, but the Q-dimension minus m' is always 
1 or 0 anyway because of what happens in the rational case. These results again 
suggests that the regulator map is injective. 
Thus as we have stated i t , Beilinson's conjecture holds numerically in the cases 
we would expect to be able to verify via this method. But the results still have 
something to say on the form of the linear dependency involved. 
Having said that, the evidence from the quadratic case is less clear than the ra-
tional case, simply because things are more complicated, since linear dependencies 
between the Vp correspond to quadratic dependencies between the determinants. 
Thus for example it is harder to say whether the dependencies do in fact corre-
spond to the conditions which the image of K2(£'ci) should satisfy because of the 
various split multiplicative reductions. The easiest such case to check is where we 
have the torsion group C7 (in the cases of C5 and Ce we must have m' = 0 to have 
any dependency between the L-series and the determinants). Assume we are con-
sidering a curve with torsion group Cj, and where P = (0,0) maps onto the fibre 
corresponding to ±B3(^) under spht multiplicative reduction for all primes where 
split multiplicative reduction occurs. Then for an element avp-f-6v2P-|-cv3p 6 Imi? 
to be in the image of K2{EO)Q we must have 5a + 5b + 2c — 0, hence the image of 
K2{EO)Q is generated by vp - V2p and 2V2P - 5v3p. Thus the L-series should be 
a rational multiple of 
det (vp - V2P 1 2v2P - 5v3p) = 2 det 12 - 5 det 13 + 5 det 23 
and the other possible split multiplicative reductions should be (up to the sign of 
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each term) a permutation of this. This is precisely what does occur in the curves 
with torsion group C?. 
For larger torsion groups there are more cases to consider as there are more 
types of split multiplicative reduction, and there may be linear dependencies be-
tween the vp , and these don't seem to fit into any pattern from one curve to the 
next. Nevertheless, i f we just look for linear dependencies of the L-series and the 
determinants formed from the minimal number of vp likely to give a result (i.e. 
2 - f m' of them), this makes things as simple as possible, and it is possible to check 
that the linear dependencies obtained do correspond to the determinant of a pair 
of vectors made up of the Vp which satisfy the linear dependencies imposed by the 
split multiplicative reductions. 
However there is sometimes a further complication, namely extra linear depen-
dencies between the determinants for some of these larger groups. These seem to 
arise when some of the E-K-L series in the two different embeddings k ^ C are in 
fact the same. This wil l be the case when the two embeddings give the same nor-
malized lattice, and so the E-K-L series from one embedding will be a permutation 
of those from the other, and this quite often leads to pairs of determinants being 
equal up to sign, or in the case of curves which are in fact rational curves, to pairs 
of parallel vp. For this sort of situation I have only listed the dependencies in the 
case where they they do not obviously fit into this pattern (i.e. for the curve 6A2 
over Q ( ^ ) ) . 
There is one more interesting case, namely the curve 6A3 over Q{\/lZ). In this 
case one of the embeddings gives a normalized lattice which has index 4 in the 
other normalized lattice, and whereas I haven't fully explained the dependencies 
in this case, I do observe that i f we look for linear dependencies between all the 
E-K-L series from both embeddings, we do find linear dependencies, and at least 
some are explained because they correspond (up to a factor of ^/2) to E-K-L 
series in the lattice between the two under consideration (namely the relations 
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2 (Vp - V4p)2 = (V2P - V3p)j and -2 (Vjp - V3P)2 = (vp - V4P)^). 
As well as checking that the linear dependencies are consistent with the pre-
dicted form, we can also look at some of the factors involved in any linear depen-
dency between determinants of the Vp , and the L-series. Recall in the rational 
case we had the equation 
ci | r | apK,{0,P,2) + C2NL{E,2) = 0 
Per 
where the ap were coprime. From the results I conclude that the corresponding 
equation in the quadratic case is probably 
(5.2) ci | r f J2 det ij + C2N{n)D^L{E, 2) = 0 
hi 
where the aij have no common factors, N(n) is the norm of the conductor, and D 
is the discriminant of the quadratic field. 
The results are in fact rather ambiguous about the power of | r | which should 
appear in this equation, as you can also argue that \T\'^ should replace jTp. This 
would reduce the number of factors in the various values of C2, but introduce extra 
factors into various of the values of c i . However, i f we recall what happened in 
the rational case, we saw there that C2 tended to have stray factors for smaller 
conductors, and Ci tended to have stray factors only for larger values. This is most 
consistent with the above choice of power of | r . 
Even if we assume the above equation, the true values of ci and C2 are not as 
obvious as they at first might seem, because for simplicity and to save space, I 
have only listed linear combinations between the L-series, and the least number 
of determinants which could be expected to give a result considering the linear 
combinations that exist between the v p . However it is often possible to use these 
linear combinations to cancel factors of C2 and increase c i . The true case to con-
sider is when we maximize Ci and minimize C2 because this corresponds to finding 
generators for the whole Z-lattice which is the image of K2(-E 'c>)q in K2(£'jt) (or 
more precisely the image of this under the regulator map). 
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For example, consider the curve 6A1 over Q(\/5) which has torsion group Cio, 
we have 
-5det24 + 9L(£;,2) = 0 
which suggests that Ci = 1 and C2 = 2. However, we can deduce from the linear 
dependencies on the vp that 5 det 24 + 4 det 34 = 0 and 10 det 13 - 1 7 det 34 = 0 from 
which we can deduce that —5 det 24 = 120 det 13 - 200 det 34 so in fact we actually 
have 
120 det 13 - 200 det 34 + 9X(£, 2) = 0 
so in fact we really have Ci = 4 and C2 = 1. Note that we have to ensure that this 
does actually correspond to the determinant of appropriate combinations of the 
Vp. In this case we have 
-120 det 13 + 200 det 34 = 40 det (vs | 3vi + 5V4) 
On the other hand we could have equally obtained the equation 
40 det 13 + 80 det 24 + 9L{E, 2) = 0 
which does not arise as a determinant. 
The above example is made easier because m' = 0. When m' is not zero, we 
must also ensure that all the linear combinations of determinants we obtain arise 
from a determinant of combinations of v p which satisfy the conditions imposed by 
split multiplicative reduction. 
Tables 5.1 to 5.3 give the real values of ci and C2 I obtained in the curves where 
a linear relation between determinants and the L-series exists over each field. 
Note that Ci consists only of factors of 2 and also factors of 3 i f 3 divides 
r | , though this is partly ensured by the way I choose the power of | r | to put 
in equation (5.2). However C2 is less well behaved, quite often containing extra 
factors from the number of torsion points, or the norm of the conductor, or the 
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Curve Cl C2 iri Curve Cl C2 | r | Curve Cl C2 \T\ 
7A1 16 5 5 2x-hl4Al 2 5 10 9A1 2 3 6 
2x-h8Al 16 5 5 2X+14A2 4 5 10 9A3 4 3 6 
lOBl 16 1 5 lOAl 12 25 15 x - f7Al 3 2 12 
10B2 2 1 5 x-f7A2 2 1 6 4X+8A1 3 2 12 
2X-M0A1 16 1 5 X+7A3 6 11 6 X+6A1 1 1 7 
3X+13A1 16 5 5 X+7A4 6 25 6 2x-hlOAl 8 35 7 
15B1 16 1 5 x - f8Al 2 1 6 3X+11A1 16 133 7 
22A1 16 1 5 x-f8A2 2 1 6 3X-F24A1 8 21 7 
6A1 4 1 10 4X+8A2 3 4 6 llx-f-27Al 16 7 7 
6A2 1 1 10 
Table 5.1: Ci and C2 for curves over Q(\/5) 
Curve Cl C2 iri Curve Cl C2 | r | Curve Cl C2 iri 
4 x + l l A ] j 8 1 5 3x-hl2A2 1 5 10 7A1 4 1 6 
13A1 32 1 5 2X+5A1 2 3 6 2X+6A4 3 2 12 
3A1 4 1 10 2x+5A2 4 3 6 2x-h6Al 3 1 12 
3A2 2 1 10 2x+6A2 6 11 6 x-hlOAl 2 7 7 
X+8A1 2 5 10 2X-I-6A3 3 2 6 x-hlOA2 16 7 7 
X+8A2 2 5 10 X+6A1 3 2 6 X+12A1 4 7 7 
3X+12A1 1 5 10 X+6A2 3 4 6 X+16A1 16 7 7 
Table 5.2: c i and C2 for curves over Q{y/2) 
discriminant of the field. But there are other extra factors, like a factor of 19 in 
curve 3 x - | - l l A l over Q(V5), or 31 in curve 2A1 over Q(V^). But of course extra 
factors in C2 are probably just because our method doesn't consider all of K2{Ek). 
There are no stray factors in Ci but by analogy with the rational case, I suspect 
this is because we have not calculated any curves with big enough conductor. 
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Curve C2 iri Curve C2 \T\ 
2A1 16 31 5 6A3 2 45 10 
2A2 2 1 5 6A2 1 10 20 
6A1 2 5 10 
Table 5.3: Ci and C2 for curves over Q(\ / l3) 
5.3 Conclusions and areas for further study 
In this thesis, I have provided a way of calculating the L-series of a modular 
elliptic curve over a real quadratic field with narrow class number 1, and used it to 
confirm numerically aspects of Beilinson's conjecture, in the process showing that 
a number of real quadratic curves are almost certainly modular with the expected 
conductor. In particular, I have shown that the image under the regulator map of 
K2{Eo) has rank at least 2, and probably exactly 2, for various elliptic curves over 
some real quadratic fields, and in these cases shown that this image has a volume 
which agrees with a simple rational multiple of the L-series L{E, 2) to aroimd 50 
decimal places. I have also detailed the linear dependencies involved in this, and 
conjectured a formula analogous to the Birch Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for this 
case. 
I have also confirmed and extended Bloch and Grayson's calculations for the 
analogous case for curves over the rational numbers, and found curves which may 
correspond to a non-trivial group E I . I have also produced a formula for calculating 
the L-series of modular elliptic curves over real cubic fields with narrow class 
number one, and outlined how to construct this for general curves of narrow class 
number one. 
There are various obvious areas in which this work can be extended. First it 
should be possible to remove the restriction to fields of narrow class number one. 
This assumption mainly assures that the modular form associated to the L-series 
lies on one connected component of the appropriate space. It should be possible 
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to remove this assumption by considering fourier series expansions for some cusp 
on each connected component and combining them somehow to get the L-series. 
The tricky part may be finding the appropriate functional equation, but I think it 
must be along the lines of what I have here. 
Second, we can consider the same problem over bigger fields. The real cubic 
case is just a matter of implementing the formula I have given, and the only bar 
to going higher than that is working out a fundamental domain of the appropriate 
sort. 
It should also be fairly easy to carry out calculations using a mixture of torsion 
and non-torsion points, providing you can find appropriate curves. 
Appendix A 
Results from Rational 
Calculations 
This will be a table of results, explanation will be in chapter 3. 
These tables indicate linear dependencies (to about 70 d.p.) between values 
of E-K-L series and the L-series evaluated at 5 = 2. TV is the conductor of the 
curve, and m' is the number of different split multiplicative reductions as explained 
in Chapter 3. The other columns are labelled by a point which corresponds to a 
multiple of the E-K-L series evaluated at that point on the curve when normalized 
so that the real period is 1. For example 
Curve m' 1 3 NL 
19A3(A) 0 -12 1 
indicates that on the curve 19A3(A), 
-12 {{T^lra{T)fK,{^, | ,2)) + l(19i:(f;,2)) = 0 
The results of chapter 3 are as follows. 
97 
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Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' 
19A1(B) 1 234E3 1 426C1 1 585B1 1 754A1 1 
26A1(B) 1 246F1 1 430C1 1 585D1 1 756B2 1 
35A1(B) 1 254A1 1 430C2 1 590A1 1 756E2 1 
37B1(C) 1 254A2 1 434B1 1 594H2 1 762F1 1 
38A1(D) 1 267A1 1 434B2 1 612B1 1 774A1 1 
51A1(A) 1 270B1 1 435A1 1 614B1 1 774F1 1 
54B1(A) 1 270C2 1 450B2 1 618C1 1 780D1 1 
77B1(D) 1 270D1 1 450B4 1 618D1 1 786F1 1 
91B2(C) 1 278B1 1 459C2 1 627B1 1 794B1 1 
106A1(B) 1 286A1 1 460C1 1 635A1 1 794D1 1 
106C1(E) 1 294D1 1 466B1 1 642B1 1 794D2 1 
llOBl(A) 1 300B1 1 470B1 1 650L1 1 795C1 1 
llOCl(E) 1 315A2 1 470D1 1 651E1 1 801C2 1 
140A1(A) 1 315A3 1 485A1 1 651E2 1 806E1 1 
142D1(C) 1 318B1 1 486D2 1 657C2 1 806E2 1 
153B2(B) 1 326C1 1 486E2 1 658C1 1 807A1 1 
158D1(B) 1 333A2 1 486F1 1 666C2 1 810A1 1 
162B1(G) 1 342A2 1 490C1 1 670B1 1 810B1 1 
162B3(I) 1 342A3 1 490E1 1 682A1 1 810C1 1 
162D1(E) 1 350B1 1 506C1 1 682A2 1 810D1 1 
170C1(F) 1 354B1 1 516D1 1 693C2 1 810E1 1 
170D1(D) 1 355A1 1 522C1 1 693C3 1 810F1 1 
171B2(B) 1 358B1 1 522H1 1 702E1 1 810G1 1 
174A1(I) 1 366F1 1 522M2 1 702H2 1 810H1 1 
178A1(A) 1 370C1 1 530A1 1 702N1 1 813B1 1 
182B1(A) 1 372C1 1 537C1 1 702N3 1 813B2 1 
182B2(B) 1 378A1 1 540B2 1 702P1 1 814A1 1 
187A1(A) 1 378A2 1 540E2 1 702P2 1 815A1 1 
189B2(D) 1 378B1 1 540F1 1 705C1 1 819E2 1 
189C1(F) 1 378E1 1 546D1 1 71412 1 819E3 1 
190C1(A) 1 378E3 1 546D2 1 715A1 1 822C1 1 
209A1 1 378F2 1 555B1 1 730B1 1 825C1 1 
214D1 1 396C2 1 558B1 1 730K1 1 828D2 1 
218A1 1 402D1 1 558F1 1 735D1 1 830A1 1 
219B1 1 402D2 1 564B1 1 738J2 1 854B2 1 
222A1 1 405A1 1 572A1 1 740B1 1 858D1 1 
234E2 1 406B1 1 574F1 1 753B1 1 858J1 1 
Table A . l : Curves with torsion group C 3 and no relations (part 1) 
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Curve m Curve m Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' 
862D1 1 903B2 1 918G1 1 938D1 1 973B2 1 
866A1 1 906C1 1 91811 1 938D2 1 978H1 1 
874F1 1 906C2 1 918J1 1 940C1 1 986A1 1 
882F1 1 906D1 1 921B1 1 946B1 1 988D1 1 
882H2 1 910B1 1 924G1 1 948C1 1 990F2 1 
891B1 1 910E1 1 924H1 1 954E2 1 990L2 1 
894C1 1 910E2 1 93011 1 954F2 1 994D1 1 
901C1 1 918D2 1 934B1 1 954K2 1 995B1 1 
902B1 1 918E2 1 935B1 1 966K1 1 996C1 1 
903B1 1 918F1 1 
Table A.2: Curves with torsion group C 3 and no relations (part 2) 
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Curve m' 1 3 NL Curve m' 
1 
3 NL Curve m' 
1 
3 NL 
19A3(A) 0 -12 1 225B1 0 1 0 540D1 0 -324 1 
26A3(A) 0 -36 1 236B1 0 216 1 550D1 0 -324 1 
27A1(B) 0 -12 1 242B1 0 -108 1 594C1 0 162 1 
27A3(A) 0 1 0 243A2 0 1 0 612A1 0 324 1 
27A4(C) 0 12 1 243B1 0 1 0 620A1 0 324 1 
35A3(A) 0 36 1 270A1 0 324 1 650G1 0 324 1 
37B3(B) 0 -12 1 278B3 0 72 1 675C1 0 1 
38A3(C) 0 18 1 324A1 0 -108 1 676C1 0 -216 1 
44A1(A) 0 -27 1 324B1 0 -216 1 70011 0 -324 1 
50A1(E) 0 -108 5 324C1 0 -108 1 702E3 0 108 1 
50A3(G) 0 54 1 324D1 0 216 1 702H1 0 -108 1 
54A1(E) 0 -54 1 325A1 0 -108 1 722A1 0 -324 1 
54A3(D) 0 36 1 326C3 0 -36 1 756D1 0 -324 1 
77B3(C) 0 36 1 333A3 0 -36 1 756F1 0 -648 1 
91B1(B) 0 36 1 370C3 0 108 1 854B1 0 -108 1 
92A1(A) 0 -108 1 378B3 0 108 1 882A1 0 324 1 
108A1(A) 0 1 0 378F1 0 108 1 891F1 0 540 1 
116B1(A) 0 216 1 404B1 0 -108 1 892B1 0 -216 1 
124A1(B) 0 108 1 405B1 0 -108 1 900C1 0 1 
158D3(A) 0 -36 1 441B1 0 1 0 900F2 0 324 1 
162A1(K) 0 108 1 459F1 0 324 1 916D1 0 -216 1 
162C1(A) 0 -108 1 485A3 0 -72 1 972A2 0 1 0 
162C3(D) 0 54 1 486A2 0 216 1 972B2 0 1 0 
171B3(C) 0 36 1 486B2 0 -108 1 972C1 0 1 0 
172A1(A) 0 108 1 486C1 0 -108 1 972D1 0 1 0 
189B1(C) 0 -36 1 490A1 0 -324 1 973B1 0 -180 1 
189C3(H) 0 -36 1 540A1 0 324 1 980A1 0 648 1 
196B1(C) 0 -108 1 540C1 0 324 1 
Table A.3: Curves with torsion group C 3 with relations 
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Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m 
17A1(C) 1 210C1 1 395A1 1 552D3 1 720J8 1 
33A3(D) 1 210C4 1 402B3 1 552E1 1 . 744B3 1 
39A3(D) 1 210E6 1 410B1 1 560D4 1 759B1 1 
40A4(C) 1 222C4 1 410B4 1 561D4 1 759B4 1 
55A3(C) 1 231A4 1 423C4 1 570E4 1 760E1 1 
57B3(C) 1 234D1 1 429B1 1 570G1 1 770C4 1 
62A1(A) 1 238C1 1 435C4 1 57011 1 770E4 1 
66B1(E) 1 240A6 1 435D1 1 570M1 1 777A4 1 
70A1(A) 1 240D6 1 435D4 1 582D1 1 777D1 1 
75B8(K) 1 240D8 1 438F1 1 590B4 1 777E3 1 
78A4(D) 1 246E1 1 438F4 1 609B1 1 782E1 1 
80A4(G) 1 254D1 1 440C4 1 609B4 1 791C1 1 
90C1(E) 1 258D1 1 448B4 1 610B4 1 792E4 1 
96A4(G) 1 264C1 1 455B4 1 616E3 1 79814 1 
102B4(I) 1 272B4 1 462F1 1 624C4 1 805C1 1 
105A4(C) 1 282A1 1 465B3 1 624F3 1 816B4 1 
112B4(C) 1 285C4 1 480B3 1 624F4 1 816H5 1 
114C1(G) 1 291B4 1 480D4 1 624H4 1 816H6 1 
120A4(G) 1 294C1 1 480F4 1 62414 1 822E1 1 
129B3(C) 1 312C1 1 480G4 1 630J1 1 840B1 1 
130B1(A) 1 312D4 1 480H3 1 651D1 1 840C1 1 
130B4(C) 1 330B1 1 480H4 1 663B4 1 840D3 1 
138C1(A) 1 330B4 1 490H1 1 665B3 1 840F4 1 
141C1(A) 1 330C1 1 496F4 1 666F1 1 840G4 1 
150C1(I) 1 330C4 1 504G1 1 672E4 1 840J1 1 
150C3(K) 1 330D1 1 510D1 1 672F3 1 858E1 1 
154B1(E) 1 330E3 1 510E1 1 672H3 1 858H1 1 
161A3(C) 1 336B4 1 510E4 1 678E1 1 870D4 1 
168A3(C) 1 336C4 1 510E6 1 681B3 1 870G1 1 
168B1(E) 1 336D6 1 514A1 1 690F4 1 870G4 1 
182A1(E) 1 336E6 1 514A4 1 690G1 1 880C3 1 
192B4(C) 1 345D1 1 522K1 1 690K4 1 880C4 1 
192C6(0) 1 366E4 1 528B4 1 705F4 1 88014 1 
195A4(C) 1 377A4 1 528H4 1 714F1 1 885B3 1 
195A6(F) 1 385A1 1 528J4 1 714G4 1 888B1 1 
205A4 1 390B1 1 545A4 1 720E4 1 888B4 1 
210B8 1 390B4 1 546C3 1 720J5 1 890H1 1 
Table A.4: Curves with torsion group C 4 and no relations (part 1) 
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Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' 
890H4 1 912K4 1 960E5 1 960O5 1 987B3 1 
897B1 1 915B4 1 960E8 1 960O8 1 990J1 1 
897C3 1 930O1 1 960H4 1 960P4 1 990K1 1 
897E1 1 960C4 1 960K4 1 966G1 1 994F3 1 
912G4 1 960D3 1 960N3 1 96611 1 
Table A.5: Curves with torsion group C 4 and no relations (part 2) 
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Curve m' 1 4 d ^ 9. NL Curve m' 
1 
4 - + -
4 ^ 9 . 
NL 
15A7(D) 0 -16 11 288B3 0 -64 1 
15A8(A) 0 -16 1 288C3 0 -64 1 
17A4(A) 0 -8 1 289A1 0 -64 1 
21A4(A) 0 -8 1 291B3 0 -32 1 
24A3(D) 0 -4 1 312D1 0 -64 1 
24A4(A) 0 -16 1 336E5 0 -32 1 
32A1(B) 0 -16 1 360D1 0 -256 1 
32A4(D) 0 -8 1 363A1 0 -64 1 
40A3(A) 0 -16 1 387D1 0 -64 1 
42A4(D) 0 -16 3 392A1 0 -128 1 
48A5(F) 0 -8 1 400A3 0 -64 1 
56A1(C) 0 -64 1 408B1 0 -128 1 
63A5(F) 0 -64 7 429B4 0 -32 1 
64A3(D) 0 -16 1 440C1 0 -64 1 
72A1(A) 0 -32 1 448A4 0 -64 1 
80A3(H) 0 -16 1 455B1 0 -64 1 
96B3(B) 0 -32 1 480E3 0 -64 1 
99B1(H) 0 -64 3 480F3 0 -64 1 
117A1(A) 0 -64 1 504F1 0 -128 1 
120A1(E) 0 -32 1 507C1 0 -128 1 
144B4(H) 0 -32 1 525A1 0 -128 1 
147A1(C) 0 -64 1 600A1 0 -128 1 
171A1(D) 0 -64 1 600F1 0 -256 1 
192A3(T) 0 -32 1 605B1 0 -192 1 
192D5(J) 0 -32 1 663B1 0 -64 1 
195A1(A) 0 -32 1 672C3 0 -128 1 
200C1(G) 0 -64 1 680A1 0 -128 1 
205A1 0 -32 1 784C4 0 -128 1 
225C1 0 -64 1 792D1 0 -256 1 
231A1 0 -32 1 840F1 0 -128 1 
240A5 0 -32 1 840G1 0 -128 1 
240D7 0 -32 1 840J4 0 -128 1 
272B3 0 -32 1 936E3 0 -128 1 
275A1 0 -128 1 
Table A.6: Curves with torsion group C 4 with relations 
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Curve m' 1 5 
2 
5 NL Curve m' 
1 NL 
l l A l ( B ) 1 -8 -4 5 302A1 1 -60 120 1 
11A3(A) 0 2 3 0 325E1 1 -40 -20 1 
0 10 1 366B1 2 
38B1(A) 1 -40 -20 1 395C1 1 -60 120 1 
50B1(A) 1 -20 40 . 1 426A1 2 
50B2(B) 1 -20 -10 1 537E1 1 -80 160 1 
57C1(F) 1 -40 -20 3 550K2 2 
58B1(B) 1 -40 -20 1 550K3 1 -100 200 1 
75C1(C) 1 -40 -20 1 574J1 1 -160 -80 1 
llOAl(C) 1 -40 -20 1 606F1 1 -220 440 1 
118B1(B) 1 -40 80 1 665D1 2 
123A1(A) 1 -20 40 1 710D1 2 
155A1(D) 1 -40 -20 1 786M1 2 
158C1(H) 1 -40 -20 1 806F1 1 -160 320 1 
175A2(A) 1 -20 40 1 834G1 2 
186B1(B) 1 -120 -60 1 862E1 1 -160 320 1 
203A1 1 -40 -20 1 874E1 2 
246B1 2 885D1 1 -120 -60 1 
286D1 2 890G1 2 
Table A.7: Curves with torsion group Cs 
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Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' Curve m' 
90C7(L) 2 370D2 2 570F1 2 660D1 2 870C1 2 
114A1(A) 2 390C1 2 570F2 2 660D2 2 870C2 2 
114A2(B) 2 390C2 2 570K1 2 770F1 2 910J3 2 
126A3(C) 2 390D1 2 570K2 2 770F2 2 910J4 2 
126A4(D) 2 390D2 2 630F7 2 770G1 2 930N1 2 
198B3(G) 2 414A3 2 630F8 2 770G2 2 930N2 2 
198B4(H) 2 414A4 2 630H1 2 798E3 2 966F1 2 
210A1 2 438A1 2 630H2 2 798E4 2 966F2 2 
210A5 2 438A2 2 63013 2 858B1 2 990H3 2 
210B4 2 462G1 2 63018 2 858B2 2 990H4 2 
306A3 2 462G2 2 646E1 2 870B1 2 994G1 2 
306A4 2 510G1 2 646E2 2 870B2 2 994G2 2 
370D1 2 510G2 2 
Table A.8: Curves with torsion group Ce and no relations 
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Curve m' 1 fi 
1 
fi ' 9 NL 
14A1(C) 1 -2 -2 1 
14A2(D) 1 -5 4 1 
14A4(A) 0 2 5 
0 18 1 
14A6(B) 0 8 -7 
18 -18 1 
20A1(B) 0 5 -13 
-36 72' 1 
20A2(A) 0 11 -16 
-48 60 1 
30A1(A) 1 -12 -12 1 
30A4(D) 1 -10 8 1 
30A5(E) 1 -12 -12 
34A1(A) 1 -10 8 1 
34A2(B) 1 -4 -4 1 
36A1(A) 0 0 1 
-24 0 1 
36A2(B) 0 1 -1 
-12 0 1 
66A1(A) 1 -12 -12 1 
66A2(B) 1 -48 60 1 
84A1(C) 1 -24 -24 1 
84A2(D) 1 -60 48 1 
90A1(M) 1 -24 -24 1 
90A2(N) 1 -60 48 1 
90B1(A) 1 -48 60 1 
90B2(B) 1 -12 -12 1 
90C8(K) 1 -8 -8 1 
102C1(A) 1 -12 -12 1 
102C2(B) 1 -48 60 1 
126A5(E) 1 -48 60 1 
126A6(F) 1 -12 -12 1 
130A1(E) 1 -12 -12 1 
130A2(F) 1 -48 60 1 
138B1(G) 1 -48 60 1 
138B2(H) 1 -12 -12 1 
156B1(A) 1 -60 48 1 
156B2(B) 1 -24 -24 1 
170B1(H) 1 -12 -12 1 
170B2(I) 1 -48 60 1 
180A3(C) 1 -24 -24 1 
Table A.9: Curves with torsion group Ce with relations (part 1) 
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Curve m 1 6 
1 
:^  
2 1 1 NL 
180A4(D) 1 -96 120 1 
198C1(M) 1 -60 48 1 
198C2(N) 1 -24 -24 1 
198D1(A) 1 -24 -24 1 
198D2(B) 1 -60 48 1 
210A4 1 -24 -24 1 
210B1 1 -24 -24 1 
220A1 1 -24 -24 1 
220A2 1 -60 •48 1 
252A3 1 -96 120 1 
252A4 1 -24 -24 1 
306B3 1 -24 -24 1 
306B4 1 -60 48 1 
310B1 1 -96 120 1 
310B2 1 -24 -24 1 
342C3 1 -24 -24 1 
342C4 1 -96 120 1 
410C1 1 -60 48 1 
410C2 1 -24 -24 1 
420C1 1 -72 -72 1 
420C2 1 -288 360 1 
438D1 1 -60 48 1 
438D2 1 -24 -24 1 
468D3 1 -48 -48 1 
468D4 1 -120 96 1 
630A1 1 -72 -72 1 
630A2 1 -288 360 1 
630F3 1 -48 -48 1 
63017 1 -48 -48 1 
660C1 1 -288 360 1 
660C2 1 -72 -72 1 
770B1 1 -144 180 1 
770B2 1 -36 -36 1 
798E1 1 -72 -72 1 
798E2 1 -180 144 1 
910C1 1 -72 -72 1 
910C2 1 -180 144 1 
910J1 1 -180 144 1 
910J2 1 -72 -72 1 
990B1 1 -72 -72 1 
990B2 1 -288 360 1 
Table A. 10: Curves with torsion group Ce with relations (part 2) 
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Curve m' 1 7 
'2 
7 
3 
7 NL 
26B1(D) 1 5 10 .8 0 
0 28 28 1 
174B1(G) 2 -140 -140 -84 1 
258F1 2 -140 -140 -84 1 
294B2 2 -140 84 140 1 
490K2 2 -140 -140 -84 1 
546F1 2 -140 -140 -84 1 
57411 2 -70 -70 -42 1 
678D1 2 -280 168 280 1 
762G1 2 -140 -140 -84 1 
858K1 3 
Table A.U: Curves with torsion group C7 
Curve m' 1 8 
1 
4 
3 
8 8 ~ 2 
3 , 1 NL 
15A4(F) 1 -19 10 25 0 
40 -24 -56 1 
21A3(C) 1 4 -23 21 0 
-8 32 -32 1 
42A1(A) 1 1 5 5 0 
-16 32 48 1 
48A6(E) 1 -1 2 3 0 
-8 -40 -40 1 
102B1(G) 2 -24 -16 -16 1 
210E1 2 -64 -96 -64 1 
210E4 2 -64 -96 -64 3 
336D5 2 -32 -48 -32 1 
690K1 2 -384 96 384 1 
714G1 2 -64 -96 -64 1 
930O4 3 
966G4 2 -96 -64 -64 1 
Table A. 12: Curves with torsion group Cs 
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Curve m' 1 9 i 
1 
3 
4 
9 
NL 
1 10 10 0 0 
54B3(B) 1 0 8 7 -1 0 
0 -60 0 48 1 
71411 3 -324 -432 -468 -108 1 
Table A. 13: Curves with torsion group Cg 
Curve m' : 10 
1 
s 
3 
in 
2 
in ~ 2 
3. + 1 
in ' 2 
^ + 1 
S ~ 2 - + -
S 2 
NL 
66C1(I) 2 -4 -1 4 6 0 
-20 -10 0 0 1 
66C2(J) 2 -2 0 3 4 0 
0 -20 -40 -40 1 
150A3(C) 2 0 1 2 2 0 
-80 0 120 160 1 
150A4(D) 2 3 1 -2 -3 0 
-40 -20 0 0 1 
570L1 3 -80 -120 -120 -80 1 
570L2 3 -280 -100 160 240 1 
87011 3 -280 -100 160 240 1 
87012 3 -80 -120 -120 -80 1 
Table A. 14: Curves with torsion group Cio 
Curve m' 1 12 
1 
6 
1 
4 
1 
3 
5 
12 NL 
1 0 -1 1 2 0 
90C3(G) 2 0 1 2 3 2 0 
0 0 16 144 144 1 
210B5 3 -2 -1 1 4 3 0 
0 -24 -48 -72 -48 1 
Table A.15: Curves with torsion group Cu 
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Curve m' 1 4 NL Curve m' 
1 
4 4 ^ 2 NL 
15A1(C) 1 -8 -8 3 330C2 2 
15A3(B) 0 5 -6 0 336D4 2 
-16 16 1 336E4 1 -32 -32 1 
21A1(B) 1 -8 8 1 390B2 2 
24A1(B) 0 3 -5 0 429B2 1 -32 -32 1 
8 -24 1 510E2 1 -64 -64 1 
42A2(B) 1 -16 -16 3 510E3 2 
48A3(C) 1 -8 -8 1 609B2 1 -32 -32 1 
102B2(H) 2 663B2 1 -64 -64 1 
120A2(F) 1 -32 -32 1 690K2 1 -96 -96 1 
195A2(B) 1 -32 -32 1 714G2 2 
195A3(D) 2 759B2 2 
210C2 2 816H3 1 -64 -64 1 
210E3 2 840F2 1 -128 -128 1 
231A2 1 -32 -32 1 840G2 1 -128 -128 1 
240A3 1 -32 -32 1 840J2 1 -128 -128 1 
240D4 2 930O2 2 
240D5 1 -32 -32 1 966G2 2 
330B2 2 
Table A. 16: Curves with torsion group C 4 x C2 
Curve m' 1 6 
1 
3 fi ~ 2 3 ^ 2 
NL 
2 -3 2 2 0 
30A2(B) 1 0 5 -5 1 0 
12 12 -24 24 1 
90C6(J) 2 2 -3 . 2 2 0 
0 -20 0 16 1 
210A2 2 2 -3 2 2 0 
0 60 0 -48 1 
210B2 2 2 -3 2 2 0 
0 -60 0 48 1 
630F6 2 2 -3 2 2 0 
0 -120 0 96 1 
63016 2 2 -3 2 2 0 
0 -120 0 96 1 
Table A.17: Curves with torsion group Ce x C2 
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Curve m' 1 s 
1 
4 
3 
8 8 ^ 2 4 ^ 2 
3 + 1 
8 ~ 2 
NL 
2 -1 -2 2 0 -2 0 
210E2 3 0 -2 -2 3 3 1 0 
-32 -48 -32 0 0 0 1 
Table A. 18: Curves with torsion group Cs x C2 
Appendix B 
Results from Quadratic 
Calculations 
112 
Appendix B. Results from Quadratic Calculations 113 
n label 0-2 03 a4 oe \T\ isogenics 
6 A l x+1 X X 0 0 10 2:2 
6 A2 x+5 - X -x+2 0 0 10 2:1 
7 A l 2 - X 1 0 0 5 
2x+8 A l 3 1 x+1 0 0 5 
-2x+10 A l 3 1 -x+2 0 0 5 
10 A l 3 2 2 0 0 15 3:2 
10 A2 7 -8 8 0 0 5 3:1 
10 B l x-1 - X X 0 0 5 3:2 
10 B2 x+5 - X -5x-3 0 0 5 3:1 
2x+10 A l 1 -1 - X 0 0 5 
-2x+12 A l 1 -1 x-1 0 0 5 
11 A l 0 -1 1 0 0 5 5:2 
11 A2 10 -11 11 0 0 5 5:1 
3x+13 A l 4 -1 -2x-l 0 0 5 
-3x+16 A l 4 -1 2x-3 0 0 5 
2x+14 A l 4x-5 -5 5x 0 0 10 2:2 
2x+14 A2 2x+3 2x-l 5x+5 0 0 10 2:1 
-2x+16 A l -4x-l -5 -5x+5 0 0 10 2:2 
-2x-hl6 A2 -2x+5 -2x+l -5x+10 0 0 10 2:1 
15 A l 2 -3 3 0 0 5 
15 B l 2x x 1 0 0 5 
6x+18 A l x+3 -2x 2 0 0 5 
6x+18 B l -3x+2 3x-3 -3x+3 0 0 5 
-6x+24 A l -x+4 2x-2 2 0 0 5 
-6x+24 B l 3x-l -3x 3x 0 0 5 
8x+18 A l 3x-4 -4 4x 0 0 5 
-8x+26 A l -3x-l -4 -4x+4 0 0 5 
22 A l x+3 x x-1 0 0 5 5:2 
22 A2 x+9 - l l x - l lx+44 0 0 5 5:1 
x+22 A l 2x-4 x-3 2x-l 0 0 5 
-x+23 A l -2x-2 -x-2 -2x+l 0 0 5 
8x+22 A l -3x+3 -2 2x+2 0 0 5 
-8x+30 A l 3x -2 -2x+4 0 0 5 
30 A l 1 -12 36 0 0 10 2:2 
30 A2 17 18 -18 0 0 10 2:1 
Table B . l : Curves over Q(\/5) with 5-torsion where x = ^ ^ 
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n label ai ^2 03 04 06 IT] isogenies 
3 A l x -x-1 X + 1 0 0 10 2:2 
3 A2 x+4 - X - 1 1 0 0 10 2:1 
x+8 A l x+3 -2 2x-2 0 0 10 2:2 
x+8 A2 5x-l X 3x+4 0 0 10 2:1 
-x+8 A l -x+3 -2 -2x+2 0 0 10 2:2 
-x+8 A2 -5x-l - X -3x+4 0 0 10 2:1 
3x+10 A l 3 X x+2 0 0 5 
-3x+10 A l 3 - X -x+2 0 0 5 
4X+11 A l 2 -1 -x-1 0 0 5 
- 4 x + l l A l 2 -1 x-1 0 0 5 
11 A l 0 -1 1 0 0 5 5:2 
11 A2 10 -11 11 0 0 5 5:1 
3x+12 A l x+7 -4x-2 -4x+12 0 0 10 2:2 
3x+12 A2 x-9 x-10 x-10 0 0 10 2:1 
-3x+12 A l -x+7 4x-2 4x+12 0 0 10 2:2 
-3x+12 A2 -x-9 -x-10 -x-10 0 0 10 2:1 
x+12 A l 3x+ l -x-2 2 0 0 5 
-x+12 A l -3x+l x-2 2 0 0 5 
13 A l x+2 x+1 x+1 0 0 5 
6x+17 A l 4 2 x + l 3x+5 0 0 5 
-6x+17 A l 4 -2x+l -3x+5 0 0 5 
3x+18 A l -5x+3 5x-4 -5x+4 0 0 5 
-3x+18 A l 5x+3 -5x-4 5x+4 0 0 5 
3x+20 A l -x+1 x-2 -x+2 0 0 5 
-3x+20 A l x+1 -x-2 x+2 0 0 5 
Table B.2: Curves over Q(\/2) with 5-torsion where x=V2 (part 1) 
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n label 02 0 3 04 06 \T\ isogenies 
9x+24 A l 2x+5 2x-10 24X-28 0 0 5 
-9x+24 A l -2x+5 -2x-10 -24X-28 0 0 5 
x+22 A l -x+1 - X 2 0 0 5 
-x+22 A l x+1 X 2 0 0 5 
l l x+28 A l 2 x + l -2x-2 2x+2 0 0 5 
- l l x+28 A l -2x+l 2x-2 -2x+2 0 0 5 
3x+24 A l 1 x-2 -2x+2 0 0 5 
3x+24 B l -4x+3 4x-4 -4x+4 0 0 5 
-3x+24 A l 1 -x-2 2x+2 0 0 5 
-3x+24 A l 4x+3 -4x-4 4x+4 0 0 5 
13X+30 A l 5 2x-2 4 0 0 5 
-13x+30 A l 5 -2x-2 4 0 0 5 
25 A l 3x+2 x+1 1 0 0 5 
19X+38 A l 1 -2 2 0 0 5 
9x+30 A l 2x+5 -x-2 X 0 0 5 
9x+30 B l -2x+3 2x-4 -2x+4 0 0 5 
-9x+30 A l -2x+5 x+2 - X 0 0 5 
-9x+30 B l 2x+3 -2x-4 2x+4 0 0 5 
13X+34 A l x+5 -2x -2x+4 0 0 5 
-13X+34 A l -x+5 2x 2x+4 0 0 5 
Table B.3: Curves over Q(^/2) with 5-torsion where x=V2 (part 2) 
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n label 02 os 04 oe \T\ isogenies 
2 A l 3 -1 x-2 0 0 5 3:2 
2 A2 X -X -1 x+1 0 0 5 3:1,3 
2 A3 3 -1 -x-1 0 0 5 3:2 
6 A l x+4 -3x-3 3x+6 0 0 10 2:2 
6 A2 3x+10 -9x-9 9x+27 0 0 20 2:1,3,4 
6 A3 3x-17 3x-18 3x-18 0 0 10 2:2 
6 A4 -3x-14 -3x-15 -3x-15 0 0 10 2:2 
8x+14 A l -x-3 2x+2 -4x-4 0 0 5 
-8x+22 A l x-4 -2x+4 4x-8 0 0 5 
11 A l 0 -1 1 0 0 5 
11 A2 10 -11 11 0 0 5 
2x+13 A l 4 -x+1 -2x+5 0 0 5 
-2x+15 A l 4 X 2x+3 0 0 5 
14 A l x+2 x+1 x+1 0 0 5 
2x+18 A l x+5 - X -x+3 0 0 5 
-2x+16 A l -x+6 x-1 x+2 0 0 5 
4X+18 A l x-4 -x+3 x-3 0 0 5 
-4x+22 A l -x-3 x+2 -x-2 0 0 5 
x+20 A l -2 -x-2 4x+5 0 0 5 
-x+21 A l -2 x-3 -4x+9 0 0 5 
14X+28 A l x+4 -x-5 x+5 0 0 5 
-14X+42 A l -x+5 x-6 -x+6 0 0 5 
25 A l 2x+6 -x-1 1 0 0 5 
6x+26 A l 2x-3 2x-4 2x-4 0 0 5 
-6x+32 A l -2x-l -2x-2 -2x-2 0 0 5 
14X+30 A l x-2 x-3 x-3 0 0 5 
14X+30 B l 4 x + l -4x-2 4x+2 0 0 5 
-14X+44 A l -x-1 -x-2 -x-2 0 0 5 
-14X+44 B l -4x+5 4x-6 -4x+6 0 0 5 
2x+30 A l 3x-l -2x 4x-6 0 0 5 
-2x+32 A l -3x+2 2x-2 -4x-2 0 0 5 
8x+30 A l x-1 - X X 0 0 5 
-8x+38 A l - X x-1 -x+1 0 0 5 
Table B.4: Curves over Q{\/l3) with 5-torsioii where x = i ± ^ 
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n label Ol 02 03 a4 06 \T\ isogenies 
x+7 A l -3 -X-1 4x+3 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
x+7 A2 2x-l -X -1 0 0 6 2:1 
x+7 A3 -3x+9 2 -7x+17 0 0 6 2:1 
x+7 A4 7x+6 2x 25X+15 0 0 6 2:1 
-x+8 A l -3 x-2 -4x+7 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
-x+8 A2 -2x+l x-1 -1 0 0 6 2:1 
-x+8 A3 3x+6 2 7x+10 0 0 6 2:1 
-x+8 A4 -7x+13 -2x-2 -25X+40 0 0 6 2:1 
x+8 A l x+4 2x 9x+ l 0 0 6 2:2 
x+8 A2 -x+2 -X 1 0 0 6 2:1 
-x+9 A l -x+5 -2x+2 -9x+10 0. 0 6 2:2 
-x+9 A2 x+1 1-x 1 0 0 6 2:1 
4x+8 A l 0 -2 2 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
4x+8 A2 2x-6 -4x 8x-12 0 0 6 2:1 
4x+8 A3 -2x-4 4x-4 -8x-4 0 0 6 2:1 
4x+8 A4 6 4 20 0 0 6 2:1 
9 A l 5x+2 -2 -9x-6 0 0 6 2:3 5:2 
9 A2 -5x+7 -2 9x-15 0 0 6 2:4 5:1 
9 A3 4x-3 -x+2 6x-9 0 0 6 2:1 5:4 
9 A4 -4x+l x+1 -6x-3 0 0 6 2:2 5:3 
x+9 A l x-2 -1 1 0 0 6 2:2 
x+9 A2 5x-4 2 9x-8 0 0 6 2:1 
-x+10 A l -x-1 -1 1 0 0 6 2:2 
-x+10 A2 -5x+l 2 -9x+l 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+9 A l 3x-l x-3 -2x+l 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
2x+9 A2 5x-l lOx-10 ISx+lO 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+9 AS 9x-5 -2x+6 43x-44 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+9 A4 3x-3 -2x+l 4x-7 0 0 6 2:1 
- 2 x + l l A l -3x+2 -x-2 2x-l 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
- 2 x + l l A2 -5x+4 -lOx -15x+25 0 0 6 2:1 
- 2 x + l l A3 -9x+4 2x+4 -43x-l 0 0 6 2:1 
- 2 x + l l A4 -3x 2x-l -4x-3 0 0 6 2:1 
Table B.5: Curves over Q(V5) with 6-torsion where x=^^ (part 1) 
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n label 0.1 02 03 04 06 \T\ isogenies 
4x+10 A l 5x+3 2x 16x+9 0 0 6 2:3 3:2 
4x+10 A2 5x+8 20X-12 132X-82 0 0 6 2:4 
4x+10 A3 3x-2 -x+1 2x-4 0 0 6 2:1 3:4 
4x+10 A4 7x-8 -lOx+6 60x-98 0 0 6 2:2 
-4x+14 A l -5x+8 -2x+2 -16X+25 0 0 12 2:3 3:2 
-4x+14 A2 -5x+13 -20x+8 -132X+50 0 0 6 2:4 
-4x+14 A3 -3x+l x -2x-2 0 0 6 2:1 3:4 
-4x+14 A4 -7x-l lOx-4 -60X-38 0 0 6 2:2 
3x+12 A l -3x+2 6x-12 3x+3 0 0 6 2:2 
3x+12 A2 3x-8 -3x+6 30X-51 0 0 6 2:1 
-3x+15 A l 3x-l -6x-6 -3x+6 0 0 6 2:2 
-3x+15 A2 -3x-5 3x+3 -30X-21 0 0 6 2:1 
4x+12 A l 2x-2 -2x 2x-2 0 0 6 2:2 
4X+12 A2 4x+2 4x 20X+16 0 0 6 2:1 
-4X+16 A l -2x 2x-2 -2x 0 0 6 2:2 
-4x+16 A2 -4x+6 -4x+4 -20x+36 0 0 6 2:1 
6x+12 A l 5 -3 -6 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
6x+12 A2 13 6 75 0 0 6 2:1 
6x+12 A3 5 3 12 0 0 12 2:1 
6x+12 A4 -5 -18 9 0 0 6 2:1 
14 A l -3 -2 7 0 0 6 2:2 
14 A2 3 1 2 0 0 6 2:1 
4x+13 A l -3x+4 -2 7x-8 0 0 6 2:2 
4x+13 A2 3x-2 1 2x-l 0 0 6 2:1 
-4x+17 A l 3 x + l -2 -7x-l 0 0 6 2:2 
-4x+17 A2 -3x+l 1 -2x+l 0 0 6 2:1 
5x+13 A l 4 x + l 3x-l 12x+7 0 0 6 2:2 
5x+13 A2 2x-7 -6x+2 21x-29 0 0 6 2:1 
-5x+18 A l -4x+5 -3x+2 -12x+19 0 0 6 2:2 
-5x+18 A2 -2x-5 6x-4 -21x-8 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+14 A l 3x+4 6x-2 26X+17 0 0 6 2:2 
2x+14 A2 3x-4 -3x+l 8x-10 0 0 6 2:1 
Table B.6: Curves over Q(\/5) with 6-torsion where x=^^ (part 2) 
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n label Ol 02 03 04 oe \T\ isogenies 
2x+14 B l -x+5 -2x-4 6x-13 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
2x+14 B2 9x-l lOx 80X+65 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+14 B3 9x-18 -6x-2 18X-29 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+14 B4 5x-l x+2 12x+4 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+16 A l -3x+7 -6x+4 -26X+43 0 0 6 2:2 
-2x+16 A2 -3x-l 3x-2 -8x-2 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+16 B l x+4 2x-6 -6x-7 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
-2x+16 B2 -9x+8 -lOx+lO -80X+145 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+16 B3 _ -9x-9 6x-8 -18X-11 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+16 B4 -5x+4 -x+3 -12X+16 0 0 6 2:1 
4x+18 A l -x+3 -X -2x 0 0 6 2:2 3:3 
4x+18 A2 -3x+8 2x-2 16x-23 0 0 6 2:1 3:4 
4x+18 A3 5x-5 -8x+2 22X-34 0 0 6 2:4 3:1 
4x+18 A4 7x+5 16x-4 130X+110 0 0 6 2:3 3:2 
-4x+22 A l x+2 x-1 2x-2 0 0 6 2:2 3:3 
-4X+22 A2 3x+5 -2x -16x-7 0 0 6 2:1 3:4 
-4x+22 A3 -5x 8x-6 -22X-12 0 0 6 2:4 3:1 
-4x+22 A4 -7x+12 -16X+12 -130X+240 0 0 6 2:3 3:2 
4x+20 A l 2 -2 -2x-2 0 0 6 2:2 
4x+20 A2 6x-4 4 20X-16 0 0 6 2:1 
-4x+24 A l 2 -2 2x-4 0 0 6 2:2 
-4x+24 A2 -6x+2 4 -20x+4 0 0 6 2:1 
8x+21 A l 1 -X-2 2x-l 0 0 6 2:2 
8x+21 A2 6x-l 2x+4 29x+8 0 0 6 2:1 
-8x+29 A l 1 x-3 -2x+l 0 0 6 2:2 
-8x+29 A2 -6x+5 -2x+6 -29X+37 0 0 6 2:1 
lOx+26 A l 7x+2 -x-1 -8x-4 0 0 6 2:2 3:3 
lOx+26 A2 lOx+1 2 18x+5 0 0 6 2:1 3:4 
lOx+26 A3 -x-3 4x-20 20x-24 0 0 6 2:4 3:1 
lOx+26 A4 x-21 -8x+40 164X-744 0 0 6 2:3 3:2 
-lOx+36 A l -7x+9 x-2 8x-12 0 0 6 2:2 3:3 
-lOx+36 A2 -lOx+11 2 -18X+23 0 0 6 2:1 3:4 
-lOx+36 A3 x-4 -4x-16 -20x-4 0 0 6 2:4 3:1 
-lOx+36 A4 -x-20 8x+32 -164x-580x 0 0 6 2:3 3.2 
4x+28 A l 2x-4 -4 -12x+16 0 0 6 2:2 
4x+28 . . A2, 4x-2 2 6x-2 0 0 6 2:1 
-4x+32 A l -2x-2 -4 12x+4 0 0 6 2:2 
-4x+32 A2 -4x+2 2 -6x+4 0 0 6 2:1 
Table B.7: Curves over Q(\/5) with 6-torsion where x = i ^ (part 3) 
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n label Ol 02 03 04 06 \T\ isogenies 
2x+5 A l X -X-2 1 0 0 6 2:2 
2x+5 A2 3x+2 x+2 7x+9 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+5 A l -X x-2 1 0 0 6 2:2 
-2x+5 A2 -3x+2 -x+2 -7x+9 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+6 A l 3x -X x-4 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
2x+6 A2 -3x-6 2x -lOx-14 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+6 A3 2x -2x-2 -2 0 0 6 2:1 
2x+6 A4 5x-4 -2x+4 26x-34 0 0 12 2:1 
-2x+6 A l -3x X -x-4 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 
-2x+6 A2 3x-6 -2x lOx-14 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+6 A3 -2x 2x-2 -2 0 0 6 2:1 
-2x+6 A4 -5x-4 2x+4 -26X-34 0 0 12 2:1 
x+6 A l -3x+ l 1 -2x 0 0 6 2:2 
x+6 A2 -3x+5 -2 7x-9 0 0 6 2:1 
-x+6 A l 3 x + l 1 2x 0 0 6 2:2 
-x+6 A2 3x+5 -2 -7x-9 0 0 6 2:1 
7 A l x+2 X 2 x + l 0 0 6 2:2 
7 A2 -x+2 -X -2x+l 0 0 6 2:1 
5X+12 A l x+3 x+1 3x+4 0 0 6 2:2 
5x+12 A2 -4x+5 -2x+2 -17x+25 0 0 6 2:1 
-5x+12 A l -x+3 -x+1 -3x+4 0 0 6 2:2 
-5x+12 A2 4x+5 2x+2 17x+25 0 0 6 2:1 
7x+14 A l -3 -2 7 0 0 12 2:2,3,4 3:5 
7x+14 A2 3 1 2 0 0 6 2:1 3:6 
7x+14 A3 9 x - l l -2x+2 40X-57 0 0 6 2:1 3:7 
7x+14 A4 -9x - l l 2x+2 -40X-57 0 0 6 2:1 3:8 
7x+14 A5 3 -14 7 0 0 12 2:6,7,8 3:1 
7X+14 A6 9 7 56 0 0 6 2:5 3:2 
7x+14 A7 4x-13 -28X-14 154X-217 0 0 6 2:5 3:3 
7x+14 A8 -4x-13 28X-14 -154X-217 0 0 6 2:5 3:4 
10 A l 0 -2 2 0 0 6 2:2 
10 A2 3x 2 5x 0 0 6 2:1 
18 A l 4. 2 6 0 0 6 2:2 
18 A2 -2 -4 12 0 0 6 2:1 
Table B.8: Curves over Q(V5) with 6-torsion where x=\/2 
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n label O l 02 03 04 oe \T\ isogenies 
x+6 A l 0 - X X 0 0 7 
-x+7 A l 0 X -1 -x+1 0 0 7 
2x+10 A l 3 -2x -2x+4 0 0 7 
-2x+12 A l 3 2x-2 2x+2 0 0 7 
3 x + l l A l 6x-4 -3x-l 3x-4 0 0 7 
-3x+14 A l -6x+2 3x-4 -3x-l 0 0 7 
3x+24 A l 6x-2 3x+3 3x-6 0 0 7 
-3x+27 A l -6x+4 -3x+6 -3x-3 0 0 7 
26 A l 1 2 -2 0 0 7 
l l x + 2 7 A l 2x x+2 x-3 0 0 7 
- l lx+38 A l -2x+2 -x+3 -x-2 0 0 7 
Table B.9: Curves over Q(\/5) with 7-torsion where x = i ^ 
n label O l 02 03 04 oe i r i isogenies 
x+10 A l 4x-l -2x+4 2x+4 0 0 7 3:2 
x+10 A2 1 - X -x+2 0 0 7 3:1 
-x+10 A l -4x-l 2x+4 -2x+4 0 0 7 3:2 
-x+10 A2 1 X x+2 0 0 7 3:1 
x+12 A l 4 x + l 2x-2 2x+2 0 0 7 
-x+12 A l -4x+l -2x-2 -2x+2 0 0 7 
x+16 A l 3 x+2 - X 0 0 7 
-x+16 A l 3 -x+2 X 0 0 7 
13X+26 A l 1 2 -2 0 0 7 
9x+30 A l 5x+3 -6x-6 6x-6 0 0 7 
9x+30 A2 -5x+3 6x-6 -6x-6 0 0 7 
Table B.IO: Curves over Q(>/2) with 7-torsion where x=^/2 
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Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) deti2 L 
7A1 0 -16 49 
2X+8A1 0 4 19 
10A2 1 
lOBl 0 4 5 
10B2 0 1 10 
2X+10A1 0 20 29 
l l A l 0 3 -2 
11A2 1 
3X+13A1 0 16 199 
15A1 1 
15B1 0 16 45 
6X+18A1 1 
6X+18B1 1 
8X+18A1 1 
22A1 0 -20 121 
22A2 2 
X+22A1 1 
8X+22A1 1 
Table B . U : Curves with torsion group C5 over Q(V5) 
Curve m' P 2P 3? 4P det23 det24 det34 L 
6A1 0 2 -4 -2 1 -5 9 
2 1 2 4 
6A2 0 6 -4 3 -5 -2 81 
3 5 -6 -4 
2X+14A1 1 5 0 -2 -4 -16 28 -32 275 
2X+14A2 1 4 -4 2 1 -4 2 2 55 
30A1 2 0 1 2 2 
30A2 2 -2 2 -3 3 
Table B.12: Curves with torsion group do over Q(V5) where 2P=(0,0) and 
P7^3(0,0) 
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Curve m' P 2P 3P 4P 5P 6P 7P detss det45 L 
0 1 1 0 0 2 1 
lOAl 1 0 0 2 3 3 -1 0 81 162 125 
1 0 0 1 2 0 0 
0 4 10 12 17 0 0 
Table B.13: Curve lOAl with torsion group Cis over Q{y/5) with P=(2+4x,-12-
20x) 
Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) deti2 L 
3X+10A1 1 
4X+11A1 0 125 712 
l l A l 0 3 -2 
11A2 1 
X+12A1 1 
13A1 0 -125 338 
6X+17A1 1 
3X+18A1 1 
3X+20A1 1 
Table B.14: Curves with torsion group C5 over Q(\/2) 
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Curve m' P 2P 3P 4P 
3A1 0 3 -5 3 4 
-3 4 3 5 
3A2 0 1 17 -23 -4 
0 -79 106 15 
X+8A1 1 8 -4 -4 3 
X+8A2 1 -11 -4 8 13 
3X+12A1 2 
3X+12A2 2 
Curve deti2 detis deti4 det23 det24 det34 L 
3A1 125 324 
3A2 -125 3816 
X+8A1 100 -175 200 1984 
X+8A2 -25 -50 -50 2728 
3X+12A1 -50 -100 -100 -75 -100 -50 1008 
3X+12A2 75 0 -150 50 25 100 1008 
Table B.15: Curves with torsion group Cw over Q(\/2) where 2P=(0,0) and 
P#3(0,0) 
Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) deti2 L 
2A1 0 -500 5239 
2A2 0 125 338 
8X+14A1 1 
l l A l 0 3 -2 
11A2 1 
Table B.16: Curves with torsion group C5 over Q(-s/l3) 
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Curve m' P 2P 3P 4P deti2 deti3 deti4 det23 det24 det34 L 
6A1 2 100 100 0 0 -100 -100 1521 
-300 0 600 -200 -100 -400 13689 
6A3 2 -5 -1 2 0 -11 5 0 
-2 -13 2 3 -18 3 0 
Table B.17: Curves with torsion group do over Q(%/l3) where 2P=(0,0) and 
P^3(0,0) 
Curve m' P 2P 3P 4P P+Q 2P+Q 3P+Q 4P+Q 
0 -2 2 1 0 -2 2 0 
6A2 2 1 1 -3 1 -3 2 0 0 
0 0 -2 -2 2 3 1 1 
2 -1 0 -2 2 0 0 -2 
det23 det26 det27 det36 det37 det67 L 
700 -900 -100 -200 600 -800 4563 
4 -1 1 -2 6 -4 0 
-1 5 5 -4 0 4 0 
Table B.18: Curve 6A2 with torsion group Cio x C2 over Q(\ / l3) where 
P=(-9x,54+27x) and Q=(-4+x,2 - 5x) 
Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) deti2 L 
X+7A2 0 -432 1375 
X+7A3 0 -1296 15125 
X+7A4 0 1296 34375 
X+8A1 0 -432 1775 
X+8A2 0 -432 1775 
4X+8A2 0 -81 1000 
4X+8A4 0 5 -13 
9A1 0 -16 225 
9A3 0 32 225 
Table B.19: Curves with torsion group Ce over Q(\/5) 
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Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) (0,0)+P 2(0,0)+P det24 L 
X+7A1 0 2 -3 2 -2 432 1375 
1 29 -2 26 
4X+8A1 0 2 -3 2 -2 -81 1000 
1 5 -7 7 
Table B.20: Curves with torsion group Ce x C2 over Q(\/5) where 2P=0 and 
P7^3(0,0) 
Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) deti2 L 
2X+5A1 0 9 68 
2x+5A2 0 -9 34 
2x+6A2 0 81 1232 
2X+6A3 0 81 448 
X+6A1 0 -81 544 
X+6A2 0 -81 1088 
7A1 0 -27 98 
Table B.21: Curves with torsion group Ce over Q( \ /2) 
Curve m' P 2P 3P 4P 5P det34 det45 L 
2X+6A4 1 -1 0 2 4 3 81 -81 280 
0 -5 7 20 7 
Table B.22: Curves with torsion group C12 over Q(V2) where 2P=(0,0) 
Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) (0,0)+P 2(0,0)+P det24 L 
2X+6A1 0 2 -3 2 -2 -81 448 
0 6 4 7 
Table B.23: Curves with torsion group Ce x C2 over Q(\/2) where 2P=0 and 
P^3(0,0) 
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Curve m' (0,0) 2(0,0) 3(0,0) deti2 detis det23 L 
X + 6 A 1 0 -16 10 1 343 1025 
2X+10A1 1 -196 490 -490 3625 
3X+11A1 1 -1568 3920 -3920 68875 
3X+24A1 1 784 -1960 1960 47925 
26A1 1 -10 8 5 
11X+27A1 1 1568 -3920 3920 22625 
Table B.24: Curves with torsion group C? over Q(-\/5) 
Curve m (0,0) 2(0,0) 3(0,0) deti2 deti3 det23 L 
x + l O A l 1 -2 5 -5 64 
X+10A2 1 -2 5 -5 8 
X+12A1 1 -98 245 -245 2272 
X+16A1 1 -98 245 -245 1016 
13X+26A1 1 -10 8 5 
Table B.25: Curves with torsion group Cj over Q(\/2) 
Appendix C 
Programs 
This is the listing of the basic program I use to calculate the L-series for real 
quadratic fields of narrow class number one. I do make minor changes to run it 
as a batch job, and also when we have non-semi stable reduction, I modify the 
conductor finding routine, and also running keep totals for both possible signs of 
the functional equation, so I can find the correct sign by doing a second run with a 
different value of m. Unfortunately the the variables do not match the conventions 
used in my thesis, although the user interface pretends they do. 
/ • this version his changes to inptow • « i c i « n c y , including r«ord»ring i n main loop 
to rsdnco tho niusb«r ol r«pilfts by calculating t h 6 cooll iciont table l i r s t • / 
tinclndo <stdio.h> 
•inclQdo <gonpari.h> 
td«l ino lEUE 1 
fdoi ino G(a,i) (long«)(.<a*Ci>>) 
»d«Iin« G G U . i . j ) aong»)(«Caong«)<«<a*Ci)))*Cj))) 
»4«lin» lOOCa.i. j) <«C(long«)C»Ca*<i))>*(j))) 
long proc; 
GES conductorC); 
GE« h c « ) ; 
i n t legsynC): 
GEO mnonnC): 
GEI a t i l s O : 
GEH t l C ) : 
GEI t 2 0 ; 
GES ppcoollC); 
GEI ratradC): 
GE> quadrodO; 
GEI sposO: 
GEI coaddC): 
GEI cogonC); 
GEI nonnC.F.taopi.Um: 
GEI I l a . l21a . l2u i . l lb ,121b . l2nb ; 
mainO 
{ 
GEI A,c .C,D.« . l ,L .H.D.nl . I ,S ,u .T , rootCl . rootC2, rootF: 
char sCS12]: 
long lbot . l top.doc: 
128 
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i n t j . j . s g n ; 
/* sot p r o c i s i o n and i n i t i a l i Z A */ 
p r i n t l C " p r « c i s i o n n q n i r o d ? 
5canJ ( "Xc l " .4p rec ) ; 
i n i tdSOOOOO.50000) ; 
s e t p r o c r ( ( 1 o n g ) Cpr« c / K I ) ) : 
c o n s t p i ( p r o c + 2 > ; 
t u o p i - j a n l C g p i.gdsQx): 
p o l x C O l » ' l i s « x p r C " x " ) ; 
p r i n t l ( " X d \ n " , p r e c > ; 
/ * go t q n a , d r « t i c l i o l d and c h « c k i t bas n&rroH c l a s s Dumbsr ono • / 
/ * D i s the d i s c r i m i n a n t ot m, and n l i s t h « co r ro spond ing w m b s r l i e l d * / 
p r i n t l ( " d i s c r i n i s a i i t ol q u a d r a t i c l i a l d ? " ) ; 
sC0]«O; 
Hh i l«C!sCO]> g « t s C s ) : 
D « " l i » « x p r < s ) ; 
m ° q a a d p o l y < D ) ; 
p r i n t l C ' p o l y n o m i a l i s ; " ) ; 
outbsantCm); 
n l = i n i t a l g C m , p r « c > ; 
I t o p c a r a a ; 
i l Cgcopl<classnoCD)): -TEUE) { 
p r i a t l C " C l a s 5 nosbor no t 1 \ A " ) ; 
• x i t ( l ) ; 
> 
v = f t t n d i m i t C D ) ; 
i l Cgcmp.l<gnorB<T))!-TRUE) { 
p r i n t l C ' B a r r o H c l a s s munbttr n o t l \ n " > : 
a x i t C l ) ; 
> 
/ • u i s tha r e a l •mbeddiag > l ot t h e l u n d a a e n t a l u n i t • / 
/ * c i s a t o t a l l y p o s i t i v e g e n e r a t o r of the i n v e r s e d i l l e r e n t ( p o l y n o m i a l ) * / 
c^gdiTCv.gaddCgmulCgdeux.qnadgenCD)) , t n e c o e l l ( m , l ) ) ) : 
o u t b e a u t C c ) ; 
c ° g a d d C g r e a l ( c ) .gmolCpolxCO] . g i a a g C e ) ) ) : 
u » g a d d ( g r e a l ( T ) . g m u l C G G ( n l , 6 , 2 ) . g i m a g C » ) ) ) : 
IbotBarma: 
c=gcopyCc); 
n=gcepy<u) : 
d e c = l p i l e C l t o p . l b o t , 0 ) / 4 : 
c + « d e c ; 
u + » d e c ; 
p r i n t l C ' S i n i m a l u n i t i s " ) ; 
eu tbeau tCu) ; 
/ * ge t e l l i p t i c c u r v e , s i o ^ l i l y c o e l l i c i e n t s • / 
p r i n t l C ' e l l i p t i c curve? " ) ; 
s [03=0 ; 
i(JiileC!5[03) g e t s C s ) ; 
I topoavma; 
e ° l i s e x p r ( s > ; 
e igmodo lcpCe .o ) ; 
e » s m a l l i n i t e l l C e ) ; 
l b o t " a v m a : 
e = g e r e p i l e a t o p , l b o t , l i l t ( e ) ) ; 
/ • g o t conduc to r C and t e s t l o r s e m i - s t a b l o r e d u c t i o n • / 
C B c o n d u c t o r C o . m . n l . D , c ) ; 
normC-mnomCC.m); 
I t o p ' a v m a : 
roo tC l -gsq r tCgsubs tCC.0 .GGCnl , 6 , 2 ) ) , p r e c * 2 ) ; 
r o o t C 2 ° g 9 q r t C g s u b s t C C , 0 , G G C n l , 6 , 1 ) ) . p r e c i s ) ; 
I b o f a v m a ; 
r o o t C i = g c o p y ( r o o t C l ) . ; 
rootC2BgcopyCrootC2) ; 
d e c = l p i l o C l t o p , l b o t , 0 ) / 4 ; 
r o o t C l + = d o c ; 
rootC2+"dee; 
p r i n t l C ' C o n d t t c t o r i s " ) ; 
outboautCC); 
/ * F B i l l be the mth r o o t o l u squared . The bound on the mth r o o t o l u should be about e l o r o p t i m a l prslormance • / 
p r i n t l C ' U p p e r l i m i t on mth r o o t o l u7 ( c l o s e t o e recommended) " > ; 
sC03=0; 
B h i l e C i s C O ] ) g e t s ( s ) ; 
l t o p » a v m a ; 
F = l i s e x p r C s ) : 
v > » g c e i l ( g d i v ( g l o g ( u . p r e c ) . g l o g ( F , p r e e ) ) ) ; 
r o o t F " g p u i ( u . g d i v ( g u n . v ) . p r e c ) ; 
/ « n a i v e l i m i t on number o l t e rms . B . B . low accuracy p e r m i s s i b l e • / 
L i f f l > g m u l ( g l o g C g d e u x , 3 ).stoi ( 3 2 * ( p r e c - 2 ) ) ) ; 
L i f f l ° g s n b ( L i j n , g l o g(tBopi , 3 ) ) ; 
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L i i i i - g a d d ( L i m . g l o g < g d i v C g n u l C T . r o o t F ) . g»ub ( g n n . g * x p C g i i « g C t « o p i ) , 3 > ) > . 3 ) ) ; 
L i i a ° g & d d ( L i n , g d i T ( g l o g C g B n l C D . n o r f f l C } , 3 ) , g d 0 i i x ) ) ; 
/ « noB a d j t t s t tox p o l y n o m i a l i n L i n • / 
vogdi » C g m u l C g s q r C t B o p i > , g a d d C r o o t F , g d i T C g u n , r o o t F ) ) ) , g i i m l ( D , g » q r t C n o n n C , 3 ) ) ) ; 
F » g & d d C g u t t , g m t a C g & d d C L i D , s t o i ( 8 > ) , g & d d C g a d d C L i m , s t o i C 8 > > , r ) ) > : 
v = g d i T C g a . d d C g 4 d d C g B r a l C g d « t t x , L i a ) . » t o i C l 6 ) ) . v ) . F ) ; 
L i in=gaddCLia .gd iTCglog<F ,3 ) ,g$ub<g tm.T))); 
I b o t o a r s a ; 
r o o t F o g c o p y d o o t F ) ; 
Li in=geopyCLia) ; 
d s c l p i l f l C l t o p . l b o t , 0 ) / 4 : 
r o o t F * " d « c ; 
LiBi+»doc; 
FagsqrCroo tF) ; 
p r i n « C " F - ••>; 
ou tb f t au tCF) ; 
11 a=gdi7 ( g i i a , reo t C l > ; 
l t o p ° a T m a ; 
1 2 1 a ° g B r a l C r D o t F , r o o t G 2 ) ; 
I bo t - aTma; 
1 2 1 a " g « r « p U « C l t o p . l b o t,gdiT < g t m , 1 2 1 a ) ) ; 
1 2 t t a » g d i T C r o o t F , r o o t C 2 > ; 
l l b - g d i T C l l a . F ) ; 
121b«12 i i a ; 
1 2 u b - g B r a i a 2 l b . F > : 
/ » noH got t h o s i g n oi tho I n n c t i o n a l oqoa t i on • / 
/ • t h i s aay nood to b» a o d i l i o d i l 2 l D and D!"8 • / 
/• or i l C i s no t coprimo to 2 • / 
I t o p - a v m a ; 
/ • l i r s t rofflOTo 2 I r o m conductor as 2 i s avkvard • / 
i l (gcmpOCgDodCnoiBC.gdoiiz)>"-TWE) 
v » g m o d ( g d i v C C . h c l C C . g d o u x . n . Q G C n l , 6 . 2 ) ) ) . n ) ; 
« l s e r=C: 
s g n B l o g s y o C g n o g C c o ^ o C e . t D ) , T . D ) ; 
/• noM t r o a t tho 2 caso ( a l i ^ O as r o d n c t i o n i s not a d d i t i v o ) « / 
i l CgcmpOCgm9dCnoraC,gd«tix>)«-TRUe) { 
v«gmodCgadd(compo(o ,3 ) , gmi i l<compoCo ,2 ) , c o m p o C « , l ) ) ) ,m); 
/ * l i r s t c o n s i d o r tho caso nhere 2 i s not s p l i t or t so • / 
/ * d i l l o r o n t p r i a o s abOTO 2 are i n tho conductor * / 
i l CCgCBpOCgmodCnormC.stoiC4))) '»TBUE)11 
(g«gal<gBodCD.s to iC8) ) , s to i<5>)" -TaUE)) { 
i l ( g c i i i p O < g n o d < t m o c o o l l(T , l ) , g d « t i x ) ) ! = T H U E ) sgn—sga; 
> 
/* othorBiso thoro i s o n l y ono prino aboro tBo •/ 
/ • rodnce v modulo t h i s p r i n o and ioTort sgn i l t h i s • / 
/ « i s no t 0 fflod 2 • / 
e l s « { 
v s i m p l i l y C g m o d C T .hclCC .gdoux.n.GGCnl , 6 , 2 ) ) ) ) ; 
i l Cgcii^OCgmod(T,gdeaz)>!<>TBUE) sgn=-sgn; 
> 
} 
/• noB n u l t i p l y t h i s by ( - l ) - » ( p r i i D 6 f a c t o r s o l C) • / 
i l CbigomogaCnoniiC)X2!=0) s g n * — I ; 
/ * ba t n o n - s p l i t p r i n o s havo boon coontod t s i c o • / 
/ • l i x t h i s i l thoro i s an odd ntuibor o l than •/ 
v"gdiT< n o m C . c o n t o n t C C ) } ; 
v ^ g d i v C v . g g c d C T . D ) ) ; 
/ « t h i s n o x t l i n o t o t a d l a i i l o r 2\r and D«"C3 or 7 ) mod 8 * / 
sgn*"krDnockorCD,v) ; 
p r i n t l ( " 8 g n " I d \ n " , s g n ) ; 
I b o t o a v B a : 
g « r « p i l o a t o p , l t > o t , 0 > ; 
/ • L i s the nnaber o l t e r n s t o bo c a l e n l a t e d . i l t h i s i s too h i g h yon have a chanco to i n t e n i p t tho p rogran here • / 
I t o p ^ a r m a : 
L ' 'gBt t lCgs<irCgdiTCLio,gmnl(s toiC4> , g p i > ) ) , g i n a C g i m l C D , r o o t F > , g m n l ( r o o t c ; i , r o o t C 2 > ) ) ; 
Ibot-atma; 
L ^ g e r e p i l e ( I t o p , I b o t . g l l o o r C L > ) ; 
p r i n t l C ' L - " ) ; 
o n t b e a n t C D ; 
p r i n t l C " o k a y t o s t a r t ? " ) ; 
sCO]=0; 
Bhilo<!sCO]> g e t s C s ) : 
/ « l o o p t o i n i t i a l i z e pr ime poBor c o e l l i c i e n t t a b l e * / 
l t o p ° a T m a : 
l o r C j e l ;5CfflpCpriBeCj) . L X - 0 ; j * + > ; 
I b o t - a r a a ; 
A » g e r e p i l e C l t o p . l b o t , c g e t g ( j , 1 7 ) ) ; 
l o r C i » l ; i < j ; i + * > { 
I t o p - a r a a ; 
S - p r i B o C i ) : 
lbot«ania; 
A C i ] ' » ( l o t t g ) g o r e p i l e C l t o p,lbDt , p p c o e l l C D , H , e , L ) ) : 
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/ • f i r s t t « t i i • / 
I topoavma; 
S ° & t « i m < n l . g n u , a . c , s ^ ) ; 
i i l i i l «CgcmpC« ,L)<"0 )< 
/ * add on t h « c o s l l i c i s n t « / 
B = c o j « n a . > . l , m , c , L ) ; 
l o r C i - l ; i < l g ( H [ l ] ) ; i * * ) { 
S ° g & d d C S , » o m C n l . g c o a l l C B . m . g c o o i K n . i . 1 ) . s g s ) > : 
} 
l t = g » d d < B , g n n ) ; 
d « c = l p i l « a t o p , l b o t , 0 ) / 4 ; 
S * " d » c ; 
H * - d » c : 
} 
/ * n o r m a l i z e tho r o s n l t and o n t p n t i t • / 
S = g i m l ( S , g d i t < g p a i ( t > o p i , s t o i C 4 ) . 0 ) . g j q r C D ) ) > ; 
o u t b « a i i t ( S ) : 
) 
i n t l e g s y m ( p , q , m ) 
6ES p . q . m ; 
/ * c a l c n l a t o n a t u r a l o x t « n s i o n o l l « g « n d r « symbol t o quad ra t i c l i o l d • / 
< 
GEB e . l . t ; 
i n t s: 
l o n g I t o p . l b o t ; 
I t o p a a r a a : 
e^^contontCp): 
p " g d i T ( p , « ) ; 
l » c o n t e n t C q ) ; 
q - g d i t C q . f ) : 
s=kronackor<nnormCp,m) , l ) * k r o n e c k o r C « .mnormCq.m)); 
t s g n u l < t n i « c o o f l ( q , l ) , g s n b C g m n l C t n i « c o 0 l l C q , l > , t n i o c o » l l ( p . O ) ) . g u n i l C t r Q e c o o l l C p . D . t r u f t c o o l l C q . O ) ) ) ) ; 
s ° s * k r o n s c k « r C t , D n o r m ( q , m ) ) ; 
Ibot^aTOa; 
g a r a p i l a d t o p . l b o t . O ) : 
r a t u m ( s ) ; 
> 
SEE c o n d n c t o r C a . n . n l . D . c ) 
GEB a . D . n l . D . c : 
/ * T b i s ga ts t h a conduc to r o l a . A t t h a momant i t r a q u i r a s a t o ba s a n i - s t a b l a • / 
{ 
OEH l.T . C ; 
l o n g I t o p . l b o t ; 
i n t i ; 
I t o p^aToa; 
i l ( gcmpiacKcompoCa .10) . eompoCa ,12> .m.GGCnl .6 ,2 ) ) ) !=TEi re ) { 
p r i n t l C ' e u r v a n o t s a n i - s t a b l a \ n " ) ; 
a x i t C l ) ; 
> 
l = l a < t o r ( a n o r a C c o m p o < a . 1 2 ) . n ) ) ; 
» = g m ; 
i = 0 : 
w h i l a ( i < l g ( l [ l ] ) - l ) { 
T - g m n l C T . g c o a l l C l . i . l ) ) ; 
} 
i l ( g c m p l C g g c d(T . D ) ) ! « I E U E ) 
T= g m o d ( g d i T < » . h c l < v . g » u l C c . g d i T < D . g g e d C D . g d a u i ) ) ) . m . 0 0 < n l . 6 . 2 ) ) ) . n ) ; 
/ * V i s t h a sqna ra l r aa p a r t ovar t h a q u a d r a t i c l i a l d o l tha « / 
/ • no ra o l tha da t a rminan t assuming D'«2 o r D=l mod 4a / 
C - h c l ( c o m p o < a . l 2 ) . r . m . G G ( n l . e . 2 ) ) ; 
l b o t ° a v m a ; 
r a t u m C g a r a p i l a d t o p . l b o t . g c o p y C C ) ) ) : 
> 
GEB h c l ( p l . p 2 . m . r ) 
GEB p l . p 2 . m . r ; 
/ * l i n d s h i g h a s t common l a c t o r o l t ao a l g a b r a i c i n t a g a r s * / 
/ * t h i s assumas c l a s s numbar 1 < p a r i ' s r o n t i n a i s / n a s u n r a l i a b l a ) • / 
< 
GEB c p . B . p . v . n . a . q l . q 2 . q : 
l o n g I t o p . l b o t ; 
l t op=avma; 
r = c g a t g C 3 . 1 8 ) ; 
T C i ] " ( l o n g ) t r a a e o a l l < p l , 0 ) : 
v : 2 ] = C l o n g ) t n i a c o a l l C p l . l ) ; , 
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H = g t o B a t ( T ) ; 
T [ l ] » < l o n g > t n i e c o e « C p 2 . 0 ) : 
» C2]o( long) t rnee oe l l (p2 .1 ) ; 
H=conca tCB,v) ; 
pagB0dCgnmlCpl . p o l x [ 0 ] > ,m) ; 
T C l ] a ( l o n g > t n i e c o e l l C p , 0 ) : 
v C 2 ] = C l e n g ) t m e c o e l l ( p , l ) : 
H = c o n c a t ( H , i r ) ; 
P°gDodCgiDnl(p2 , po lx [0 ] } . B ) ; 
v £ l J « C l o n g ) t r a e c o f t l l ( p , 0 ) : 
v C 2 ] o a o n g ) t n i e c o e l l C p , l > ; 
H = c o n c a t ( H , T ) ; 
lbot«>avBa; 
H ° g e r e p i l e a t o p . l b o t , h t t l ( f i ) > ; 
n = g c o e l l ( B . : , l ) ; 
p<'gaddCgmul(geoellCH .2,2) ,polx[03 ) . g c o o l l C H . l .2)); 
cp=con ton tCp) ; 
i l C g e g a l ( n , c p ) » = T R U E ) < 
I b o t - a v n a ; 
r e t n m ( g e r e p i l o C l t o p , l b o t , g c o p y ( n ) ) ) : 
> 
ep»gBul<cp.n); 
v=p ; 
q s g d i v C p . n ) ; 
p2»gze ro ; 
q2-gnn; 
p l « g n n ; 
q l = g z e r o : 
B h i l e (gegalCcp,Bnora (T.B )>>°TaUE) { 
a = g l l o o r ( g s u b s t ( q , 0 . r ) ) ; 
vogaddCgBolCpl .a) .p2); 
p2=pl; 
p l » V ; 
T ° g a d d C g m a l < q l . , a ) ,q2}; 
q2''ql; 
ql=T; 
qagaodCgdirCgon,gsttb<q,a> > . B ) : 
T ° g s n b C g n a l ( p , q l ) . g n a K p l . n ) ) ; 
> 
i l (gcmpCgsi :b5tC7,0 . r ) ,g2ero><0) T=gnegCT); 
I b o f a y m a ; 
r e t n m C g e r e p i l e C l t o p . l b o t . g c o p y ( v ) ) ) ; 
QEH BnormCp.B) 
GEH p . B ; 
/ * t h i s c a l c u l a t e s the norm o l p • / 
{ 
GEH p O ^ p l . t O . t l : 
l o n g l t o p , l b o t : 
I topoavma; 
p O = t m e c o e l l C p , 0 ) ; 
p l o t m e c o e l l C p . l ) : 
t C g B n l C g s a b C p O . g B u l C t m e c o e l K B . l ) , p l ) > , p O ) ; 
t i ognn i lCgsq rCp l ) , t m e c o e l l ( B , 0 ) > ; 
l b o t ° a r B a ; 
r e t u m C g e r o p i l e C l t o p . l b o t , g a d d ( t O , t l ) ) ) ; 
GEH a t e r B C n l . a . B . n n . s g u ) 
GEH a . B , n l . w i : 
' i n t s g n ; 
/ • t h i s c a l c u l a t e s the t e n n i n au B i t h c o e l l i c i e n t a • / 
{ 
GES r . 5 l , s 2 . 1 l , 1 2 1 . 1 2 n , e l , e 2 . z l , z 2 . u l . u 2 1 . B 2 u ; 
l o n g d e c . l t o p . l b o t . l t o p l . l b o t l : 
i n t i ; 
ltop= a r a a ; 
i lCgcmpO(a)"TRUE) r e t u m C g z o r o ) ; 
r - G C n l . 6 ) ; 
/ * o l and e2 a re the exponents 1 1 , 1 2 1 . and 12u are the l i m i t s • / 
o l o g m u l C t B o p i . g s u b s t C n u . O . G C r , 2 ) ) ) : 
o 2 » g a u l(tBopi . g s u b s t C n u , O . G C r , l > > ) : 
I t o p l ' a r m a ; 
l l = l l a ; 
121"121a; 
1 2 u ° 1 2 n a : 
/ • change l i m i t s t o ensure our choices up to u n i t s d o n ' t miss the l i r s t r e g i o n * / 
u l = g a u l C e l , l l > ; 
tt21=gBUl(e2.12XJ: 
i l CgcmpCgaddCul , u 2 1 ) . L i B » 0 > 
Bhi leCCgci i5>( t i l .u21)<0>M(gcapCgadd(u l .u21> .Lim)>0) ) < 
I b o t l o a y a a ; 
l l = g m u i a i . F ) ; 
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12u"gcopy<121); 
1 2 1 - g d i T < 1 2 1 . r > ; 
d a c - l p i l a C l t o p l . I b o t l . 0 ) / 4 ; 
l l * " d a c ; 
1 2 u W a c : 
1 2 1 W a c : 
u l - g m n l C a l . l l ) ; 
u21 .gmulCa2.121) ; 
} 
/ « noH tha c a l c u l a t i o n s l o r tha l i r s t r a g i o n • / 
s l ° g z a r o ; 
s 2 « g z a r o ; 
a h i l o CgcmpCgaddCul.u21).I. im><-0) { 
u 2 u ° g m u l C a 2 . 1 2 u ) ; 
/ * d o n ' t c a l c u l a t e s t r a y t a i m i l i t i s too s m a l l * / 
i lCgcmpCgaddCul .u2u) .L in )< 'K) ) { 
z l » g m u l C t l C a l . l l ) , g s n b C t l C a 2 . 1 2 1 ) . t l C a 2 . 1 2 u ) ) ) : 
z2"gmulCt2Cul) .gsubCt2Cu21) . t 2 C n 2 u ) ) ) ; 
} 
a l sa { 
z l - g m o l C t l C a J .11 ) . t l C a 2 . m ) ) : 
z 2 " g m u l C t 2 C u l ) . t 2 C n 2 1 ) ) ; 
} 
l b o t l ° a v m a ; 
s t - g a d d C s l . x l ) ; 
s 2 ° g a d d C s 2 . z 2 ) : 
l l u g m u l C l l . F ) ; 
12u"gcopyC121); 
1 2 1 " g d i » C 1 2 1 . r ) ; 
d a c " l p i l a C l t o p l . I b o t l . 0 ) / 4 : 
l l " d a c ; 
12u*"dac; 
121*"dac; 
s l+edac : 
s2+"4ac: 
u l = g m u l C a l . l l ) ; 
u21=gmulCa2.121); 
) 
I b o t l ^ a r a a ; 
s l - g c o p y C s l ) : 
s2>.gcopyCs2): 
d a c - l p i l a C l t o p l . I b o t l . ' o ) / 4 ; 
s l * " d a c ; 
s2*=dec: 
/ • se t l i m i t s l o r the second r e g i o n • / 
I t o p l ^ a r a a ; 
l i n i b ; 
121=121b: 
12u=12ub; 
/ « change l i m i t s a g a i n i l necessary * / 
u l - g m u l C e l . l l ) ; 
u21-gmulCa2.121) : 
i l CgcmpCgaddCul. n21>. L i m » 0 ) 
whileCCgcmpCal .U21 )>0)« tCgcmpCgaddCul . u 2 1 ) . L i m ) > 0 ) ) { 
l b o t l ° a T m a ; 
l l - g d i T C l l . F ) ; 
121-gcopyC12u); 
1 2 u ° g m a l C 1 2 u . F ) : 
d e c - = l p i l e C l t o p l . I b o t l . 0 ) / 4 ; 
l l » d a c ; 
1 2 1 » " d e c ; 
12u+-doc; 
u l . g m u l C e l . l l ) ; 
u21 'gmulCe2 .121) : 
) 
/ • c a l c u l a t i o n s l o r the second r e g i o n • / 
w h i l e CgcmpCgaddCal .n21).I . im)<-0) { 
u2U"gmulCe2.12u); 
/ • d o n ' t c a l c u l a t e s t r a y t e rm i l i t i s too s m a l l • / 
i lCgcmpCgaddCu l , u2u ) .L im)< '0 ) < 
z l . g m u l C t l C a l . l l ) . g s u b C t l C a 2 . 1 2 1 ) . t l C a 2 . 1 2 u ) ) ) ; 
z 2 " g m u l C t 2 C u l ) . g s u b C t 2 C u 2 1 ) . t 2 C u 2 u ) ) ) ; 
} 
e l se { 
z l . g m u l C t l C e l . i l ) . t l C e 2 . 1 2 1 ) ) ; 
z 2 . g B U l C t 2 C u l ) . t 2 C u 2 1 ) ) ; 
> 
l b o t l . a T n a ; 
s l ' g a d d C s l . z l ) : 
s2=gaddCs2.z2); 
l l - g d i T C l l . D ; 
121.gcopyC12u); 
1 2 u . g m u l C 1 2 u . r ) ; 
d e c . l p i l e C l t o p l . I b o t l . 0 ) / 4 : 
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121*"4«c; 
12u*-dee; 
s2*"d«e: 
a l - g m u l ( a l . l l ) : 
u21=jiiral(«2,121>; 
} 
i l C5gn==l) s l°gaddCst,gdiTCs2 ,noxaC)>; 
« l s « sl»9anbCsl,gdiT<s2,noinC)); 
r 9 t u n i C g e r « p i l e C l t o p , l b o t , g m u l C & . s l ) > > ; 
) 
/ • t h 0 5 « n « x t tHO r o u t i n e s 0 T a l a & t « indiTidu&l tozms. I I j o a aant to eT&la&t« t t i« L - s « r i « s e t s n o t «qa&l t s o , 
th«5ft roQtinss &rft « s s«nti& l l 7 a l l you n««d to change (you might also need to look at Hhat accuracy you g e t ) • / 
GEI t l C i . l ) 
GES x . l ; 
< 
GEH zO.zl; 
l o n g I t o p , I b o t ; 
I topBavma; 
z O - g a d d C g d i T < l . x ) . g d i r < g u n , g s q r C i ) ) ) : 
z l = g e i p C g n e g C g n u l C l . x > > . p r e c ) ; 
l b o t ° a v n a : 
r e t u x n C g e r e p i l e C l t o p . X b o t . g m u l C z O . z l ) ) ) ; 
> 
GES t2<x> 
GEB l : 
{ 
r e t u i n C e i n t K x , p r e c > ) ; 
} 
GEB p p c o e l l C t t.p . e . L ) 
GEB D.p^e .L; 
/ * c a l c u l a t e p o i n t s on each reduced c u r r e nod p r i s e s abore p • / 
/ « and c o r r e s p o n d i n g pr ime pover c o e l l i c i e n t s • / 
< 
GEB p l . r . s : 
l o n g I t o p , I b o t ; 
i n t j ; 
I t o p - a v m a : 
r = c g e t g ( 3 . 1 7 ) ; 
r C l ] - < l o n g ) p ; 
p l ° l i l t ( f a c t a o d C m , p ) ) : 
i l C l g < p l [ l ] ) " 3 ) { 
/• p i s s p l i t • / 
p l = s p o s<p , m , p l ) ; 
8 "cge tg<3 ,19 ) ; 
l o r C i = l ; i < « 2 ; i " > < 
s t i > < l o n g ) r a t r e d ( e . p . g c o e « < p l , i , l ) . g c o e « C p l , i . 2 ) ) ; 
s [ i ] - C l o n g ) g t r a n s ( c o a d d ( s [ i ] , p , L ) ) ; 
} 
r C 2 ] " ( l o n g ) g t r a n s ( s > ; 
> 
e l s e i l C g e g U ( g c o e « < p l , l , 2 > , g d e u ) ' " I E U C ) < 
/• p i s r a m i f i e d • / 
p l > s p D s C p , m , p l ) : 
s " r a t r e d ( e ,p , g c o e « ( p l . J . 1) , g c o e l l < p l . 1,2)); 
r C 2 ] ' ( l o n g j g t o m a t ( c o a d d C s,p , L ) ) : 
> 
e l s e < 
/ • p i s n o n - s p l i t • / 
s « q u a d r e d C e.p , m , L ) ; 
r C 2 ] " ( l o n g ) g t o n a t (coaddCs , g s q r(p) . D ) ; 
} 
Ibo tBavma; 
re t umCge r e p i l e C l t o p . l b o t . g c o p y C r ) } ) : 
} 
GEB r a t r e d C e,p , a i , p l > 
GEB e . p , D l . p l ; 
/ • reduced curve i s e q u i v a l e n t t o one over Q a t p, c a l c u l a t e • / 
/ * number o l p o i n t s and r e d u c t i o n • / 
< 
GEB n , s ; 
l o n g I t o p , I b o t ; 
l t o p " a v m a ; 
eBgcopyCe): 
s e t l g C e , e ) ; 
e = s i m p l i l y ( g m o d C e , m l > ) ; 
e ° s m a l l i n i t e l l C e ) ; 
n ° a p e l l C e , p ) ; 
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i l CgcmpOCgmodCcompoCe . 1 2 ) . p ) ) " T B U E ) 
s = c o n c a t C p l . c e n e a t C g z e r o . n ) ) ; 
e l se s . c o n c a t C p l . c o n c a t C g u n . n ) ) : 
Ibo t^avma; 
r e t u m C g e r e p i l e C l t o p . l b o t . g c o p y C s ) ) ) ; 
) 
GEB quadredCe.p .m.L) 
GEB e . p . m . L ; 
/ « c a l c u l a t e r e d u c t i o n and number o l p o i n t s over F_{p-2) •/ 
{ 
GEB p2 . n , s . x . y , z ; 
l o n g I t o p . l b o t . l t o p l . I b o t l ; 
i n t i . j . k . l . q ; 
I t o p . a v m a ; 
p2=gsqrCp); 
ilCgcmpCp2.l)>0){ 
/ • p i s too b i g t o m a t t e r • / 
s ' ^cosca tCgzero .gzero) ; 
lbo t=avma; 
s ° c o n c a t C p . s ) : 
} 
e l s e i l C g e g a l C p . g d a i i i > . - I 8 U E ) { 
/. 2 i s awkaard Cnaive count o l p o i n t s ) * / 
e .gcopyCe) ; 
s e t l g C e . e ) ; 
e . s m a l l i n i t a l l C g D o d u l c p C g m u l C e . g m o d u l c p C g u n . p ) ) . f f l ) ) ; 
n=gun; 
q . g t o l o n g C p ) ; 
l o r Ci-=0 : i<q; i**) { 
l o r C j=0 ; j < q ; j * * ) { 
i ^ g B o d u l c p C g a d d C s t o i C i ) . g m u l C s t o i C j ) . p o l i t O j ) ) . m ) : 
z.gaddCcompoCe,S).gmulCz.gaddCcompoCe.4) .gmulCx.gaddCcompoCe.2).1))))); 
l o r Ck .O;k<q;k**) < 
l o r C1.0 ; l<q; l+*) { 
y . g m o d u l c p C g a d d C s t e l C k ) . g m u l C s t o i C l ) . p o l x C O ] ) ) . m ) ; 
i lCgega lCz .gmulCy.gaddCy.gaddCgmulCcompoCe. l ) . i ) . compoCe.3) ) ) ) )==IRUE) < 
n .gaddCn.gun) ; 
> 
> 
> 
} 
> 
n.gsubCgaddCp2.gun).a); 
i l CgcmpOCl i l tC l i l tCcompoCe .12 ) ) ) ) " .TRUE) 
s ° c o n c a t C p . c o n c a t C g z a r o . n ) ) ; 
e l s e s . c o n c a t C p . c o n c a t C g u n . n ) ) ; 
} 
e l se < 
/ • d e l a u l t • / 
/ • p i s n o n - s p l i t and no t l a r g e Cget curve i n l o r m y " 2 » l C x ) ) . mark va lues on 
RHS and add those which occur on LBS » / 
l t o p l ° a v m a ; 
e .gcopyCe) ; 
s e t l g C e . G ) ; 
e ° s m a l l i n i t e l l C g m o d u l c p C g m u l C e .gmodulcpCgun.p)) . n ) ) ; 
x . conca tCconca tCgun .gze ro ) . conca t CgdivCcompoCe. l ) .gnegCgdeuz) ) .gd ivCcoff lpoCe,3) .gnegCgdeux)) ) ) ; 
I b o t i ' a v m a ; 
e . c o o r d c h C e . x ) ; 
a . g e r e p i l e C l t o p l . l b o t l . e ) : 
I t o p l . a v m a ; 
q . g t o l o n g C p ) ; 
s .g sca l sma tCO.q) ; 
l o r C i . O ; i < q ; i » * ) < 
l o r C j=0 ; j < q ; j * + ) < 
x . g m o d u l c p C g m a l C g m o d u l c p C g i m . p ) . g a d d C s t o i C i ) . g m n l C s t o i C j ) . p o l x r G j))).B); 
z=gaddCcompoCe.S).gmulCx.gaddCcompoCe.4).gmulCz,gaddCcompoCe . 2 ) . x ) ) ) ) ) ; 
y l i l t C l i l t C z ) ) ; 
k . l + g t o longCtmec o e l l Cy .0)); 
l = l * g t o l o n g C t r u e c o e l l C y . l ) ) ; 
l G S C s , k , l > ° C l o n g ) g a d d C g u n . c o m p o C c o m p o C s , k ) . l ) ) ; 
y 
I b o t l . a v m a ; 
s . g e r e p i l e C l t o p l . I b o t l . g c o p y C s ) ) ; 
} 
l t o p l = a v m a ; 
n » g u n ; 
l o r C i . O ; i < q : i » * ) < 
l o r C j . O ; J < q ; j * + ) { 
x.gmodulcpCgmulCgmodulcpCgnn.p) . gaddCs to iC i ) . g m u l C s t o i C j ) . p o l z C O ] ) ) ) .m) ; 
z . g m u l C x . x ) ; 
y l i l t C l i l t C z ) ) ; 
k = l » g t o l o n g C t n i e c o e l l C y . O ) ) ; 
l » l + g t o l o n g C t r u e c o e l l C y . l ) ) ; 
n .gaddCn.compoCcompoCs.k) . l ) ) ; 
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> 
l b o t l = a r a a ; 
n = g e r e p i l e C l t o p l . l b o t i . g c o p y C n ) ) ; 
} 
n«gsub<gaddCg5qrCp> ,gun) .n>; 
i l ( g c m p O C l i l t ( l i l t C c ompo Ce, 12) ) ) ) ^ T R U E ) 
s^^concatCp.concat Cgzero . n ) ) ; 
e l se s ° c o n c a t C p , c o n c a t C g Q n , n > ) ; 
> 
r e t u m C g e r e p i l e C l t o p . l b o t , s ) ) ; 
} 
GEB s p o s ( p . m , p l ) 
GEH p . m . p i ; 
/ * ge t t o t a l l y p o s i t i v e gene ra to r s l o r i d e a l s over p • / 
/ « T h i s assumes narroB c l a s s number one and uses t r i a l and e r r o r method « / 
{ 
GEB n , l ; 
l o n g I t o p , I b o t ; 
i n t i ; 
I topoavma; 
n - g u n ; 
l = l a c t o r C g s u b < p , m ) > ; 
• h i l e ( g c m p l < c o m p o ( m a t s i z e C l ) , 1 ) ) = - r i U J E ) < 
n ° g a d d ( n , g u n ) ; 
i l ( g c m p ( n , s t o i C 1 0 0 ) » - 0 ) p r i n t K " ! " ) ; 
iBlac torCgsubCp.gmulCgsqrCn) , m ) ) ) ; 
y 
n = g c o e « C l . t , l ) ; 
i i a g ( p l [ l l ) " 3 ) { 
i K g c m p O C g a o d C s t t b r e s ( g c o e l K p t , 1 , 1 ) .n> , p ) ) " T R U E ) i " 0 ; 
e l se i ° l ; 
ilCg3igne < t r u e e o e l l ( n , 0 ) ) > 0 ) 
c o e l l C p l , l ' ^ i , 2 ) ° C l o n g ) n ; 
e l se c o e l K p l . 1 + i ; 2 ) " C l o n g ) g n e g ( n ) ; 
n = g c o e l l ( l , 2 . 1 ) ; 
i l C g s i g n e C t n i e c o e l l ( n , 0 ) » 0 ) 
c o e « ( p l . 2 - i . 2 ) " C l o a g > n ; 
e l se c o e l l ( p l . 2 - i , 2 ) » < l o n g ) g n e g C n ) ; 
} 
e l s e < 
i l ( g s i g n e C c o m p o C n , l ) > « g s i g n e < c o f f l p o ( n , 2 ) ) < 0 ) 
n - g c o e « < l , 2 , l ) ; 
i l ( g s i g n e ( t m e c o e t l ( n , 0 ) ) > 0 ) 
c o e l l C p l , l , 2 ) = C l o n g ) n ; 
e l se c o e l l C p l , 1 , 2 ) " ( l o n g ) g n e g C n ) ; 
} 
I b o t - a v m a ; 
r e t u m < g e r e p i l e C l t o p , l b o t . g c o p y C p t ) ) ) ; 
> 
GEB c o a d d ( s , q , L ) 
OEB s , q , L ; 
/ • add c o e l l i c i e n t s o l the pr ime powers « / 
{ 
GES C , T ; 
l o n g I t o p , I b o t ; 
i n t i ; 
l t op=avma; 
c -gsqrCq>; 
i l < g c m p < e , L ) < - 0 ) < 
i = < g e x p o C L ) * l ) / g e i p o < q ) ; 
v " c g e t g ( i + l , 1 7 ) ; 
i lCgcmpOCeompoCs,2))--IEUE) 
l o r C i - l ; g e m p < c , L ) < » 0 ; l * + ) < 
i l ( i l 2 — 0 ) v C i ] " a o n g ) c o m p o C s , 3 ) ; 
e l se v [ i ] » a o n g ) g s q r ( c o m p o ( s , 3 ) ) ; 
C " g m u l ( q , c ) ; 
) 
e l s e l o r C i = l ; g c m p C c , l ) < « 0 ; i + * ) { 
i l C i " l ) T [ l ] « C l o n g ) g s u b ( g $ q r C c o B p o C s , 3 ) ) , q ) ; 
e l s e i l ( i — 2 > » [ 2 X l o n g > g m u l ( c o m p o ( s . 3 ) . g s u b ( c o m p o < T , l > . q ) ) ; 
e l se TCi]=Clong)gsabCgmul(cospoCs,3) , c o m p o C » , i - l ) ) , g n u l C q , c o m p o C T , i - 2 ) ) ) ; 
c"gmulCq.c ) ; 
> 
s e t l g < » , i ) ; 
I b o t - a i m a ; 
v=concatCs,T); 
} 
e l s e < 
Ibotoavma; 
7=gcopyCs>; 
> 
r e t n m C g e r e p i l e < l t o p , l b o t , T ) ) ; 
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GEB c o g e n C A . B . l . m . c . L ) 
GEB l . B . l . m . c . l ; 
/ • gene ra t e c o e l l i c i e n t s l o r a composite number * / 
< 
GEB B . p , p p . p m . r l.r2 . s.s2; 
l o n g I t o p . l b o t . l t o p l . I b o t l ; 
i n t i . j . k . k k . l ; 
I t op . avma ; 
l " l g C l [ l ] ) - l ; 
H .B; 
l o r C i . l ; i < . l ; i " ) { 
p . g e o e l l C l . i . l ) ; 
lorCj . l ;gegalCp.compoCcompoCA.j>.1))!=TR0E; j*+); 
p p . G G C i . j . l ) ; 
pn.O0Cl ,j.2); 
i l C C l g C p m [ l])'-3 ) « « C g e g a l C p p . g c o e l l C p m . l . l ) ) . . I E U E ) ) fl.gmulCB.gpuiCpp.gcoellCl.i.2).0)); 
) 
i l C g c m p C « . t)>0) { 
B.conca tCgun .gze ro ) ; 
I bo t - avma ; 
r e t u m C g a r e p i l e C l t o p . I b o t . g t omat CB ) ) ) ; 
> 
B.g tomatCconca tCc .gun) ) ; 
l o r C i = l ; i < . l ; i » * ) { 
p . g c o e l l C l . i . l ) ; 
k . g t o l o n g C g c o a l l C l . i .2)) ; 
lo rCj . l ;gagalCp.compoCeoff lpoCA. j ) . l ) ) !=TRUE: j - ^ ^ ) ; 
p p . G G C A . j . l ) ; 
pm.GGCA.3.2); 
i l C l g C p m [ l ] ) . - 2 ) < 
r l . g m e d C g m u l C G C B . D . g p u i C g c o a l l C p m . l . l ) . g c o e l l C l , i,2) .0)) .m) ; 
r2 .gmulCaCB.2) .gcoal lCpm.l . k * 2 ) ) ; 
} 
e l se < 
I t o p l . a v m a ; 
I b o t l . a v m a ; 
r l . g t r a n s C G C p m . D ) ; 
whileClgCrl)<Ck«2)) { 
s .gmodCgmulCGCr l . lgCr l ) - l> .gcoe l lCpm.2.1 ) ) .m) ; 
r l . g n o d C g m u l C r l . g c o e l l C p a . l . D ) . m ) : 
I b o t l . a v m a ; 
r l . c o n c a t C r l . s ) ; 
> 
i l C l t o p l ' " I b o t l ) r l . g e r e p i l e C l t o p l . I b o t l . r l ) ; 
i l C k . - l ) r2 .gtransCGCpm.3)); 
e l se < 
I t o p l . a v m a ; 
r2 . g c o e l l C p m . l . k+2); 
l o r C k k . l ; k k < k ; k k » + ) 
r2.concatCr2 .gmulCgcoel lCpm. l .k*2 -kk) .gcoel lCpm.2.2*kk)) ) ; 
I b o t l . a v m a ; 
r2 = g e r e p i l e C l t o p l . I b o t 1 .concatCr2 .gcoellCpm,2 . k * 2 ) ) ) ; 
} 
s.gmodCgmnlCGCH.l) . r l ) . m ) ; 
s2.gmulCGCB.2).r2); 
r l . c o m p o C s . l ) ; 
r2.cofflpoCs2.1); 
l o r C k k . l ; k k < l g C s ) - l ; k k * * ) { 
r l = c o n c a t C r l . G C s . k k * l ) ) ; 
r2.concatCr2.GCs2.kk»l)); 
> 
} 
r l . g t o m a t C r l ) ; 
I b o t . a v m a ; 
H . g a r a p i l a C l t o p , I b o t . c o n c a t C r l.r2)); 
} 
r o t u m C B ) ; 
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Now we have my program for calculating Eisenstein-Kronecker-Lerch series for 
real elliptic curves. 
/• calculates c h i ( i _ 0 ) to specilied precision on l a t t i c e generated by 1 and tau •/ 
tinclude <stdio.h> 
•include <genpari.h> 
•delino lEUE 1 
long prec; 
GEB chiO; 
GEB tmlO; 
GEB t m 2 ( ) ; 
mainO 
{ 
GEB A , x . u , t , t a u , l i m . m , n ; 
cha r sC512]; 
l o n g I b o t , I t o p , d e c ; 
p r e c " 8 ; 
i n i t ( 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 2 ) ; 
s e t p r e c r < ( l o n g ) ( p r e c / R D ) ; 
c o n s t p i C p r e c ) ; 
p o l x [ 0 > l i s e i p r C " x " ) ; 
p r i n t l ( " l a t t i c e g e n e r a t o r ( o t h e r t h a n 1 ) ? " ) ; 
s M - 0 ; 
• h i l e C l s M ] ) g e t s C s ) ; 
t a u ° l i s e x p r C s ) ; 
i l C g c m p C g i a a g ( t a u ) , g z e r o ) < 0 ) t an -gnegCtau ) ; 
p r i n t l C ' i O ? " ) ; 
sCO]"0; 
» h i l e ( ! s C O J ) g e t s C s ) ; 
x » l i s e x p r ( s ) ; 
I t opxavma; 
x -gsubCi ,gmnl<g l loo rCgd iTCgimagCx) , g i m a g < t a n ) ) ) , t a u ) ) ; 
x - g s u b ( x , g l l o o r < g r e a l < x ) ) ) ; 
Ibotoaraa; 
x B g e r e p i l e C l t o p . l b o t . g c o p y C x ) ) ; 
l t o p " a r a a ; 
i " g d i v ( g i m a g ( t a a ) , g p i ) ; 
I b o t - a r a a ; 
A » g e r e p i l e ( I top, I b o t , g c o p y C & ) ) ; 
l i a - g s q r t ( g B u l ( g B u l ( g l o g ( g d e u i . p r e c ) , s t o i C p r e c » 3 2 ) ) , i ) , p r e c ) : 
t'gzero; 
l top°aTma; 
n - g l l o o r ( g d i T ( l i m , g i m a g ( t a u ) ) ) ; 
w h i l e ( g c m p _ l C n ) « ° o ) { 
m " g s q r t ( g s u b ( g s q r C l i m ) , g s q r ( g m t t l ( n , g i f f i a g ( t a u ) ) ) ) , p r e c ) ; 
i l (gcmpOCn)««0) H ° g s u b C g m a l C n . t a u ) , g l l o o r ( g a d d C m , g n u l C n , g r e a l ( t a u ) ) ) ) ) ; 
e l s e u » g u n ; 
w h i l e ( g c m p ( m , g r e a l C w ) ) ! — 1 ) { 
t - g a d d ( t , t m l ( w . x , » ) ) ; 
t » g a d d ( t , t B l ( g n e g ( w ) , x , » ) ) ; 
w ° g a d d ( w , g u n ) ; 
} 
n '*gsub(n ,gun) ; 
I b o f a r a a ; 
f g o o p y ( t ) ; 
n » g c o p y ( n ) ; 
d e c ° l p i l e ( l t o p . l b o t , 0 ) / 4 ; 
t * " d e c ; 
n*"dec; 
} 
n " g n e g C g l l o o r C g d i T ( g a d d C l i a . g i m a g ( x ) ) , g i m a g ( t a n ) ) ) ) ; 
w h i l e ( g c s p ( g a d d C g m a l ( n . g i a a g ( t a u ) ) . g i m a g C i ) ) , l i n ) ! - - l ) < 
m " g s q r t ( g s u b ( g s q r C l i m ) , g s q r ( g a d d(gBUl ( n , g i m a g ( t a u ) ) , g i m a g ( x ) ) ) ) . p r e c ) ; 
w<>gsub(gmul(n,tau) ,glloor (gaddCgaddCm,grealCx)) ,gmul ( & , g r e a l ( t a u ) ) ) ) ) ; 
w h i l e ( g c i n p ( m , g a d d ( g r e a l ( > ) , g r e a l C x ) ) ) > — 1 ) { 
t . g a d d ( t , t m 2 ( » , x , » ) ) ; 
» - g a d d ( w , g o n ) ; 
> 
n « g a d d ( n , g u n ) ; 
IbotBaTma; 
t = g c o p y ( t ) ; 
n " g c o p y ( n ) ; 
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d e c - l p i l e C l t o p . l b o t . O ) / 4 ; 
t * ° d e c : 
n*=dec; 
> 
f g m u l C g s q r C g i m a g C t a u ) ) . t ) ; 
o u t b e a u t C t ) ; 
GEH c h i C w . l . A ) 
GEB w . x . A ; 
GEB y . z ; 
z . g i n a g C g d i v C g m i l l C g m u l C » . g c o n i C i ) ) .gdeux) . A ) ) ; 
i l CexpoCzX-preca ie ) y . g a d d C g u n . g m u l C z . g i ) ) ; 
e l se y . g e x p C g m u l C z . g i ) . p r e c ) ; 
r e t u m C y ) ; 
GEB t m l C a . x . A ) 
GEI W.X.A; 
GEB t . e . m s ; 
ms .g rea lCgmnlCw.gconjCw)) ) ; 
e.gexpCgnegCgdivCms , A ) ) . p r e c ) ; 
t .gmulCgmulCchiCw.x .A) . e ) .gd ivCgaddCgun.gdlvCns .A)) .gmulCw.ms) ) ) ; 
r e t u m C t ) ; 
GEB tm2Cw.x.A) 
GEB w . x . A ; 
xaw.gaddCx.w); 
ms .grea lCgmalCxaw.gconjCxaw)) ) ; 
t . g d i v C g m u l C g c o n j C x a w ) . e i n t l C g d i v C m s . A ) . p r e c ) ) . g m u l C i . A ) ) ; 
r e t u m C t ) ; 
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